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This package updates the Subject Cataloging Manual: Subject Headings, 5th edition, which
was originally published in 1996 and has been updated semiannually since 1997.  All new
instruction sheets and replacement pages in 2006 Update Number 2 are dated August 2006.  The
table that follows lists the pages included in this package and summarizes the nature of the updates.
Users who wish to maintain a permanent record of the history of the additions and changes listed
here should file this table behind the Update Information tab in Volume 4 of the manual.

With this update, the manual is current through the end of August 2006.  2007 Update
Number 1 is scheduled to be published in Spring 2007.
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H 180 5 Example updated Replace

H 810 1-2 Text added to sec. 1.a. Replace

H 810 9-11 List updated Replace

H 830 7-10 Sec. 5.g. added Replace

H 1055 1-2 Text revised in Background statement, sec. 2, 3, 4,
and 5

Replace

H 1075 1 Editorial error corrected Replace

H 1095 19-60 List updated Replace

H 1100 3-4 List updated Replace

H 1100 7-8 List updated Replace
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H 1156 5-8 List updated Replace

H 1158 1-2 List updated Replace
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H 1160 5 Typographical error corrected Replace
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10.  Multi-element topics.  If a work discusses a complex or compound topic for which a single
heading neither exists nor can be practically constructed or established, assign multiple headings to
bring out the separate aspects of the topic.  Example:

Title:  Cancer morbidity and mortality among Danish brewery workers.
650 #0 $a Cancer $z Denmark.
650 #0 $a Cancer $x Mortality $z Denmark.
650 #0 $a Brewery workers $x Diseases $z Denmark.
650 #0 $a Brewery workers $x Mortality $z Denmark.

In some cases, patterns in the subject authority file call for assigning a combination of headings that
together are coextensive with the topic.  Example: 

Title:  Lipid metabolism in ruminant animals. 
650 #0 $a Ruminants $x Metabolism.
650 #0 $a Lipids $x Metabolism.

11.  Additional aspects.  In the headings assigned to a work, bring out important additional aspects,
such as limitation to a specific place or time, focus on specific named entities, and presentation in
a particular form.  These aspects may be expressed by means of headings themselves, adjectival
qualifiers in headings, or subdivisions.  See sec. 16 below for a discussion of complete subject
heading strings with subdivisions.

a.  Place.  Geographic features and jurisdictions can play a key role in the contents of a work
in terms of location, setting, derivation, or origin, and need to be reflected in the assigned
headings.  See H 690 - H 910 for instruction sheets on geographic headings and subdivisions,
and H 320 and H 350 for guidelines on national adjectival qualifiers in subject headings.

b.  Time.  Express the chronological aspects significant to the contents of the work in
situations where the Library of Congress subject heading system allows it.  See H 620 for
a discussion of chronological headings and subdivisions.
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11.  Additional aspects.  (Continued)

c.  Named entities.  Assign headings from either the name authority file or subject authority
file for individual persons, families, corporate bodies, projects, events, buildings, named
products, uniform titles, etc., that are significant to the contents of the work.  Assign
headings of this type when these named entities are critical to the subject of the work as a
whole, even if discussion of them does not form 20% of the work.  See H 430 for
instructions on assigning name headings as subjects and H 405 for a discussion of which file
to consult to find authority records for ambiguous named entities.

d.  Form.  Assign form headings and subdivisions to represent what the item itself is, that
is, its format or the particular type or arrangement of data that it contains, in situations where
headings or subdivisions for these types of materials exist, and it is Library of Congress
practice to designate them.  Consult the instruction sheets for particular types of materials
in the Subject Cataloging Manual, for example, dictionaries (H 1540); genealogy (H 1631);
illustrations (H 1659); juvenile materials (H 1690); software (H 2070); treaties (H 2227). 
 

12.  Concepts in titles.  Titles and subtitles are important because they sometimes state in the words
of the author or publisher the subject matter of the work.  Bring out or account for each topic of
subject retrieval value that is identified in the title or subtitle and discussed in the work.  Apply
judgment and consider the following points when applying this principle:

! If the title is misleading, euphemistic, or cryptic, do not use the title as a guide to the
contents of the work.

! If the topic is one that as a matter of policy is not expressed in subject headings, do not
bring out this aspect in the assigned subject headings.  For example, do not assign
specific headings to reflect a narrow time period in the history of a village.  Instead,
apply a general free-floating century subdivision (cf. H 620, sec. 3.d.(1)).

! If the title is general but the work is actually on a more specific topic, assign heading(s)
for the specific topic.

! If many topics are listed on the title page in the manner of a table of contents, treat them
as a table of contents.
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BACKGROUND:  Geographic headings that do not represent potential descriptive access points,
including headings for geographic features, regions, parks, etc., are generally established in the
subject authority file.  Since 1981 the rules used by subject catalogers in formulating these names
have been essentially the same as those used for establishing jurisdictional headings, that is, the
Anglo-American Cataloguing Rules.  With the adoption of AACR2, subject cataloging practices were
modified to conform with the new rules.  The procedures described in this instruction sheet apply
only to the choice and form of the qualifiers for geographic headings.  For procedures for
formulating the substantive portion of these headings, see H 690.

1.  General provisions.

a.  Level of qualification.

(1) General rule.  Qualify subject headings representing geographic entities by the
name of the country or countries in which they are located, except for the following:

   Country Level of Qualification   

Australia state
Canada province
Great Britain constituent country
Malaysia state
United States state

Note:  Serbia and Montenegro, the successor of Yugoslavia, is no longer an*

exception because it split into two separate countries in 2006.*

For a list of the political divisions of these five exceptions, and the forms to be used
as qualifiers, see pp. 8-11.

Note:  For entities on the continent of Antarctica or within the Antarctic
regions, use (Antarctica) as the qualifier.

(2) Entities in cities.  Qualify archaeological sites, parks and gardens, streets and
roads, and other man-made geographic structures, by the name of the city; qualify
natural features by the name of the larger jurisdiction (see sec. 2.c).

(3) Headings for non-jurisdictional islands.  See H 807.
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1.  General provisions.

a.  Level of qualification.  (Continued)

(4) Entities on islands.  Qualify by the name of the island or larger jurisdiction as
described in sec. 2.d.

(5) Names of extinct cities.  Use the qualifier (Extinct city) (see H 715).

  
(6) Rivers. See H 800.

(7) Undersea features.  Generally do not qualify undersea features in international
waters, for example, East Pacific Rise or Aleutian Trench.  If it is necessary to
resolve a conflict or remove ambiguity, add the body of water as a qualifier, for
example, Central Slope (Gulf of Mexico).  For undersea features within territorial
limits, qualify by the name of the appropriate jurisdiction, for example, Old
Orchard Shoal (N.Y.) or Grand Bahama Bank (Bahamas).

b.  Latest name.  Use, as a geographic qualifier, only the latest form of the name of a
jurisdiction, for example, (Zimbabwe) [not (Rhodesia, Southern)].

c.  Form of qualifier.  Qualify a geographic heading by placing the name of the appropriate
jurisdiction(s) within a single set of parentheses after the substantive portion of the heading.
Example:

151 ## $a Hawaii Volcanoes National Park (Hawaii)

When using the names of two jurisdictions as a qualifier, place both names within a single
set of parentheses, linking them with the word and.  Example:

151 ## $a Chesapeake Bay (Md. and Va.)
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First Order Political Divisions of the Exceptional Countries

  First Order Division   Form in Qualifier

Malaysia

Johor (Johor)
Kedah (Kedah)
Kelantan (Kelantan)
Kuala Lumpur (Malaysia) (Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia)
Malacca (State) (Malacca)
Negeri Sembilan (Negeri Sembilan)
Pahang (Pahang)
Perak (Perak)
Perlis (Perlis)
Pinang (Pinang)
Sabah (Sabah)
Sarawak (Sarawak)
Selangor (Selangor)
Terengganu (Terengganu)

United States

Alabama (Ala.)
Alaska (Alaska)
Arizona (Ariz.)
Arkansas (Ark.)
California (Calif.)
Colorado (Colo.)
Connecticut (Conn.)
Delaware (Del.)
Florida (Fla.)
Georgia (Ga.)
Hawaii (Hawaii)
Idaho (Idaho)
Illinois (Ill.)
Indiana (Ind.)
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First Order Political Divisions of the Exceptional Countries

  First Order Division   Form in Qualifier

United States  (Continued)

Iowa (Iowa)
Kansas (Kan.)
Kentucky (Ky.)
Louisiana (La.)
Maine (Me.)
Maryland (Md.)
Massachusetts (Mass.)
Michigan (Mich.)
Minnesota (Minn.)
Mississippi (Miss.)
Missouri (Mo.)
Montana (Mont.)
Nebraska (Neb.)
Nevada (Nev.)
New Hampshire (N.H.)
New Jersey (N.J.)
New Mexico (N.M.)
New York (State) (N.Y.)
North Carolina  (N.C.)
North Dakota  (N.D.)
Ohio (Ohio)
Oklahoma  (Okla.)
Oregon (Or.)
Pennsylvania  (Pa.)
Rhode Island  (R.I.)
South Carolina  (S.C.)
South Dakota  (S.D.)
Tennessee  (Tenn.)
Texas (Tex.)
Utah (Utah)
Vermont (Vt.)
Virginia (Va.)
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First Order Political Divisions of the Exceptional Countries

  First Order Division   Form in Qualifier

United States  (Continued)

Washington (State) (Wash.)
West Virginia (W. Va.)
Wisconsin  (Wis.)
Wyoming (Wyo.)

Other Jurisdictions That Are Abbreviated When Used as Qualifiers

  Jurisdiction   Form in Qualifier

British Virgin Islands (V.I.)
New Zealand (N.Z.)
Puerto Rico  (P.R.)
United States  (U.S.)
Virgin Islands of the United States (V.I.)
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5.  Exceptions.  (Continued)

d.  Cities assigned directly after topics.  Assign the names of the following cities directly
after topics: Jerusalem (see H 980); Washington (D.C.) (see H 1050).  Examples:

650 #0 $a Performing arts $z Washington (D.C.)
650 #0 $a Taxation $z Jerusalem.

Note:  Since Vatican City (see H 1045) is treated as a country rather than as a city,
it is also assigned directly after topics without interposing the name of a larger
geographic entity.

e.  Islands.  For the treatment of islands in geographic subdivision practice, see H 807.

f.  Antarctica.  Divide entities on the continent of Antarctica or within the Antarctic regions
through Antarctica.  Example:

650 #0 $a Geology $z Antarctica $z Weddell Sea Region.

g.  Indigenous tribes of the United States.  Assign directly the jurisdictional name headings*

established to represent the governments of the tribes recognized by the United States*

government.  Example:*

650 #0 $a Constitutions $z Spokane Tribe of the Spokane
          Reservation, Washington.

6.  Deletion of qualifiers.  If the heading for the locality being brought out as a geographic
subdivision has as its qualifier the same name as the country or division through which it is being
subdivided, delete the country or division name from the qualifier of the locality, even if it is
abbreviated, in order to avoid redundancy.  Retain in parentheses any other data included in the
qualifier to differentiate the heading, including names of obsolete jurisdictions.  If no further data
remain within the parentheses, delete the entire qualifier.  Examples:

Heading:  Paris (France) 
Subdivision usage:  650 #0 $a Art $z France $z Paris.

Heading:  Seattle (Wash.) 
Subdivision usage: 650 #0 $a Education $z Washington (State)

          $z Seattle
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6.  Deletion of qualifiers.  

Examples:  (Continued)

Heading:  Saint Louis Metropolitan Area (Mo.) 
Subdivision usage:  650 #0 $a Minorities $z Missouri $z Saint Louis

          Metropolitan Area

Heading: Matabeleland (Southern Rhodesia)
Subdivision usage: 650 #0 $a Gold mines and mining $z Zimbabwe

          $z Matabeleland (Southern Rhodesia)

Heading:  Grass Valley (Lander County and Eureka County, Nev.)
Subdivision usage: 650 #0 $a Trees $z Nevada $z Grass Valley (Lander

          County and Eureka County)

Heading:  Clear Lake (Iowa : Lake) 
Subdivision usage: 650 #0 $a Eutrophication $z Iowa $z Clear Lake

          (Lake)

Heading:  Clear Lake (Steuben County, Ind. :  Lake) 
Subdivision usage: 650 #0 $a Eutrophication $z Indiana $z Clear Lake

          (Steuben County : Lake)

Heading:  Sydney (N.S.W.) 
Subdivision usage:  650 #0 $a Architecture $z Australia $z Sydney

          (N.S.W.)

Heading:  Colca River (Arequipa, Peru) 
Subdivision usage:  650 #0 $a Stream measurements $z Peru $z Colca

          River (Arequipa)

Heading:  Tibet (China) 
Subdivision usage:  650 #0 $a India $x Relations $z China $z Tibet.

Heading:  Pacific Coast (Peru) 
Subdivision usage:  650 #0 $a Zoology $z Peru $z Pacific Coast.

Heading:  Veracruz-Llave (Mexico : State)
Subdivision usage:  650 #0 $a Land reform $z Mexico $z Veracruz-Llave

          (State)
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6.  Deletion of qualifiers.  

Examples:  (Continued)

Heading:  Sibirskii7 krai7 (R.S.F.S.R.) [a jurisdiction that existed only during the period of the
Soviet Union]

Subdivision usage:  650 #0 $a Minorities $z Russia (Federation) 
          $z Sibirskii7 krai7 (R.S.F.S.R.)

7.  Headings that include the name of a place.  Some subject headings include the name of a place
as part of the heading, or are qualified by the adjectival form of a place name, for example, Indians
of Mexico; Coins, Greek.  Divide these headings in the normal manner to bring out places other
than the one named in the heading.  Examples:

650 #0 $a Coins, Greek $z United States.
650 #0 $a Coins, Greek $z France $z Paris.

Divide by the place named in the heading only if it is necessary to bring out a locality within that
place as a further subdivision.  Examples: 

650 #0 $a Indians of Mexico $z Mexico $z Jalisco.
650 #0 $a Coins, Greek $z Greece $z Athens.

   [not 650 #0 $a Indians of Mexico $z Mexico.
650 #0 $a Coins, Greek $z Greece.]

8.  Celestial bodies.  Do not use names of celestial bodies as geographic subdivisions except where
they are authorized as such in the subject authority file, for example, Artificial satellites–Jupiter
(Planet).  To bring out a topic in connection with a celestial body, use established phrase headings
or topical subdivisions under the name of the body.  Examples:

650 #0 $a Lunar petrology.
   [not 650 #0 $a Rocks $z Moon.]

651 #0 $a Mars (Planet) $x Geology.
   [not 650 #0 $a Geology $z Mars (Planet)]
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9.  Ecclesiastical entities that are also names of places.  Under AACR2, individual ecclesiastical
entities, such as dioceses, provinces, synods, etc., are established as corporate bodies.  They are
usually established as subheadings under the name of the main religious body, for example,
Catholic Church.  Diocese of Basel (Switzerland), but some may be established directly, for
example, Constantinople (Ecumenical patriarchate).  Do not treat such headings as geographic
entities in subject heading practice.  Do not use them as subdivisions, and do not  subdivide them
by subdivisions used under geographic headings.  If it is necessary to designate a topical subject in
conjunction with an ecclesiastical entity, assign multiple headings: the name heading for the
ecclesiastical entity plus the topical heading subdivided by the closest equivalent geographic heading
and/or the closest equivalent geographic heading subdivided by topical subdivision.

10.  Content designation of geographic subdivisions.  Names of places, when used as geographic
subdivisions, are normally assigned the subfield code z, as illustrated in the examples above.  When
used as topical subdivisions after subject headings or subdivisions that are divided by topic rather
than place, however, they are used in the form in which they are established as headings and are
assigned the subfield code x.  Examples:

600 10 $a Shakespeare, William, $d 1564-1616 $x Knowledge 
          $x Greece.

LC practice:
11.  Correction of existing records.  When changing an existing bibliographic record in connection
with a new subject heading proposal, updating a geographic name to AACR2 form, correcting an error
in a record, etc., also review and change as necessary all headings in the record that have been
divided according to former rules that differ from the rules in this instruction sheet.
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BACKGROUND:  The country of Yugoslavia came into existence at the end of World War I with
the union of the republics of Bosnia and Hercegovina, Croatia, Macedonia, Montenegro, Serbia,
and Slovenia.  In 1991 and 1992, four of those republics, Bosnia and Hercegovina, Croatia,
Macedonia, and Slovenia, broke away from Yugoslavia and became independent countries, leaving
only Serbia and Montenegro as the constituent republics of Yugoslavia.  In 2003, the name of the
country was changed to Serbia and Montenegro.  In 2006, Serbia and Montenegro split into two*

separate, independent countries.  This instruction sheet provides guidelines on the usage of the*

headings Serbia and Montenegro, Yugoslavia, Former Yugoslav republics, and the headings for
the independent countries that had been part of Yugoslavia, as well as on the assignment of
geographic area codes.

1.  Yugoslavia.  Assign the heading Yugoslavia, with appropriate topical and period subdivisions,
to works on the country of Yugoslavia during the period 1918-1992 as well as to works on the
country of Serbia and Montenegro during the period 1992-2003 when it was called Yugoslavia. 

2.  Serbia and Montenegro.  Assign the heading Serbia and Montenegro to works on this country
from the time its name changed in 2003 until 2006 when it split into two separate, independent*

countries.*

3.  Independent countries.  Treat Bosnia and Hercegovina, Croatia, Macedonia (Republic),
Montenegro, Serbia, and Slovenia as fully independent countries.  As geographic subdivisions, use*

these headings directly after topics, even for works covering the time period when they were
republics of Yugoslavia.

4.  Former Yugoslav republics.  Assign the heading Former Yugoslav republics, with appropriate
topical subdivisions, to works discussing collectively the independent countries that emerged from
the breakup of Yugoslavia in 1991-1992 and 2006, or to works discussing the equivalent area.*

When using geographic subdivision, do not divide localities through Former Yugoslav republics.
Divide only through the name of the current country or, in the case of areas that span more than one
country, assign the heading directly after topics.
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5.  Geographic area codes.  Assign the following codes for these countries or regions:

Bosnia and Hercegovina e-bn
Croatia e-ci
Macedonia (Republic) e-xn
Montenegro e-yu1

*

Serbia e-yu1
*

Serbia and Montenegro e-yu
Slovenia e-xv
Yugoslavia e-yu
Former Yugoslav republics e-yu
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BACKGROUND:  Subdivisions are essential elements in the Library of Congress subject heading
system.  They are extensively used to combine various aspects of a topic into one heading and to
arrange entries that share the same main heading in a file.  This instruction sheet outlines the four
types of subdivisions and the two basic orders that are used to combine subdivisions in complete and
meaningful subject heading strings.  For instructions on those subdivisions whose use is authorized
by general instructions in the Subject Cataloging Manual and in the subject authority file, see
H 1095, Free-Floating Subdivisions.

1.  Types of subdivisions.  There are four types of subdivisions:  topical, geographic, chrono-logical,
and form.

a.  Topical subdivisions.  Topical subdivisions are used under headings of all types to limit
the concept expressed by the heading to a subtopic.  Many common topical subdivisions
represent actions, attributes, or aspects, for example, Helicopters–Flight testing; Drinking
water–Aluminum content; Mental health–Nutritional aspects.  Topical subdivisions are
used as a standard way of expressing concepts, methods, or techniques that are common to
several fields, or that may be applied to numerous headings, for example, –Psychological
aspects; –Research; –Statistical methods.  Subdivisions are generally preferred over phrase
headings for subtopics or aspects that may repeatedly appear in association with a variety
of topics or entities.  In some cases, particularly with headings for objects, subdivisions are
used to designate parts of the whole represented by the main heading, for example,
Ships–Radio antennas or Fishes–Nervous system.  When more than one topical
subdivision is used with a main heading, each subdivision refines the concept expressed by
the heading and makes it more specific, for example, Construction industry–Management;
Construction industry–Management–Employee participation.  Topical subdivisions
appear in $x subfields in MARC 21.

b.  Geographic subdivisions.  Geographic subdivisions indicate the geographic area to which
treatment of a topic is limited.  They may designate where something is located, or where
something is from, depending upon the topic.  When a heading is authorized for geographic
subdivision, it may be subdivided by place.  See H 364 for guidelines on coding authority
records to authorize geographic subdivision for headings.  See H 830 for instructions on
assigning authorized headings with geographic subdivisions.  Geographic subdivisions
appear in $z subfields in MARC 21. 
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1.  Types of subdivisions.  (Continued)

c.  Chronological subdivisions.  Chronological or period subdivisions indicate time periods
covered in the contents of the work.  They are usually associated with a historical treatment
of a topic and are established or used under topics after the subdivision –History, for
example, Women–History–To 500.  With  topics and topical subdivisions that the Library
of Congress treats as inherently historical (cf. H 1647, sec. 4), chronological subdivisions
are established without interposing the subdivision –History, for example, Russia–Social
conditions–1801-1917.  Chronological subdivisions that are established or used under
artistic, literary, or music form/genre headings modify the main heading and represent
artistic, literary, or musical compositions or works created in that time period, for example,
Engraving–18th century; French poetry–19th century; Sonatas (Piano)–20th century.
Consult H 620 for further information on chronological subdivisions.  Chronological
subdivisions appear in $y subfields in MARC 21.

d.  Form subdivisions.  Form subdivisions indicate what the item is rather than what it is
about.  The most frequently used form subdivisions, such as –Bibliography, –Juvenile
literature, and –Periodicals, may be used with all types of main headings and other
subdivisions.  Most form subdivisions may also be used as topical subdivisions for works
about those specific forms.  For example, the heading Medicine–Periodicals is assigned to
a general medical periodical; the heading Medicine–Periodicals–History is assigned to a
monograph on the history of medical periodicals.  Generally, a form subdivision is the final
element in a heading, for example, Nuclear reactors–Design and construction–Software.
Occasionally, two subdivisions are needed to indicate form, for example,
Technology–Bibliography–Periodicals (for a bibliography that is issued as a periodical).

Include a form subdivision in a subject heading string when the appropriate form subdivision
exists and it is Library of Congress practice to designate that form.  As a general rule,
include the same form subdivision in all headings assigned to the work unless (1) the form
subdivision is not authorized for use under a particular type of heading (cf. H 1927 for
periodicals), or (2) the form represents only a part of the work and separate headings are
being assigned for that portion of the work.
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$v Designs and plans  (H 1532)                       
 Use under architectural headings, including types of buildings and rooms, and under land-

scape headings, including types of gardens and parks, for works containing architectural
drawings.

$x Deterioration  (May Subd Geog)
Use under types of substances, materials, products, etc.  

$v Dictionaries  (H 1540)                      
Use under subjects.
See also –Encyclopedias

$v Dictionaries $x French, [Italian, etc.]  (H 1540)
Use under subjects.

$v Dictionaries $x Polyglot  (H 1540)
Use under subjects.

$v Dictionaries, Juvenile  (H 1690)                      
Use under subjects.

$x Digitization  (May Subd Geog) 
Use under types of library materials.

$v Directories  (H 1558)                      
Use under names of countries, cities, etc., individual corporate bodies and families, and
under classes of persons, ethnic groups, Christian denominations, types of organizations, and
topical headings for individual directories containing names, addresses, and other identifying
data.
See also –Registers; –Telephone directories

$x Discipline                                                        
Use under names of individual corporate bodies and under types of corporate bodies, classes
of persons, individual religions, and Christian denominations for the enforcement of rules
affecting conduct or action.
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$v Discography  (H 1361)                      
Use under names of individual persons and under topical headings for lists or catalogs of
sound recordings.
See also –Audiotape catalogs; –Songs and music–Discography

$x Documentation  (May Subd Geog)                                    
Use under topical headings for works on the processes by which documents on those topics
are made available.

$v Drama  (H 1780)                      
Use under names of countries, cities, etc., names of individual persons, families, and corpo-
rate bodies, and under classes of persons, ethnic groups, and topical headings for plays or
musical dramatic works on those subjects.

$v Drawings                                                          
Use as a form subdivision under technical topics for collections of drawings, plans, etc., and
as a topical subdivision for the technique of making such drawings, unless a separate heading
for the technique has been provided.

$x Drying  (May Subd Geog)                                                            
Use under individual materials, products, and objects dried.

$x Dust control  (May Subd Geog)                                                      
Use under types of industries, industrial plants, and processes.

$v Early works to 1800  (H 1576)  
Use under names of countries, cities, etc., and appropriate topical headings to designate
individual works written or issued before 1800.

$x Earthquake effects  (May Subd Geog) 
Use under types of buildings, structures, facilities, and equipment.

$x Econometric models  (H 2040)                      
Use under topical headings for works that employ mathematical or statistical models used
to test or measure economic phenomena.
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$x Economic aspects  (May Subd Geog)                                 
Use under topical headings and individual wars.  
See also –Economic conditions under names of countries, cities, etc., and  under classes of
persons and ethnic groups, including occupational groups, for works discussing the
economic history or economic conditions in general of a place, class of persons, or ethnic
group.

$x Electromechanical analogies  (H 2040)                      
Use under scientific and technical topics.

$v Electronic discussion groups
Use under subjects.

$x Electronic information resources
Use under subjects.

$x Electronic publishing  (May Subd Geog)
Use under types of published materials and headings for literature on particular topics.

$x Employees                                                          
Use under names of individual nongovernmental corporate bodies and under types of indus-
tries, services, establishments, and institutions. 
See also –Officials and employees

$v Encyclopedias   (H 1540)                                                  
Use under subjects.

$v Encyclopedias, Juvenile   (H 1540)                                           
Use under subjects.

$x Endowments                                                        
Use under names of individual corporate bodies and under types of corporate bodies and
disciplines.

$x Energy conservation  (May Subd Geog)                                             
Use under types of industries, facilities, etc.
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$x Energy consumption  (May Subd Geog)                                              
Use under types of industries, military services, and topical headings.

$x Environmental aspects  (May Subd Geog)                
Use under individual military services, events, and wars, and under types of industries,
processes, machines, facilities, constructions, chemicals, materials, and events for
environmental issues associated with their operation, creation, use, or planning and
execution.  Also use under individual diseases for environmental aspects of their causation
or development.
See also –Environmental conditions under names of countries, cities, etc.

$x Equipment and supplies                                             
Use under names of individual corporate bodies and under types of industries, processes,
services, activities, institutions, disciplines, animals, plants and crops, vehicles, and wars.
See also –Instruments; –Safety appliances

$x Estimates  (May Subd Geog)                                        
Use under types of engineering, technical processes, industries, etc., for estimates of the cost
of construction, installation, etc., or the carrying out of a task to completion.

$x Evaluation  (H 1591)                      
Use under names of individual corporate bodies and under types of institutions, products,
services, equipment, activities, projects, and programs for works on methods of assessing
or appraising those subjects, or for works on both the methods and results of assessing them.
See also –Testing
See also –Rating of under classes of persons. 

$x Examinations                                                      
Use under names of individual corporate bodies, educational institutions, and military servic-
es and under types of educational institutions for works discussing examinations given by
those organizations; under classes of persons for works discussing examinations for those
groups; and under names of individual persons and titles of works and under topical head-
ings for works discussing examinations given about those persons, titles, or topics. 

$x Examinations $v Study guides
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$v Examinations, questions, etc.                                     
Use under classes of persons for compilations of questions and answers for examinations for
those groups; and under names of individual persons and titles of works and under topical
headings for compilations of questions and answers for examinations about those persons,
titles, or topics.
See also –Problems, exercises, etc.

$v Excerpts
Use under motion picture forms and genres and under forms and types of musical
compositions.

$v Exhibitions  (H 1593)                      
Use under subjects.
See also –Bibliography–Exhibitions

$x Experiments                                                       
Use under scientific and technical topics for discussions about experiments and instructions
for carrying them out.

$x Expertising  (May Subd Geog)
Use under headings for art forms and under types of art objects, types of architecture, and
types of buildings.

$v Facsimiles  (H 1595)                      
Use under headings or subdivisions designating types of printed or written materials,
documents, etc.
See also –Manuscripts–Facsimiles; –Maps–Facsimiles

$v Fiction  (H 1720; H 1790)              
Use under names of countries, cities, etc., names of individual persons, families, and corpo-
rate bodies, and under classes of persons, ethnic groups, and topical headings for collections
of stories or novels on those topics.  Also use under names of individual persons and historic
events for individual works of biographical or historical fiction, and under animals for indi-
vidual stories about animals.
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$x Field work   (H 1645)                                                      
Use under disciplines for discussions of the techniques of carrying out work in the field to
gain practical experience through firsthand observation.

$v Film catalogs  (H 1361)                      
Use under subjects.

$x Finance  (H 1624)                      
Use under names of individual nongovernmental corporate bodies and under types of indus-
tries, corporate bodies, services, technical operations, etc., for works on the raising and
expenditure of funds.  Use under names of individual government bodies only for works on
their management of nonappropriated funds.  Use under ethnic groups for the financial
affairs of the group as a whole.
See also –Appropriations and expenditures under names of countries, cities, etc., and
individual government agencies.
See also –Finance, Personal under names of individual persons and under classes of persons
and ethnic groups.

$x Fires and fire prevention  (May Subd Geog)                                         
Use under types of institutions, buildings, industries, and vehicles.

$v Folklore  (H 1627; H 1720)              
Use under names of countries, cities, etc., and under classes of persons, ethnic groups,
uniform titles of sacred works, and topical headings for works discussing those topics as
themes in folklore and for collections of folklore texts on those subjects. 

$x Food service  (May Subd Geog)                                                      
Use under names of individual legislative bodies and types of institutions, organized
activities, etc., for provisions for meals and food in those enterprises.  Do not subdivide
geographically under legislative bodies.

$x Forecasting  (H 1628)                      
Use under names of countries, cities, etc., and under topical headings.

$z Foreign countries  (H 1919.5)
Use under ethnic groups, individual languages, individual literatures, military services, and
types of publications qualified by language or nationality.
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$x Foreign influences  (H 1675)           
Use under headings for civilizations of places, or particular aspects of those civilizations,
including art forms, literary forms, philosophies, intellectual life, etc., under ethnic groups,
and under disciplines when further subdivided by place for works discussing general outside
cultural influences on those civilizations, groups, or disciplines.

$x Forgeries  (May Subd Geog)
Use under names of individual persons and under types of art objects, documents, etc.

$v Forms                                                             
Use under names of individual corporate bodies, and under topical headings for works
consisting of, or containing, substantial numbers of blank forms.

$v Formulae, receipts, prescriptions                                                             
Use under branches and systems of medicine.
See also –Medicine–Formulae, receipts, prescriptions under ethnic groups.

$x Fuel systems
Use under types of equipment and vehicles.

$x Fume control  (May Subd Geog)                                                      
Use under types of industries, industrial plants, and processes.

$x Geographic information systems  (May Subd Geog)                                                      
Use under subjects.

$x Government policy  (May Subd Geog)  (H 1642)                      
Use under classes of persons, ethnic groups, and topical headings not inherently governmen-
tal.
See also headings of the type [topic] and state and [topic] policy.

$x Grading  (May Subd Geog)                                                         
Use under individual animals and groups of animals, individual plants and groups of plants,
and individual commodities.
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$x Graphic methods                                                   
Use under disciplines, types of technical processes, scientific phenomena, etc., for the
technique of solving problems by means of graphs.

$v Guidebooks  (H 1645)                      
Use under names of countries, cities, etc., individual corporate bodies and parks, etc., and
certain topical headings.  
See also –Tours under names of countries, cities, etc.

$v Handbooks, manuals, etc.  (H 1646)                      
Use under subjects.
See also –Amateurs' manuals; –Laboratory manuals; –Observers' manuals

$x Health aspects  (May Subd Geog)
Use under topical headings.

$x Heating and ventilation  (May Subd Geog)                            
Use under types of buildings, vehicles, and other constructions.

$x Heating and ventilation $x Control  (May Subd Geog)                             
Use under types of buildings, vehicles, and other constructions.

$x Heraldry                                                          
Use under names of individual corporate bodies, types of industries, and topical headings
for the devising, granting, and use of armorial insignia.

$x Historiography                                                    
Use under names of countries, cities, etc., and individual corporate bodies, uniform titles of
sacred works and treaties, and under classes of persons, ethnic groups, individual wars, and
topical headings.

$x History  (H 1647; H 1845)              
Use under names of countries, cities, etc., and individual corporate bodies, uniform titles of
sacred works, and under classes of persons, ethnic groups, and topical headings.

$x History $y To 1500  (H 1647)
Use under topical headings.
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$x History $y 16th century  (H 1647)                    
Use under names of countries, cities, etc., individual corporate bodies, and under classes of
persons, ethnic groups, and topical headings. 

$x History $y 17th century   (H 1647)                    
Use under names of countries, cities, etc., individual corporate bodies, and under classes of
persons, ethnic groups, and topical headings. 

$x History $y 18th century  (H 1647)                     
Use under names of countries, cities, etc., individual corporate bodies, and under classes of
persons, ethnic groups, and topical headings. 

$x History $y 19th century  (H 1647)                     
Use under names of countries, cities, etc., individual corporate bodies, and under classes of
persons, ethnic groups, and topical headings. 

$x History $y 20th century  (H 1647)                    
Use under names of countries, cities, etc., individual corporate bodies, and under classes of
persons, ethnic groups, and topical headings. 

$x History $y 21st century  (H 1647)                    
Use under names of countries, cities, etc., individual corporate bodies, and under classes of
persons, ethnic groups, and topical headings. 

$x History $v Chronology  (H 1367)                      
Use under names of countries, cities, etc., and individual corporate bodies, and under ethnic
groups, and topical headings not inherently historical.
See also –Chronology

$x History $x Philosophy                                               
Use under names of countries, cities, etc., and under topical headings.
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$x History $v Sources  (H 1647; H 2080)              
Use under names of countries, cities, etc., and individual corporate bodies, and under classes
of persons, ethnic groups, and topical headings not inherently historical for collections or
discussions of source materials of all types, such as legal documents, letters, diaries, family
papers, visual and moving image materials, assembled at a later time to serve as source mate-
rials for use by students, scholars, etc., in their research on the subject. 
See also –Sources

$x History and criticism  (H 1647)                      
Use under literary, music, and film form headings.

$x History of doctrines
Use under religious topics.

$x History of doctrines $y Early church, ca. 30-600
Use under religious topics.

$x History of doctrines $y Middle Ages, 600-1500
Use under religious topics.

$x History of doctrines $y 16th century
Use under religious topics.

$x History of doctrines $y 17th century
Use under religious topics.

$x History of doctrines $y 18th century
Use under religious topics.

$x History of doctrines $y 19th century
Use under religious topics.

$x History of doctrines $y 20th century
Use under religious topics.

$x History of doctrines $y 21st century
Use under religious topics.
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$x Hot weather conditions  (May Subd Geog)
Use under topical headings for works on procedures to be followed during hot weather
conditions.
See also –Tropical conditions

$v Humor                                               
Use under names of countries, cities, etc., names of individual persons and corporate bodies,
uniform titles of sacred works, and under topical headings.  

$x Identification                                                    
Use under classes of persons and topical headings.  Also use under groups of animals and
plants and types of objects as a topical or form subdivision for works presenting the
characteristics of a group for the purpose of determining the names of its members.

$v Illustrations  (H 1659)                      
Use under names of individual persons, individual works (author-title or title entries), uni-
form titles of sacred works, and under individual literatures, literary forms, and types of pub-
lished materials.

$v In art  (H 362; H 910; H 1250; H 1935)
Use under names of countries, cities, etc., individual corporate bodies, and individual
Christian denominations, and under uniform titles, for their representation as physical
objects in artistic works.  Use as a form subdivision for works consisting of reproductions
of artistic works that depict the place, body, etc.  Use as a topical subdivision for works that
discuss the place, body, etc., as a theme in art.

$v Indexes  (H 1670)                      
Use under subjects.
See also –Concordances

$x Industrial applications   (May Subd Geog)                                           
Use under scientific topics, individual chemicals, and individual plants and groups of plants.

$x Influence  (H 1675)                      
Use under names of individual persons and corporate bodies, uniform titles of sacred works,
and under forms and movements in the visual arts, types of organizations, religions, and
individual wars for works discussing their influence.
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$x Information resources
Use under subjects.
See also –Electronic information resources

$x Information resources management  (May Subd Geog)
Use under names of individual corporate bodies and types of industries and organizations.

$x Information services  (H 1675.5)                    
Use under names of countries, cities, etc., names of individual persons, corporate bodies, and
military services, and under classes of persons, ethnic groups, and topical headings.

$x Information technology  (May Subd Geog)
Use under disciplines, types of industries, services, and organizations.

$x Insignia                                                          
Use under names of individual corporate bodies and military services and under types of
corporate bodies.

$x Inspection  (May Subd Geog)  (H 1676.5)                     
Use under names of individual military services, and under types of merchandise, products,
equipment, engineering structures, and buildings, and individual and groups of animals and
plants.  

$x Installation  (May Subd Geog)
Use under types of equipment.

$x Instruments                                                      
Use under scientific and technical disciplines for discussions of the instruments employed
in those fields.

$v Interactive multimedia
Use under subjects.

$x International cooperation                                         
Use under topical headings.
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$x Internet marketing  (May Subd Geog) 
Use under types of commodities, products, and services.

$x Interpretation                                                    
Use under individual tests and types of tests.

$v Inventories                                                       
Use under types of industries, institutions, and topical headings for lists or discussions of raw
materials, supplies, work in process, finished goods, etc., on hand at a particular time..

$x Inventory control  (May Subd Geog)
Use under names of individual corporate bodies and military services and under types of
industries, organizations, and facilities.  This subdivision may be further subdivided by place
only under types of industries, organizations, and facilities.

$v Job descriptions  (May Subd Geog)
Use under names of individual corporate bodies and military services, and under occupation-
al groups.  This subdivision may be further subdivided by place only under occupational
groups.

$v Juvenile drama  (H 1690)                      
Use under names of countries, cities, etc., names of individual persons and corporate bodies,
and under classes of persons, ethnic groups, and topical headings. 

   
$v Juvenile fiction  (H 1690)                      

Use under names of countries, cities, etc., names of individual persons and corporate bodies,
and under classes of persons, ethnic groups, and topical headings.

$v Juvenile films  (H 1690)                      
Use under subjects.

$v Juvenile humor  (H 1690)                     
Use under names of countries, cities, etc., names of individual persons and corporate bodies,
and under classes of persons, ethnic groups, and topical headings. 

$v Juvenile literature  (H 1690)                      
Use under subjects.
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$v Juvenile poetry  (H 1690)                      
Use under names of countries, cities, etc., names of individual persons and corporate bodies,
and under classes of persons, ethnic groups, and topical headings.

$v Juvenile software  (H 2070)                      
Use under topical headings for actual software items, that is, machine-readable editions.

$v Juvenile sound recordings  (H 1690)                      
Use under subjects.

$x Koranic teaching
Use under Islamic topics for works on the theological and/or ethical teachings of the Koran
on that topic, for example, Islamic education–Koranic teaching; War–Religious aspects–
Islam–Koranic teaching.

$x Labeling  (May Subd Geog)                                         
Use under types of products.

$x Labor productivity  (May Subd Geog)                                                
Use under types of industries, occupations, and processes.

$v Laboratory manuals  (H 1646)                       
Use under scientific and technical topics for workbooks containing concise background
information and directions for performing work, including experiments, in the laboratory.

$x Landscape architecture  (May Subd Geog)
Use under types of buildings, institutions, and facilities.

$x Language                                                          
Use under names of individual persons and corporate bodies, individual works entered under
title, and under classes of persons, disciplines, types of newspapers, and individual wars.
See also –Languages under names of countries, cities, etc., and under ethnic groups.
See also –Slang under individual languages and groups of languages and under topical
headings.
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$v Legends  (H 1627; H 1795)              
Use under names of individual persons and legendary characters and uniform titles of sacred
works, and under religious topics for collected or individual literary versions of legendary
tales about those persons, characters, or topics.
See also –Romances

$x Library resources                                                 
Use under names of countries, cities, etc., names of individual persons and corporate bodies,
and under classes of persons, ethnic groups, and topical headings for works describing the
resources and special collections available on those subjects.

$x Licenses  (May Subd Geog)                                         
Use under occupational groups and types of employees, under types of industries, facilities,
and institutions, and under individual land vehicles.
See also –Accreditation; –Certification

$x Licenses $x Fees  (May Subd Geog)
Use under occupational groups and types of employees, under types of industries, facilities,
and institutions, and under individual land vehicles.

$x Lighting  (May Subd Geog)
Use under types of vehicles, structures, buildings, rooms, installations, etc.

$x Linear programming                                                
Use under topical headings.

$v Literary collections                                              
Use under names of countries, cities, etc., names of individual persons, families, and corpo-
rate bodies, and under classes of persons, ethnic groups, individual wars, and topical head-
ings for collections including several literary forms.

$x Liturgy
Use under individual Jewish and Christian sects and rites; under names of individual
Christian monastic and religious orders; and under individual Jewish and Christian
ceremonies, rituals, holidays, etc.

$x Liturgy $v Texts  (H 2190)
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$x Location  (May Subd Geog)                                                          
Use under types of industries, business entities, government agencies, and facilities, and
under individual plants and groups of plants.

$v Longitudinal studies  (H 1848)                      
Use under classes of persons, ethnic groups, and topical headings.

$x Maintenance and repair                               
Use under types of objects, including machinery, vehicles, structures, etc., requiring mainte-
nance and repair.     
See also –Repairing

$x Management                                                        
Use under names of individual corporate bodies, including government agencies, galleries,
museums, parks, etc., and under types of industries, industrial plants and processes, special
activities, resources, etc.
See also –Administration

$x Manuscripts  (H 1855)                      
Use under names of individual persons and families, individual works entered under title,
uniform titles of sacred works, and under classes of persons, ethnic groups, groups of au-
thors, literatures, and topical headings.

$x Manuscripts $v Catalogs  (H 1855)  

$v Manuscripts $v Facsimiles  (H 1595; H 1855)
Use under names of individual composers and literary authors and under individual works
entered under title.

$x Manuscripts $v Indexes

$x Manuscripts $v Microform catalogs  (H 1361)
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$v Maps  (H 1865)                      
Use under names of countries, cities, etc., and individual corporate bodies, and under topical
headings for individual maps or collections of maps.
See also –Aerial views under names of countries, cities, etc., and individual educational
institutions.

$x Maps $v Bibliography                                                 
Use under names of countries, cities, etc., and individual corporate bodies, and under topical
headings.

$v Maps $v Early works to 1800  (H 1576)  
Use under names of countries, cities, etc., and under topical headings.

$v Maps $v Facsimiles  (H 1595)
Use under names of countries, cities, etc., and under topical headings

$x Maps $x Symbols                                                     
Use under topical headings.

$v Maps, Comparative                                                 
Use under names of countries, cities, etc.

$v Maps, Manuscript                                                  
Use under names of countries, cities, etc.

$v Maps, Mental                                                      
Use under names of countries, cities, etc.

$v Maps, Outline and base                                            
Use under names of countries, cities, etc.

$v Maps, Physical                                                    
Use under names of countries, cities, etc.

$v Maps, Pictorial                                                   
Use under names of countries, cities, etc.
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$v Maps, Topographic
Use under names of countries, cities, etc.

$v Maps, Tourist                                                     
Use under names of countries, cities, etc.

$v Maps for children
Use under names of countries, cities, etc., under individual corporate bodies, and under
topical headings.

$v Maps for people with visual disabilities
Use under names of countries, cities, etc.

$v Maps for the blind                                                
Use under names of countries, cities, etc.

$x Marketing  (H 1870)                      
Use under types of commodities, products, services, and institutions providing products or
services.

$x Materials  (May Subd Geog) 
Use under scientific and technical disciplines and under types of equipment and construction.

$x Mathematical models  (H 2040)                      
Use under topical headings.

$x Mathematics                                                       
Use under topical headings for works on the mathematics employed in those fields.

$x Measurement                                                       
Use under scientific and technical topics for works on the technique of making measure-
ments.
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$x Medals  (May Subd Geog)                                                          
Use under names of individual persons and corporate bodies, and under classes of persons,
ethnic groups, individual wars, and topical headings.  This subdivision may be further
subdivided by place only under classes of persons, ethnic groups, individual wars, and
topical headings.

$x Medical examinations  (May Subd Geog)                             
Use under names of individual military services and under classes of persons, ethnic groups,
and topical headings for which medical examinations are needed, such as insurance.

$v Meditations                                 
Use under names of individual persons, uniform titles of sacred works, and under religious
topics for works containing collections of thoughts or reflections on the spiritual significance
of the person or topic.

$x Membership                                                         
Use under names of individual corporate bodies and types of corporate bodies for works on
the conditions of belonging to those organizations.

$x Methodology                                                       
Use under disciplines and other topical headings for works on both the theory and practice
of procedures to be followed.
See also –Technique

$v Microform catalogs  (H 1361; H 1965)              
Use under names of individual institutions and collections for catalogs that list works stored
in those institutions or collections in microform editions. 
See also –Archives–Microform catalogs; –Bibliography–Microform catalogs

$v Miscellanea  (H 1910)                       
Use under names of countries, cities, etc., names of individual persons and corporate bodies,
and under classes of persons, ethnic groups, and topical headings.

$x Models  (May Subd Geog)  (H 2040)                      
Use under types of objects and organs and regions of the body for works on physical or
working models of those objects or body parts.
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$x Moisture  (May Subd Geog)                                                        
Use under types of farm produce, objects, materials, technical equipment, etc., for works on
their moisture content.

$x Moral and ethical aspects  (May Subd Geog)  (H 1998)
Use under non-religious or non-ethical topics for works that discuss moral and/or ethical
questions regarding the topic.
See also –Professional ethics under occupational groups and types of employees. 

$x Museums  (May Subd Geog)  (H 1916)                      
Use under names of individual persons, families, and corporate bodies, and under ethnic
groups, individual wars, and topical headings for which phrase headings for the type of
museum have not been established.  This subdivision may be further subdivided by place
only under headings for names of individual persons and families, and ethnic groups,
individual wars, and topical headings.

$x Mythology  (May Subd Geog)  (H 1998)                                                      
Use under topical headings.

$x Name  (H 1919)                      
Use under names of countries, cities, etc., names of individual persons, deities, Christian de-
nominations, and corporate bodies, and under ethnic groups and individual wars, events, etc.,
for works on the name's origin, history, spelling, validity, etc.

$x Names  (H 1919)                      
Use under types of objects, animals, events, organizations, and educational institutions for
the rules, customs, etc., in the naming of those items.

$v Newspapers  (H 1920)                      
Use under subjects.

$x Noise                                                             
Use under topical headings.
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$v Nomenclature                                                      
Use under scientific and technical disciplines and types of substances, plants, and animals
for systematically derived lists of names or designations that have been formally adopted or
sanctioned, or for discussions of the principles involved in the creation and application of
such names.

$v Nomograms                                                         
Use under topical headings.

$v Notation
Use under scientific and technical topics for works containing the symbols, formulae, or
signs employed in the field.    

$v Observations                                                       
Use under scientific topics for works consisting of numerical data obtained by the observa-
tion of natural phenomena or for discussions on the processing and use of those data.

$v Observers' manuals  (H 1646)                       
Use under scientific topics for instruction books on making observations of natural phe-
nomena.

$x Officials and employees                                          
Use under names of countries, cities, etc., and individual international and governmental
agencies, and under types of government agencies.  This subdivision may be further subdi-
vided by place only when used under names of countries, cities, etc.
See also –Employees

$x On postage stamps   (H 1945)
Use under names of individual persons and corporate bodies, under titles of works and under
names of countries, cities, etc., for works on the portrayal of those entities on postage
stamps.

$v Online chat groups
Use under subjects.

$x Orbit
Use under names of individual artificial satellites.
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$v Outlines, syllabi, etc.                                           
Use under names of individual persons, uniform titles of sacred works, classes of persons,
ethnic groups, and topical headings for brief statements of the principal elements of a subject
to be studied, usually arranged by headings and subheadings.

$x Packaging  (May Subd Geog)
Use under types of products and merchandise for the techniques of wrapping, sealing, and
labeling those items for marketing.

$x Packing  (May Subd Geog)                                                         
Use under types of products and commodities for the techniques of preparing those items for
storage or shipment.

$v Pamphlets
Use under 16th, 17th, and 18th century period subdivisions of European and American
history and under individual wars, for short, separately published, usually polemical, essays
or treatises regarding controversial issues of contemporary interest, especially political or
religious matters.

$v Papal documents                                                   
Use under topical headings for collections of documents and other papal pronouncements
on the topic.

$v Parodies, imitations, etc.                                        
Use under names of individual persons, individual works entered under title, and motion
picture, television, and video forms and genres.

$v Passenger lists
Use under names of individual ships.

$v Patents                                                           
Use under disciplines and under types of articles and processes patented.

$v Periodicals  (H 1927)                      
Use under subjects.
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$x Periodicals $v Abbreviations of titles                              
Use under subjects.

$x Periodicals $v Bibliography                                         
Use under subjects for lists of serials or periodicals on a subject.

$x Periodicals $v Bibliography $v Catalogs  (H 1361)                       
Use under subjects for lists of serials or periodicals held by one organization or library,
assembled as a private collection, or issued by an individual publisher.

$x Periodicals $v Bibliography $v Union lists  (H 1361)                 
Use under subjects for catalogs of serials or periodicals on those subjects held by two or
more libraries.

$x Periodicals $v Indexes  (H 1670)                      
Use under subjects.

$v Personal narratives  (H 1928)
Use under names of events and wars.

$x Personal narratives $x History and criticism

$x Personnel management                                             
Use under names of individual corporate bodies and under types of industries and
organizations.

$x Philosophy  (H 1929)                     
Use under names of individual persons other than philosophers, and under groups of literary
authors, uniform titles of sacred works, and topical headings.

$v Photographs  (H 1935)                     
Use under subjects for works that consist of actual photographs, that is, photographic prints
or digital photographs, rather than reproductions of photographs.

$v Photographs from space   (1210.5)                                        
Use under names of countries, cities, etc., and under topical headings for collections of
photographs taken from outer space.  Do not use for cartographic materials.
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$x Physiological aspects                                
Use under types of activities and mental conditions for works on the relationship between
an individual's activity, mental state, etc., and his physiology.
See also –Physiology under classes of persons, ethnic groups, individual and groups of
animals and plants, and individual organs and regions of the body.

$x Physiological effect  (May Subd Geog)
Use under individual chemicals, materials, individual plants and groups of plants, and
environmental phenomena or conditions for works on their effect on the functions of living
organisms.

$v Pictorial works  (H 1935)                       
Use under names of countries, cities, etc., individual persons, families, and corporate bodies,
and under classes of persons, ethnic groups, individual wars, and topical headings.
See also –Portraits under names of individual persons who lived after 1400, individual
families, and under classes of persons, ethnic groups, and individual wars. 

$x Planning                                                         
Use under names of individual corporate bodies and under types of activities, facilities,
industries, services, undertakings, etc., for works that describe or discuss the planning
process.

$v Poetry  (H 1800)                     
Use under names of countries, cities, etc., names of individual persons, families, and corpo-
rate bodies, and under classes of persons, ethnic groups, and topical headings for collections
of poetry and individual poems on those subjects.     

$x Political activity  (H 1942)                       
Use under names of individual persons, families, corporate bodies, and military services, and
under classes of persons, individual Christian denominations, and types of corporate bodies
for works on the political participation of those persons or organizations.
See also –Politics and government under ethnic groups
See also –Political and social views under individual persons and groups of literary authors.
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$x Political aspects  (May Subd Geog)  (H 1942)                     
Use under individual religions and topical headings for works on the political dimensions
or implications of nonpolitical topics.
See also –Politics and government under names of countries, cities, etc., and under ethnic
groups.

$v Popular works  (H 1943.5)                     
Use under scientific, technical, and legal headings, etc., for works written for the layperson;
and under medical disciplines, individual diseases, and under headings of the type [part of
the body]–Diseases for materials written for the layperson.

$v Posters  (H 1945.5)                   
Use under names of countries, cities, etc., individual persons and corporate bodies, classes
of persons, ethnic groups, individual wars, and topical headings for individual posters and
collections and/or discussions of posters about those subjects.

$x Power supply  (May Subd Geog)                                                   
Use under types of buildings, installations, equipment, industries, etc.

$x Practice  (May Subd Geog)                                          
Use under types of professions.

$v Prayer-books and devotions                                       
Use further subdivided by the language of the text under names of individual religious and
monastic orders and under individual religions, Christian denominations, classes of persons
and ethnic groups for whose use the prayers are intended; under names of individual saints,
deities, etc., to whom the devotions are directed; and under topical headings for prayer-books
on those topics.

$v Prayer-books and devotions $x English, [French, German, etc.]

$x Prayer-books and devotions $x History and criticism

$x Preservation  (May Subd Geog)                                         
Use under individual organs, and types of perishable products, including food, drugs,
textiles, etc.
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$x Press coverage  (May Subd Geog)
Use under names of countries, cities, etc, individual corporate bodies, individual events, and
topical headings.

$x Prevention                                                        
Use under individual or types of diseases and medical conditions, and under situations to be
avoided.

$x Prices  (May Subd Geog)                                          
Use under types of products, objects, etc., and under industries where one general heading
for the products of that industry is lacking.

$x Prices $x Government policy  (May Subd Geog)                          
Use under types of products, objects, etc., and under industries where one general heading
for the products of that industry is lacking.

$x Private collections  (May Subd Geog)  (H 1427)                       
Use under types of objects, including art and antiquities and excluding natural objects and
musical instruments, for works on privately owned collections of those objects.

$x Privileges and immunities                                        
Use under names of individual international agencies and legislative bodies and under types
of organizations and educational institutions.

$v Problems, exercises, etc.                                          
Use under topical headings for compilations of practice problems or exercises pertinent to
the study of the topic.
See also –Examinations, questions, etc.

$x Production and direction  (May Subd Geog)                                                      
Use under forms and types of musical compositions, under individual art forms performed
on stage or screen, under motion picture forms and genres, and under types of programming
for the broadcast media.

$x Production control  (May Subd Geog)                                             
Use under types of industries, industrial plants, and processes.
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$x Production standards  (May Subd Geog)                            
Use under types of industries and processes.

$v Programmed instruction                                           
Use under topical headings for works discussing presequenced instruction in which the
learner is able to govern the pacing of the process, sometimes with a teaching machine, or
for programmed texts on those topics. 

$x Programming  (May Subd Geog)                               
Use under individual and types of computers, microprocessors, and programmable
calculators.

$x Prophecies                                                       
Use under names of individual persons and deities, uniform titles of sacred works, and under
classes of persons, ethnic groups, and individual wars.
See also –History–Prophecies under names of countries, cities, etc.
 

$x Protection  (May Subd Geog)                                        
Use under types of equipment, structures, individual and groups of plants and crops, organs
and regions of the body, and under classes of persons for works on preserving these items
or persons from physical damage or harm.

$x Provinces  (H 713)
Use under headings of the type [topic]–[country] for works discussing collectively the
provinces of a country in relation to the topic, for example, Economic forecasting–Cana-
da–Provinces.

$x Psychological aspects                                            
Use under topical headings other than religious topics for works on the influence of condi-
tions, activities, objects, etc., on the mental condition or personality of individuals.

$x Psychology                                                       
Use under uniform titles of sacred works, religions, and religious topics for the psychological
aspects of those works or topics.  Use under names of individual persons for discussions or
interpretations of the person's psychological traits, personality, character, etc.  Also use
under classes of persons, ethnic groups, and individual and groups of animals for the mental
processes or characteristics of those persons or animals. 
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$x Public opinion  (H 1955)                     
Use under names of individual persons and corporate bodies, and under classes of persons,
ethnic groups, individual wars, and topical headings for works on public opinion on those
persons or topics.

$x Public relations  (May Subd Geog)
Use under names of individual corporate bodies, military services, and topical headings.

$x Publishing  (May Subd Geog)                                      
Use under names of individual corporate bodies, individual Christian denominations, and
types of corporate bodies,  and under types of published materials and headings for literature
on particular topics.
See also –Publication and distribution under uniform titles of sacred works.

 
$x Purchasing  (May Subd Geog)

Use under individual animals and groups of animals and under types of products and
services.

$x Quality control                                                  
Use under types of industries, industrial plants, and processes.

$v Quotations, maxims, etc.  (H 1969)         
Use under names of countries, cities, etc., and under topical headings.
See also –Quotations under names of individual persons and families, uniform titles of
sacred works, and under classes of persons and ethnic groups.

$x Rates  (May Subd Geog)
Use under types of services, utilities, transportation systems, etc., for prices charged for
services provided or items sold according to a specific ratio, scale, or standard.

$v Records and correspondence                                        
Use under names of individual corporate bodies and types of industries, organizations, etc.

$x Recreational use  (May Subd Geog)
Use under types of bodies of water, types of land, types of geographic features, and types of
buildings with other functions. 
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$x Reference books   (H 1980)
Use under subjects.

$x Regional disparities
Use under topical headings.
See also –Economic conditions–Regional disparities under names of countries, etc.

$x Regions  (H 713)
Use under headings of the type [topic]–[country] for works discussing collectively the
regions of a country in relation to a topic, for example, Law–Italy–Regions.  Use only under
countries whose legally designated first order divisions are called regions.

$v Registers  (H 1558)                     
Use under names of countries, cities, etc., individual corporate bodies, and families, and
under classes of persons, ethnic groups, individual wars, and topical headings for lists of
names of persons, organizations, or objects, etc., without addresses or other identifying data.
See also –Directories

$x Reliability                                                      
Use under types of equipment, machinery, technical systems, industrial plants, etc.

$x Remodeling  (May Subd Geog)
Use under types of buildings and rooms.

$x Remodeling for other use  (May Subd Geog)
Use under types of buildings and structures.

$x Remote sensing                                                  
Use under topical headings.

$v Remote-sensing maps
Use under names of countries, cities, etc., and under topical headings.

$x Repairing  (May Subd Geog)                                                        
Use under types of objects not requiring maintenance.
See also –Maintenance and repair
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$x Republics  (H 713)
Use under headings of the type [topic]–[country] for works discussing collectively the
republics of a country in relation to the topic, for example, Civil law–Soviet Union–
Republics.

$x Research  (May Subd Geog)  (H 2020)                     
Use under names of countries, cities, etc., individual corporate bodies, and classes of
persons, ethnic groups, and topical headings.

$x Research grants  (May Subd Geog)                                 
Use under names of individual corporate bodies and under topical headings.  This
subdivision may be further subdivided by place only under topical headings.

$v Reviews  (H 2021)
Use under the heading Books and headings for types of books for collections of descriptive
and evaluative accounts of books on many subjects.  Use under headings for nonbook mate-
rials for collections of descriptive and evaluative accounts of those materials.  Also use
under headings for mass media and the performing arts for collections of critical writings
about programs, performances, etc.

$x Risk assessment  (May Subd Geog)                                                      
Use under topical headings with which physical risk is associated.

$v Romances  (H 1795)                     
Use under names of individual persons and legendary characters for texts of medieval (that
is, pre-1501) European tales based chiefly on legends of chivalric love and adventure in
which those persons or characters are the dominant character.
See also –Legends

$v Rules
Use under names of individual religious and monastic orders, contests, and sports events and
under types of games and activities.

$v Rules and practice                           
Use under names of individual corporate bodies and types of corporate bodies.
See also –Regulations under names of individual educational institutions and military
services.
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$x Safety appliances  (May Subd Geog)
Use under types of machines, vehicles, industrial plants, occupations, etc.

$x Safety measures                                                  
Use under names of individual corporate bodies, military services, and topical headings.

$x Safety regulations  (May Subd Geog)                              
Use under topical headings.

$x Sanitation  (May Subd Geog)                                                     
Use under names of individual corporate bodies, types of industries, and topical headings.
Do not subdivide geographically under corporate bodies.

$x Scholarships, fellowships, etc.  (May Subd Geog)                 
Use under classes of persons, ethnic groups, and fields of study.

$x Scientific applications  (May Subd Geog)                                          
Use under types of technical devices or processes used to further scientific advancement.

$x Security measures  (May Subd Geog)                                                
Use under names of individual corporate bodies and under individual computers, networks,
and systems, and under types of buildings, installations, and industries.  This subdivision
may be further subdivided by place only under individual computers, networks, and systems,
and under types of buildings, installations, and industries.
See also –Computer networks–Security measures.

$v Sermons  (H 2032)                     
Use under names of individual persons and under sects of  individual religions, Christian de-
nominations, types of educational institutions, uniform titles of sacred works, individual
wars, and topical headings.

$x Sermons $x History and criticism  (H 2032)

$x Sex differences    (May Subd Geog)
Use under topical headings.
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$x Signers
Use under uniform titles of historic documents.

$x Simulation games
Use under topical headings.

$x Simulation methods  (H 2040)                     
Use under topical headings.

$x Slang                                                            
Use under individual languages and groups of languages, and under topical headings.

$v Slides                                                           
Use under names of countries, cities, etc., and individual persons and under topical headings.

$x Social aspects  (May Subd Geog)                                  
Use under topical headings for works that discuss the effect of the item, activity, discipline,
etc., and society on each other.
See also –Social conditions under names of countries, cities, etc., and under classes of
persons and ethnic groups for works on the social history or sociology of the place or group.
See also –Social life and customs under names of countries, cities, etc., and under classes
of persons and ethnic groups.

$x Societies, etc.  (H 2060)   
Use under names of individual persons, families, and corporate bodies, and under classes of
persons, ethnic groups, uniform titles of sacred works, and topical headings for works dis-
cussing two or more societies or institutions related to those subjects.
See also –Societies and clubs under age and sex groups.

$x Sociological aspects  (H 2055)  
Use under types of institutions for works discussing the impact of the inherent nature of the
institution in question on group interaction within the institution and vice versa.
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$v Software  (H 2070)                      
Use under topical headings as a form subdivision for actual computer programs that are tools
to perform tasks, for example, systems software, utilities, or applications programs.  Do not
use for computer files or electronic resources that are about a given topic, or to indicate only
that the item is machine-readable.
See also –Computer games; –Computer programs; –Databases.

$v Songs and music  (H 2075)                                                   
Use under names of individual persons and corporate bodies, and under ethnic groups,
individual wars, and topical headings.
See also –Music under ethnic groups.

$x Songs and music $v Discography

$x Songs and music $x History and criticism  (H 2075)

$v Songs and music $v Texts  (H 2190)

$x Soundproofing  (May Subd Geog)
Use under types of buildings, structures, facilities, and equipment.

$v Sources  (H 1647; H 2080)  
Use under individual works (author-title or title entries), historical topics, and headings for
systems of law, for collections or discussions of source materials of all types compiled for
scholars.  Also use under names of individual persons for collections of materials that served
as the person's sources of ideas or inspiration for his or her endeavors or creative works, and
for discussions of those source materials.  Also use under types of literatures for works about
sources of ideas or inspiration for those literary works.
See also –History–Sources

$v Specifications  (May Subd Geog)  (H 2083)                     
Use under types of engineering, construction, industries, products, and merchandise.
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$v Specimens                                                          
Use under types of publications, printed matter, etc., as a form subdivision for actual
specimens of the material.  Also use under individual typefaces or groups of typefaces as a
form subdivision for works consisting primarily or entirely of samples of printed matter
using those typefaces and intended to illustrate their appearance.

$x Spectra                                                          
Use under individual chemicals, materials, elementary particles, and celestial bodies.

$v Speeches in Congress                                               
Use under topical headings for single speeches or compilations of speeches on those topics.

$x Stability                                                        
Use under individual chemicals, materials, elementary particles, celestial bodies, and land
vehicles.

$x Standards  (May Subd Geog)                                       
Use under topical headings for descriptions of the example or model set up and established
by authority as the measure of quantity, quality, value, extent, weight, etc., to be followed.
See also –Production standards

$x State supervision                                                
Use under topical headings.

$x States  (H 713)
Use under headings of the type [topic]–[country] for works discussing collectively the states
of a country in relation to the topic, for example, Income tax–United States– States.

$x Statistical methods  (H 2095)                     
Use under topical headings for discussions of the methods of solving problems on those
topics through the use of statistics.

$x Statistical services  (H 2095)                     
Use under names of countries, cities, etc., and under topical headings for works on services
that collect numerical data located in those places or about those topics.
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$v Statistics  (H 2095)                     
Use under names of countries, cities, etc., names of individual corporate bodies, classes of
persons, ethnic groups, and topical headings for works consisting of or discussing statistics
about those subjects.
See also –Statistics, Medical under names of countries, cities, etc.
See also –Statistics, Vital under names of countries, cities, etc., and under ethnic groups for
compilations of birth, marriage, and death statistics.

$x Storage  (May Subd Geog)
Use under types of commodities, foods, materials, industrial products, etc., for their safe-
keeping in a warehouse or other depository.

$x Study and teaching  (May Subd Geog)  (H 2110)                     
Use under subjects for works on methods of study and teaching on those subjects.
See also –Education under names of individual religious and monastic orders, classes of
persons, ethnic groups, and Christian denominations.
See also –Instruction and study under music headings.
See also –Training of under occupational groups and types of employees.

$x Study and teaching $x Activity programs  (May Subd Geog)  (H 2110)
Use under subjects.

$x Study and teaching $x Audio-visual aids  (H 2110)                  
Use under subjects for works on the use of audiovisual aids in the learning and teaching of
those subjects.

$x Study and teaching $x Simulation methods  (H 2110)            
Use under subjects.

 
$x Study and teaching $x Supervision  (May Subd Geog)

Use under topical headings.

$x Study and teaching (Continuing education)  (May Subd Geog)  (H 2110) 
Use under subjects.

$x Study and teaching (Continuing education) $x Audio-visual aids
Use under subjects.    
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$x Study and teaching (Early childhood)  (May Subd Geog)  (H 2110)
Use under subjects.

$x Study and teaching (Early childhood) $x Activity programs  (May Subd Geog)  (H 2110)
Use under subjects.

$x Study and teaching (Early childhood) $x Audio-visual aids  (H 2110)
Use under subjects.

$x Study and teaching (Elementary)  (May Subd Geog)  (H 2110)       
Use under subjects.

$x Study and teaching (Elementary) $x Activity programs  (May Subd Geog)  (H 2110)
Use under subjects.

$x Study and teaching (Elementary) $x Audio-visual aids  (H 2110)
Use under subjects.

$x Study and teaching (Elementary) $x Simulation methods  (H 2110)
Use under subjects.

$x Study and teaching (Graduate)  (May Subd Geog)   (H 2110)      
Use under subjects.

$x Study and teaching (Higher)  (May Subd Geog)  (H 2110)       
Use under subjects.

$x Study and teaching (Higher) $x Activity programs  (May Subd Geog)  (H 2110)
Use under subjects.

$x Study and teaching (Higher) $x Audio-visual aids  (H 2110)
Use under subjects.

$x Study and teaching (Higher) $x Simulation methods  (H 2110)
Use under subjects.
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$x Study and teaching (Internship)  (May Subd Geog)  (H 2110)
Use under subjects. 

$x Study and teaching (Middle school)  (May Subd Geog)  (H 2110)
Use under subjects.

$x Study and teaching (Middle school) $x Activity programs  (May Subd Geog)  (H 2110)
Use under subjects.

$x Study and teaching (Middle school) $x Audio-visual aids  (H 2110)
Use under subjects.

$x Study and teaching (Preschool)  (May Subd Geog)  (H 2110)       
Use under subjects.

$x Study and teaching (Preschool) $x Activity programs  (May Subd Geog)  (H 2110)
Use under subjects. 

$x Study and teaching (Preschool) $x Audio-visual aids  (H 2110)
Use under subjects. 

$x Study and teaching (Primary)  (May Subd Geog)  (H 2110)       
Use under subjects.

$x Study and teaching (Primary) $x Activity programs  (May Subd Geog)  (H 2110)
Use under subjects.

$x Study and teaching (Primary) $x Audio-visual aids  (H 2110)
Use under subjects.

$x Study and teaching (Residency)  (May Subd Geog)  (H 2110)    
Use under topical headings.

$x Study and teaching (Secondary)  (May Subd Geog)  (H 2110)    
Use under subjects.
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$x Study and teaching (Secondary) $x Activity programs  (May Subd Geog)  (H 2110)
Use under subjects.

$x Study and teaching (Secondary) $x Audio-visual aids  (H 2110)
Use under subjects.

$x Study and teaching (Secondary) $x Simulation methods   (H 2110)
Use under subjects.

$v Study guides                                                      
Use under individual examinations and types of examinations and tests for guides for
preparation for those examinations.

$v Tables  (H 2160)                     
Use under topical headings.

$v Tables of contents
Use under individual works (author-title or title entries) and types of publications.

$x Taxation  (May Subd Geog)                                        
Use under topical headings for works on the taxes levied on income-producing activities or
articles of value; and under classes of persons and ethnic groups for taxes levied on those
groups. 

$x Taxation $x Law and legislation  (May Subd Geog)
Use under topical headings, classes of persons, and ethnic groups.

$x Technique                                                          
Use under disciplines, especially those involving laboratory routines, for nontheoretical
works describing steps to be followed in performing required tasks.  Use under names of
individual literary authors and under literary form headings for works on writing technique.
Also use under individual art forms and headings for national or ethnic art for works on
artistic technique.
See also –Methodology
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$x Technological innovations  (May Subd Geog)                                          
Use under topical headings for works on fundamental technological improvements or chang-
es in materials, production methods, processes, organization, or management which increase
efficiency or production.

$v Telephone directories  (H 1558)                     
Use under names of countries, cities, etc., individual corporate bodies, classes of persons,
ethnic groups, and types of organizations and industries.

 
$v Terminology  (H 2184)                     

Use under uniform titles of sacred works, and under classes of persons, individual Christian
denominations, and topical headings for works that list or discuss words and expressions
found in those works or used in those fields.
See also –Terms and phrases under individual languages and groups of languages.

$x Terminology $x Pronunciation
Use under individual sacred works and topical headings.

$x Territories and possessions
Use under headings of the type [topic]–[country] for works discussing collectively the
territories and territorial possessions of a country in relation to the topic, for example, Post-
marks–United States–Territories and possessions.  Also use under names of regions and
countries for works discussing collectively the territorial possessions of the region or
country.

$x Testing  (H 2186)                     
Use under topical headings for works on the construction, application, and results of testing
pertaining to those topics.  Also use under Drugs and individual drugs for works on testing
their effectiveness and/or safety, and under types of materials, instruments, equipment, prod-
ucts, chemicals, animals, etc., for works on testing of those items and/or the results of
testing.
See also –Ability testing; –Evaluation

$v Textbooks  (H 1690; H 2187)                     
Use under topical headings for textbooks on those topics.
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$v Texts  (H 2190)                       
Use under individual lesser-known languages, dialects, early periods of languages, liturgy
headings, and headings for vocal music for individual texts or collections of texts.
See also –Liturgy–Texts; –Songs and music–Texts

$x Themes, motives                                                    
Use under names of individual persons and individual literary and art forms. 

$x Therapeutic use  (May Subd Geog)                                                
Use under topical headings for works on their use in treating disease.

$x Tombs  (May Subd Geog)                                                          
Use under names of individual families, royal houses, dynasties, etc., and under classes of
persons. 
See also –Tomb under names of individual persons.

$x Toxicology  (May Subd Geog)                                      
Use under individual chemicals and other substances for works on their poisonous effects
on human beings or animals.

$v Trademarks                                                       
Use under individual industries and under products and articles that may be trademarked.

$x Translating  (May Subd Geog)  (H 2219)                     
Use under uniform titles of sacred works, and under individual languages and groups of lan-
guages and topical headings.

$v Translations  (H 2220)
Use under names of individual literary authors, individual literary works entered under title,
individual literatures, types of publications, and topical headings, for collections of translated
works.

$v Translations into [name of language]  (H 2220)
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$x Transportation  (May Subd Geog)  (H 2225)                     
Use under names of individual military services, and under classes of persons, ethnic groups,
types of objects, merchandise, animals, and individual wars for works on transportation of
or applied to those topics.  This heading may be further subdivided by place only when used
under classes of persons, ethnic groups, types of objects, merchandise, animals, and
individual wars.

$x Tropical conditions                                              
Use under topical headings for works on methods or procedures employed when working
in a tropical climate.
See also –Hot weather conditions

$v Union lists  (H 1361)                      
Use under types of printed or nonbook materials for catalogs of those materials held by two
or more libraries.
See also –Bibliography–Union lists

$x Union territories  (H 713)
Use under headings of the type [topic]–India for works discussing collectively the union
territories of India in relation to the topic, e.g. Land use–India–Union territories.

$v Use studies
Use under types of information resources, information services, library resources, and
publications.

$x Validity  (May Subd Geog)
Use under individual tests and types of tests.

$x Valuation  (May Subd Geog)                                       
Use under types of property, businesses, structures, etc., for works on the values set upon
those topics or their estimated or determined market value. 

$x Vibration  (May Subd Geog)
Use under types of equipment, structures, and vehicles.

$v Video catalogs  (H 1361)                     
Use under subjects.
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$x Vocational guidance  (May Subd Geog)  (H 2232)                     
Use under names of individual corporate bodies and military services, and under occupa-
tions, fields of endeavor, and types of industries, trades, etc., for works describing careers
in those organizations or fields and/or offering advice on how to prepare for, enter, and suc-
ceed in those careers.  Use under classes of persons or occupational groups only if the
heading for the corresponding field or activity does not exist or cannot be established.

$x Voivodeships  (H 713)
Use under headings of the type [topic]–Poland for works discussing collectively the
voivodeships of Poland in relation to the topic.

$x Waste disposal  (May Subd Geog)                                                 
Use under types of industries, industrial processes, facilities, and institutions.

$x Waste minimization  (May Subd Geog)
Use under types of industries, industrial processes, facilities, and institutions.

$x Water-supply                                                     
Use under topical headings.

$x Weight                                                           
Use under types of objects, substances, individual animals and groups of animals, and organs
and regions of the body for works on the techniques of making weight measurements of
those items, or for the results of such measurements.

$x Weights and measures                                            
Use under types of commodities and merchandise for systems of weights and measures
established for those items.
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$v Classification
$x Clothing  (May Subd Geog)

See also –Uniforms
    Clubs, see –Societies and clubs
$x Collectibles  (May Subd Geog)
$x Colonization  (May Subd Geog)
$v Comic books, strips, etc.
$x Conduct of life
    Contributions, Charitable, see –Charitable contributions
$v Correspondence     (H 1480)
    Costume, see –Clothing
$x Counseling of  (May Subd Geog)
$x Crimes against  (May Subd Geog)
    Cultural life, see –Intellectual life
    Customs, see –Social life and customs
$x Death
$x Deinstitutionalization  (May Subd Geog)
    Demand and supply, see –Supply and demand 
$x Dental care  (May Subd Geog)
    Devotions, see –Prayer-books and devotions
$v Diaries     (H 1538)
$v Directories     (H 1558)
    Directories–Telephone, see –Telephone directories
$x Discipline
$v Discography     (H 1361)
$x Diseases  (May Subd Geog)
    Diseases and hygiene, see –Diseases; –Health and hygiene
$x Dismissal of  (May Subd Geog)

Use under occupational groups and types of employees.
$v Drama     (H 1780)
$x Drug testing  (May Subd Geog)     (H 2186)
$x Drug use  (May Subd Geog)
$x Dwellings  (May Subd Geog)

Use for works on residential buildings for the group from the standpoint of architecture,
construction, ethnology, etc.  For works on social or economic aspects of the provision of
housing for the group, see –Housing.  For works on the actual homes of individual members
of the group from an architectural or historical point of view, see –Homes and haunts.

$v Early works to 1800     (H 1576)
$x Economic conditions     (H 1578)
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$x Economic conditions $y 16th century     (H 1578)
$x Economic conditions $y 17th century     (H 1578)
$x Economic conditions $y 18th century     (H 1578)
$x Economic conditions $y 19th century     (H 1578)
$x Economic conditions $y 20th century     (H 1578)
$x Economic conditions $y 21st century     (H 1578)
$x Education  (May Subd Geog)     (H 1579)
$x Education (Continuing education)  (May Subd Geog)     (H 1579)
$x Education (Early childhood)  (May Subd Geog)     (H 1579)
$x Education (Elementary)  (May Subd Geog)     (H 1579)
$x Education (Graduate)  (May Subd Geog)     (H 1579)
$x Education (Higher)  (May Subd Geog)     (H 1579)
$x Education (Middle school)  (May Subd Geog)     (H 1579) 
$x Education (Preschool)  (May Subd Geog)     (H 1579)
$x Education (Primary)  (May Subd Geog)     (H 1579)
$x Education (Secondary)  (May Subd Geog)     (H 1579)
$x Effect of automation on  (May Subd Geog)     (H 1580)

Use under occupational groups and types of employees.
$x Effect of imprisonment on  (May Subd Geog)     (H 1580)
$x Effect of technological innovations on  (May Subd Geog)     (H 1580)
$x Employment  (May Subd Geog)
$x Employment $z Foreign countries
    Employment, Supplementary, see –Supplementary employment
    Ethics, Professional, see –Professional ethics 
$x Examinations

Use only if a heading for the corresponding field or activity does not exist or cannot be
established, for example, Hospital ward clerks–Examinations.

$v Examinations, questions, etc.
$x Family relationships  (May Subd Geog)
$x Fees  (May Subd Geog)

Use under professional groups.
    Fellowships, see –Scholarships, fellowships, etc.
$v Fiction     (H 1790)
$x Finance, Personal     (H 1624)
$v Folklore     (H 1627)
$v Genealogy     (H 1631)
$x Government policy  (May Subd Geog)     (H 1642)
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$v Literary collections
$x Long-term care  (May Subd Geog)
$v Longitudinal studies     (H 1848)
$x Manuscripts
$x Medals  (May Subd Geog)
$x Medical care  (May Subd Geog)
$x Medical examinations  (May Subd Geog)
$x Mental health  (May Subd Geog)     (H 1890)
$x Mental health services  (May Subd Geog)     (H 1890)
$v Miscellanea     (H 1910)
$x Monuments  (May Subd Geog)
$x Mortality  (May Subd Geog)

Do not use under headings for persons with specific diseases.  Use [disease]–Mortality
instead  (cf. H 1150).

$x Museums  (May Subd Geog)     (H 1916)
    Music, see –Songs and music
$x Nursing home care  (May Subd Geog)
$x Nutrition  (May Subd Geog)
$x Nutrition $x Requirements  (May Subd Geog)
$v Obituaries
$v Outlines, syllabi, etc.
    Outside employment, see –Supplementary employment
$x Pastoral counseling of  (May Subd Geog)
$x Pensions  (May Subd Geog)
$x Pensions $x Cost-of-living adjustments  (May Subd Geog)
$x Pensions $x Effect of inflation on  (May Subd Geog)     (H 1580)
$x Pensions $x Unclaimed benefits  (May Subd Geog)
    Personal finance, see –Finance, Personal
$x Physiology
$v Pictorial works     (H 1935)
    Places frequented, see –Homes and haunts
$v Poetry     (H 1800)
$x Political activity     (H 1942)
$v Portraits     (H 1935)
$v Posters     (H 1945.5)
$v Prayer-books and devotions
$v Prayer-books and devotions $x English, [French, German, etc.]
$x Prayer-books and devotions $x History and criticism
$x Press coverage  (May Subd Geog)
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$x Professional ethics  (May Subd Geog)     (H 1949)
Use under occupational groups and types of employees.

$x Professional relationships  (May Subd Geog)
$x Promotions  (May Subd Geog)
$x Prophecies
$x Protection  (May Subd Geog)
    Psychiatric care, see –Mental health services
$x Psychological testing  (May Subd Geog)     (H 2186)
$x Psychology

Do not use under classes of afflicted persons if the heading for the disease or affliction
exists.  Use –Psychological aspects under the heading for the disease or affliction instead
(cf. H 1150).

$x Public opinion     (H 1955)
Use for works on public opinion about the group.  For works on attitudes or opinions held
by members of the group, see –Attitudes.

    Qualifications, see –Rating of; –Selection and appointment
$v Quotations     (H 1969)

Use for collections or discussions of quotations by or about the group.
    Quotations, maxims, etc., see –Quotations
$x Rating of  (May Subd Geog)
    Reading habits or interests, see –Books and reading
$x Recreation  (May Subd Geog)
$x Recruiting  (May Subd Geog)

Use under occupational groups and types of employees.
$v Registers     (H 1558)
$x Rehabilitation  (May Subd Geog)
$x Reinstatement  (May Subd Geog)

Use under occupational groups and types of employees.
$x Religious life  (May Subd Geog)     (H 2015.5)
$x Relocation  (May Subd Geog)

Use under occupational groups and types of employees.
$x Reporting to  (May Subd Geog)

Use under occupational groups and types of employees.
$x Research  (May Subd Geog)     (H 2020)
$x Residence requirements  (May Subd Geog)

Use under occupational groups and types of employees.
$x Resignation  (May Subd Geog)

Use under occupational groups and types of employees.
$x Respite care  (May Subd Geog) 
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$x Jewelry  (May Subd Geog)
$x Job stress  (May Subd Geog)
$v Juvenile drama     (H 1690
$v Juvenile fiction     (H 1690)
$v Juvenile humor     (H 1690)
$v Juvenile poetry     (H 1690)
$x Kings and rulers     (H 1574)
$x Kings and rulers $x Children
$x Kings and rulers $x Death and burial
$x Kings and rulers $x Education     (H 1579)
$x Kings and rulers $v Folklore     (H 1627)
$x Kings and rulers $v Genealogy     (H 1631)
$x Kings and rulers $x Mythology     (H 1998)
$x Kings and rulers $x Religious aspects     (H 1998)
$x Kings and rulers $x Succession
$x Kinship  (May Subd Geog)

Use for works on the group's system of rules governing descent, succession, marriage, etc.,
and determining the relationships of individuals.

$x Land tenure  (May Subd Geog)
$x Languages

Use for works discussing collectively the languages spoken by the group.  Do not use to
designate a linguistic family for which a separate heading is established, for example,
Papuan languages; Slavic languages.

See H 1154 for further subdivisions used under languages.
$x Languages $v Texts     (H 2109)
    Law and legislation, see –Legal status, laws, etc.
$x Legal status, laws, etc.  (May Subd Geog)     (H 1705)
$x Library resources
$x Life skills assessment  (May Subd Geog)
$v Life skills guides
$v Literary collections
$v Longitudinal studies     (H 1848)
$x Manuscripts     (H 1855)
$v Maps     (H 1865)
$x Marriage customs and rites  (May Subd Geog)

Do not use under Jews.  Use Marriage customs and rites, Jewish instead.
$x Material culture  (May Subd Geog)
$x Mathematics
$x Medals  (May Subd Geog)
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$x Medical care  (May Subd Geog)
$x Medical examinations  (May Subd Geog)
$x Medicine  (May Subd Geog)
$x Medicine $v Formulae, receipts, prescriptions
$x Mental health  (May Subd Geog)     (H 1890)
$x Mental health services  (May Subd Geog)     (H 1890)
$x Migrations
$v Miscellanea     (H 1910)
$x Missions  (May Subd Geog)

Use for works discussing missions to the group.  For missions and missionary activities of
the group or nationality, use headings of the type Missions, [...], for example, Missions,
Belgian; Missions, Tamil.  Do not use –Missions under Jews; use Missions to Jews
instead.  For the missionary activities of Judaism, use Proselytizing–Judaism.

$x Money  (May Subd Geog)
$x Monuments  (May Subd Geog)
$x Mortality  (May Subd Geog)
    Mortuary customs, see –Funeral customs and rites
$x Museums  (May Subd Geog)     (H 1916)

Do not use under Jews.  Use Jewish museums instead.
$v Music     (H 1917)

Use for music of the group. For music about the group, see –Songs and music.
$x Music $v Bibliography
$x Music $v Discography
$x Music $x History and criticism
$x Name     (H 1919)
$v Newspapers     (H 1920)

Use under ethnic groups for newspapers of those groups.  For example, use under ethnic
groups in the United States for individual American ethnic newspapers.  For works about
ethnic newspapers, use headings of the type [...] newspapers, for example, German
American newspapers.

$x Nutrition  (May Subd Geog)
$v Obituaries
$x Origin
$v Outlines, syllabi, etc.
    Outside employment, see –Supplementary employment                            
$x Pastoral counseling of  (May Subd Geog)
$x Pensions  (May Subd Geog)
    Personal finance, see –Finance, Personal
$x Physiology
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$x Family     (H 1631)
Use for discussions of the person's family or relations with family members.  Also use for
genealogical works.  Assign an additional heading for the name of the family.
See also –Marriage

$v Fiction     (H 1790) 
Use as a form subdivision for works of fiction about the person.  For criticism or dis-
cussions of fiction about a person, assign [name of person]–In literature as a topical
heading.

$x Fictional works
Use for criticism of fictional works by a literary author.  Do not use under authors who write
principally fiction.
See also –Prose

$v Film and video adaptations
Use for discussions or collections of motion picture or video adaptations of the person's
creative works.

$x Finance, Personal     (H 1624) 
Use for discussions of the person's financial affairs.  
See also –Estate; –Will

$x First editions
$x First editions $v Bibliography
    Folktales, see –Legends
$x Forgeries  (May Subd Geog)

Use for discussions of forgeries of the person's creative works or signature.  In the case of
individual forgeries, assign an additional heading for the name of the forger.

$x Freemasonry
Use for works discussing the person's membership or participation in the Freemasons.

    Frequented places, see –Homes and haunts
$x Friends and associates

Use for discussions of the person's close and immediate contacts, such as companions,
co-workers.  
See also –Adversaries; –Contemporaries; –Disciples; –Employees; –Family; –Relations
with [specific class of persons or ethnic group]

    Funeral, see –Death and burial
    Genealogy, see –Family
    Glossaries, see –Language–Glossaries, etc.
    Grave, see –Tomb
$x Hadith

Use under imams for works on the oral tradition concerning the deeds and saying of the
imam.

    Handwriting, see –Autographs
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$x Harmony     (H 1438)
Use under composers for works discussing their uses of harmony.

    Haunts, see –Homes and haunts
$x Health

Use for works about the person's state of health, including diseases suffered and accounts
of specific diseases.  For accounts of specific diseases assign an additional heading of the
type: [disease]–Patients–[place]–Biography.  
See also –Alcohol use; –Drug use; –Mental health

$x Herbarium     (H 1427)
$x Homes and haunts  (May Subd Geog)

Use for works discussing the person's homes or dwellings, favorite places, places he or she
habitually frequented, or places associated with the person in some way.
See also –Birthplace; –Journeys; –Palaces; –Shrines

$v Humor
Use as a form subdivision for humorous works about the person as well as for works about
the person's sense of humor or use of humor.  For pictorial humor, see –Caricatures and
cartoons.

    Iconography, see –Pictorial works
$v Illustrations  (H 1659)

Use for collections or discussions of pictorial representations of the person's written works.
For works of art depicting the person see –Art; –Portraits

    Imitations, see –Parodies, imitations, etc.
$x Impeachment
$x Imprisonment

Use for works discussing periods in which the person was actually imprisoned in a
correctional institution or a prisoner of war camp.  For works discussing periods in which
the person was held captive in bondage or confinement, especially under house arrest, as a
hostage, or in battle, see –Captivity, [dates].
See also –Exile

$x In bookplates
$x In literature     (H 362; H 1780; H 1790; H 1800)

Use for discussions of the person as a theme in belles lettres, including musical dramatic
works and individual literary genres.  The free-floating phrase heading [name of person] in
fiction, drama, poetry, etc. was discontinued in August 1993.  For works of belles-lettres
about the person, or in which he or she appears as a character, assign the appropriate form
subdivision, for example, –Drama, –Fiction, –Literary collections, –Poetry.

$x In mass media
$x In motion pictures
$x In opera
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$x Inauguration, [date]    (H 1078)
$x Influence     (H 1675)

Use for works discussing the person's impact on other persons, groups, movements, or
national literatures.  Assign an additional heading for the person, group, movement, or
literature influenced.  For works on public response and reception, praise, etc., of the artistic
or literary works of persons active in the fine arts, literature, music, and performing arts, see
–Appreciation.

$x Information services     (H 1675.5)
    Interment, see –Death and burial
    Interpretation, see –Criticism and interpretation
$v Interviews     (H 1678)

Use for works consisting of transcripts of what was said during the course of interviews or
conversations with the person on one or more occasions.

    Journals, see –Diaries
    Journeys, see –Travel
$v Juvenile drama
$v Juvenile fiction
$v Juvenile humor
$v Juvenile poetry
$x Kidnapping, [date]     (H 1078)
$x Knowledge $x Agriculture, [America, etc.]

Use for works discussing the person's knowledge of a specific topic, whether explicitly
stated or inferred from his life and work.  Also use for discussions of the person's educational
background in a specific topic.  Assign an additional heading for the specific topic.  For
works on the person's opinions or attitudes on a specific topic, whether explicitly stated or
inferred, assign the heading for the person and an additional heading for the specific topic.
For discussions of the themes in the person's creative works, see –Themes, motives.

    Knowledge–Religion see –Religion
$x Knowledge and learning

Use for works about the person's formal or informal learning or scholarship in general.  For
knowledge or learning of specific topics, see –Knowledge–[topic].

$x Language
Use for works on the person's language in general on the linguistic rather than the artistic
level.  For works on specific linguistic topics, assign an additional heading for the topic.
See also –Literary art; –Literary style; –Oratory; –Technique; –Versification

$x Language $v Glossaries, etc.     (H 1540)
    Last illness, see –Death and burial
$x Last years

See also –Death and burial
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    Leadership, Military, see –Military leadership
    Learning, see –Knowledge and learning$v Legends     (H 1627; H 1795)

Use as a form subdivision for stories about the person which have come down from the past
and which are popularly taken as historical though not verifiable.
See also –Romances

    Letters, see –Correspondence
$x Library     (H 1427)

Use for works discussing the person's own library.  
See also –Books and reading

$x Library $v Marginal notes
Use for marginal notes in works belonging to the person, whether written by the person or
by others.

$x Library $v Microform catalogs     (H 1361)
$x Library resources

Use for works describing the resources or special collections available in libraries for
research or study about the person.

$x Literary art
Use for discussions of a non-literary person's literary ability and accomplishments, including
discussions of literary works by persons normally identified with another field.  Do not use
under multi-career persons who are also recognized as literary authors.  For discussions on
the attribution of authorship of specific works to the person, see –Authorship.
See also –Written works

$v Literary collections
Use for literary anthologies about the person that involve two or more literary forms.  For
anthologies in one literary form, see the form, for example, –Drama; –Fiction; –Poetry.

$x Literary style
Use under literary authors for discussions of rhetoric, figures of speech, and artistic use of
language in general.
See also –Language; –Technique

    Litigation, see –Trials, litigation, etc.
$x Manuscripts

Use for works discussing writings made by hand, typewriter, etc., by or about the person.
Do not use for individual works in manuscript form.  
See also –Archives; –Autographs; –Correspondence; –Diaries; –Notebooks,
sketchbooks, etc.

$v Manuscripts $v Facsimiles     (H 1595)
Use as a form subdivision under composers and literary authors for facsimile editions of
manuscripts of individual works or collections of works. 
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$x Stamp collections     (H 1427)
Use for works about the person's stamp collections.  For works about the portrayal of the
person on postage stamps, see –On postage stamps.

$x Statues  (May Subd Geog)
Use for works discussing or containing reproductions of statues representing the person.

    Stories of operas, see –Stories, plots, etc.
$v Stories, plots, etc.

Use under composers, choreographers, and literary authors for works summarizing or
discussing the stories or plots of their works.

    Style, Literary, see –Literary art; –Literary style
$x Symbolism

Use for discussions of the symbols employed by the person in his creative works.
    Table-talk, see –Quotations
    Tales, see –Legends; –Romances
$x Teachings

Use for works discussing in general the body of knowledge, precepts, or doctrines the person
taught to others.

$x Technique
Use under literary authors for discussions of structural and formal elements in drama, fiction,
and narrative poetry, such as asides, soliloquies, unities, scene structure, and stream-of-
consciousness.

    Textual criticism, see –Criticism, Textual
$v Thematic catalogs     (H 1322, H 1438)

Use under composers for listings of the themes of their musical compositions.
$x Themes, motives

Use for discussions of the themes and motives in the person's creative works.  Assign an
additional heading for an individual theme.

    Theology, see –Religion
$x Titles

Use for terms or phrases applied to the person as titles of address, titles of nobility, etc.
$x Tomb

Use for works about the person's grave, interred bones, etc.  For works on disinterred bones,
see –Relics.  
See also –Death and burial

$x Tragedies
Use for criticism of tragedies by a literary author.  Do not use under dramatists who write
principally tragedies.
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$x Tragicomedies
Use for criticism of tragicomedies by a literary author.  Do not use under dramatists who
write principally tragicomedies.

$v Translations  (H 2220)
Use for collections of translations of a literary author.  Do not use as a form heading for
single translations.

$x Translations $x History and criticism
$v Translations into French, [German, etc.]
$x Translations into French, [German, etc.] $x History and criticism
$x Travel  (May Subd Geog)

Use for works about voyages and travels undertaken by the person.  When the subdivision
is further subdivided by place, assign an additional heading of the type [place]–Description
and travel.
See also –Exile

$v Trials, litigation, etc.     (H 2228)
Use for proceedings or discussions of proceedings of civil or criminal actions to which the
person is a party.

$x Versification
Use for discussions of a literary author's technique of writing verse, including the structural
composition of poetry, rhythm, rhyme, alliteration, etc.

    Video adaptations, see –Film and video adaptations
    Views on [specific topic]

For works discussing the person's opinions or attitudes on a specific topic, whether explicitly
stated or inferred, assign the heading for the person and an additional heading for the specific
topic.  For works on the person's knowledge of a specific topic, whether explicitly stated or
inferred from his or her life and works, see  –Knowledge–[specific topic].

    Views on aesthetics, see –Aesthetics 
    Views on ethics, see –Ethics 
    Views on politics and society, see –Political and social views
    Views on religion, see –Religion  
    Views on society, see –Political and social views
    Voyages, see –Travel
    Weblogs, see –Blogs
$x Will

Use for discussions of the person's legal declaration regarding the disposition of his property
or estate, including discussions or cases of contested wills.
See also –Estate

    Writing skill, see –Literary art
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BACKGROUND:  Until 1985, the Subject Cataloging Manual and Library of Congress Subject
Headings provided two separate lists of subdivisions used under places, one for cities (H 1135) and
one for regions, countries, etc. (H 1145).  When the "city flip" was discontinued (cf. H 832), it was
possible to resolve the few remaining discrepancies between the two lists and to consolidate them
into a single list of subdivisions used, as applicable, under regions, countries, cities, etc.  This
instruction sheet superseded and replaced H 1135 and H 1145.

TYPES OF HEADINGS COVERED:  The subdivisions listed below may be used, within the
limitations of the usage notes, as free-floating subdivisions under headings for geographic place
names including continents; regions; islands; countries; states, provinces, and equivalent
jurisdictions; counties and other local jurisdictions larger than cities; and headings for metropolitan
areas, suburban areas, and regions based on names of cities.  They may also be used, except as
noted, under names of cities established as valid AACR2 name headings, under names of extinct cities
established as subject headings (in accordance with the provisions of H 715), and under names of
city sections, districts, or quarters (in accordance with the provisions of H 720).  Appropriate
subdivisions may also be used under headings for geographic features, including parks, reserves,
streets and roads, etc., or regions based on geographic features following the guidelines for the
assignment of such headings given in H 760.  Appropriate subdivisions may also be used under
names of bodies of water.  For additional subdivisions used only under names of bodies of water,
streams, etc., see H 1145.5.  This list also covers the jurisdictional name headings established to
represent the governments of tribes recognized by the United States government, for example,
Spokane Tribe of the Spokane Reservation, Washington.  This list does not cover names of
celestial bodies and other astronomical features.  This list also does not cover international
organizations and corporate bodies that are not jurisdictions, for example, Commonwealth of
Independent States, nor the corporate name headings that represent government agencies that
control parks, etc., for example, Yosemite National Park (Agency : U.S.).

CHRONOLOGICAL SUBDIVISIONS:  In 1997 restrictions were lifted on use of subdivisions of
the type –16th, [17th, 18th, 19th, 20th] century under –Civilization and –Intellectual life, thereby
allowing their use under geographic headings at any level.  At the same time, subdivisions of the
type –16th [17th, 18th, 19th, 20th] century were added under the subdivisions –Economic
conditions; –History; –History, Military; –History, Naval; –Politics and government; –Social
conditions; and –Social life and customs.  These subdivisions were added to facilitate subject
access by time period, primarily by authorizing their free-floating use under places smaller than
countries, where chronological subdivisions were previously not established or used.  These free-
floating century subdivisions should be used with caution under names of countries and other
geographic entities where chronological subdivisions for specific time periods have been
established.  Assign these century subdivisions only where there is no conflict with chronological
subdivisions established in the subject authority file.
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Note:  Most form subdivisions coded $v in this list may also be used as topical subdivisions
coded $x when assigned to works about the form (see H 1075, sec. 1.d.).

$x Abstracting and indexing  (May Subd Geog)     (H 1205; H 1670)
$v Abstracts      (H 1205)
$x Administrative and political divisions
$x Aerial exploration

Do not use under cities.
$v Aerial film and video footage
$v Aerial photographs      (H 1210.5)
$v Aerial views      (H 1210.5)
$x Altitudes

Do not use under cities.
$v Anecdotes 
$x Annexation to [ . . . ]

Do not use under cities.
$x Anniversaries, etc.
$x Antiquities     (H 1225; H 1845)

Do not use under names of extinct cities.
$x Antiquities $x Collection and preservation  (May Subd Geog)

Use for methods of collection.
Do not use under names of extinct cities.

$x Antiquities $x Collectors and collecting  (May Subd Geog)
Use for collectors of antiquities and history of collecting.
Do not use under names of extinct cities.

$x Antiquities, Byzantine     (H 1225)
Do not use under names of extinct cities.

$x Antiquities, Celtic      (H 1225)
Do not use under names of extinct cities.

$x Antiquities, Germanic     (H 1225)
Do not use under names of extinct cities.

$x Antiquities, Phoenician     (H 1225)
Do not use under names of extinct cities.

$x Antiquities, Roman     (H 1225)
Do not use under names of extinct cities.

$x Antiquities, Slavic     (H 1225)
Do not use under names of extinct cities.

$x Antiquities, Turkish     (H 1225)
Do not use under names of extinct cities.

$x Appropriations and expenditures     (H 1624)
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$x Intellectual life $y 17th century
$x Intellectual life $y 18th century
$x Intellectual life $y 19th century
$x Intellectual life $y 20th century
$x Intellectual life $y 21st century
$x International status
$v Juvenile drama     (H 1690)
$v Juvenile fiction     (H 1690)
$v Juvenile humor     (H 1690)
$v Juvenile poetry     (H 1690)
$x Kings and rulers     (H 1574)

See H 1100 for further subdivisions used under classes of persons.
$x Kings and rulers $x Abdication
$x Kings and rulers $x Art patronage
$x Kings and rulers $x Assassination
$x Kings and rulers $x Brothers     

See H 1100 for further subdivisions used under classes of persons.
$x Kings and rulers $x Children     

See H 1100 for further subdivisions used under classes of persons.
$x Kings and rulers $x Death and burial
$x Kings and rulers $x Deposition
$x Kings and rulers $x Dwellings
$x Kings and rulers $x Education     (H 1579)
$x Kings and rulers $v Folklore     (H 1627)
$x Kings and rulers $v Genealogy     (H 1631)
$x Kings and rulers $x Heraldry
$x Kings and rulers $x Mythology      (H 1998)
$x Kings and rulers $x Paramours 

See H 1100 for further subdivisions used under classes of persons.
$x Kings and rulers $x Religious aspects     (H 1998)
$x Kings and rulers $x Sisters

See H 1100 for further subdivisions used under classes of persons.
$x Kings and rulers $x Succession
$x Kings and rulers $x Tombs
$x Kings and rulers $x Travel  (May Subd Geog)
$x Languages     

See H 1154 for further subdivisions used under languages.
$x Languages $x Law and legislation     (H 1705)
$x Languages $x Political aspects     (H 1942)
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$x Languages $v Texts     (H 2190)
$x Library resources
$v Literary collections     (H 910)
$v Literatures     (H 1828)

See H 1156 for further subdivisions used under literatures.
$v Maps     (H 1865)
$x Maps $v Bibliography
$v Maps $v Early works to 1800     (H 1576)
$v Maps $v Facsimiles     (H 1595)
$v Maps, Comparative
$v Maps, Manuscript
$v Maps, Mental
$v Maps, Outline and base
$v Maps, Physical
$v Maps, Pictorial
$v Maps, Topographic
$v Maps, Tourist
$v Maps for children
$v Maps for people with visual disabilities
$v Maps for the blind
$x Military policy

Use only under countries and regions larger than countries.
$x Military policy $x Religious aspects     (H 1998)

Use only under countries and regions larger than countries.
$x Military relations  (May Subd Geog)     (H 1996)
$x Military relations $z Foreign countries     (H 1996)
$x Militia

Do not use under cities.
See H 1159 for further subdivisions used under military services.

$v Miscellanea     (H 1910)
$x Moral conditions
$x Name     (H 1919)
$x National Guard     

Use only under countries and regions larger than countries.
See H 1159 for further subdivisions used under military services.

$x Naval militia
Do not use under cities.

$v Newspapers     (H 1920)
Use for newspapers for and about specific places.
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PATTERN:  Fishes; Cattle

TYPES OF HEADINGS COVERED BY THE PATTERN:  Headings for individual animals and
groups of animals at all taxonomic levels, established using either common or scientific names,
including animals in their natural or wild state, and those raised or cared for by humans.  The pattern
also covers headings for extinct and fossil animals.  Examples:  Aedes aegypti; Aquarium fishes;
Bigeye tuna; Canada goose; Dinosaurs; Diptera; Dodo; Echinodermata, Fossil;  Honeybee;
Laboratory animals; Marine animals; Mollusks; Pets; Predatory animals; Sheep.  Included are
individual breeds or groups of domestic animals, for example, Tennessee walking horse; Poodles;
and headings for age and sex groups, for example, Chicks; Foals; Cows.  The general headings
Animals; Domestic animals; and Livestock are excluded.  The category also does not include
individually named animals such as Seattle Slew (Race horse) or Morris (Cat).  The subdivisions
below are also not used under phrase headings of the type [animal] as laboratory animals or
[animal] as pets.  Instead, these phrase headings are assigned along with headings of the type
[animal]–[appropriate subdivision from the list below].  The category is represented by two pattern
headings:  Fishes and Cattle.  Establish subdivisions appropriate for animals in general under
Fishes; establish subdivisions specific to domestic animals under Cattle.  Subdivisions having
restricted use or needing explanation are explained in endnotes.

Note:  In August 1993, the pattern heading list for domestic animals, H 1148, was
discontinued.  The subdivisions on that list were integrated into this list, and the scope of
coverage of this list was expanded to include domestic animals.

CONFLICTS:  Any subdivision listed here can be used as a free-floating subdivision under any
heading belonging to the category if it is appropriate and no conflict exists in the subject authority
file.  Subject authority records may exist for headings employing variant phrases or subdivisions
equivalent to subdivisions on this list.

LC practice:
If an exceptional variant form is to be retained, make a UF reference from the equivalent free-floating
subdivision form following the procedures in H 195 if the reference does not yet exist.  Otherwise,
submit a proposal to change the variant form along with all bibliographic records requiring
correction following the procedures in H 193.
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Note:  Most form subdivisions coded $v in this list may also be used as topical subdivisions
coded $x when assigned to works about the form (see H 1075, sec. 1.d.).

$x Abnormalities1  (May Subd Geog)
$x Adaptation  (May Subd Geog)
$x Age  (May Subd Geog) 
$x Age determination
$x Aging
$x Aging $x Prevention
$x Anatomy
$x Artificial insemination  (May Subd Geog)
$x Artificial spawning  (May Subd Geog)
$x Autopsy  (May Subd Geog)
$x Behavior  (May Subd Geog)
$x Behavior $x Climatic factors  (May Subd Geog)
$x Behavior $x Endocrine aspects
$x Behavior $x Evolution  (May Subd Geog)
$v Biography
$x Biological control  (May Subd Geog)
$x Boning  (May Subd Geog)
$x Breeding2  (May Subd Geog)
$x Breeding $x Selection indexes
$x Cannibalism  (May Subd Geog)
$x Carcasses  (May Subd Geog)
$x Carcasses $x Biodegradation  (May Subd Geog)
$x Carcasses $x Grading  (May Subd Geog)
$x Carcasses $x Handling  (May Subd Geog)
$x Cardiovascular system
$v Catalogs and collections  (May Subd Geog)
$x Chemical defenses  (May Subd Geog)
$v Classification
$x Classification $x Molecular aspects
$x Climatic factors  (May Subd Geog)
$x Cloning  (May Subd Geog)
$x Collection and preservation  (May Subd Geog)
$x Colonization  (May Subd Geog)
$x Color  (May Subd Geog)
$x Composition
$x Condition scoring  (May Subd Geog)
$x Conformation  (May Subd Geog)
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$x Conservation  (May Subd Geog)
$x Conservation $x Law and legislation3  (May Subd Geog)
$x Control  (May Subd Geog)
$x Control $x Environmental aspects  (May Subd Geog)
$x Control $x Law and legislation3  (May Subd Geog)
$x Cooperative marketing  (May Subd Geog)
$x Counting  (May Subd Geog)
$x Cultural control  (May Subd Geog)
$x Cytogenetics
$x Cytology
$x Defenses  (May Subd Geog)
$x Detection  (May Subd Geog)
$x Development
$x Development $x Endocrine aspects
$x Digestive organs
$x Diseases4  (May Subd Geog)
$x Diseases $x Alternative treatment4  (May Subd Geog)
$x Diseases $x Chemotherapy4  (May Subd Geog)
$x Diseases $x Chiropractic treatment4  (May Subd Geog)
$x Diseases $x Diagnosis4  (May Subd Geog)
$x Diseases $x Diet therapy4  (May Subd Geog)
$x Diseases $x Epidemiology4  (May Subd Geog)
$x Diseases $x Genetic aspects4

$x Diseases $x Homeopathic treatment4  (May Subd Geog)
$x Diseases $x Molecular aspects4  (May Subd Geog)
$x Diseases $x Nursing4  (May Subd Geog)
$x Diseases $x Nutritional aspects4  (May Subd Geog)
$x Diseases $x Prevention4

$x Diseases $x Treatment4  (May Subd Geog)
$x Dispersal  (May Subd Geog)
$x Dissection  (May Subd Geog)
$x Dormancy5  (May Subd Geog)
$x Ecology  (May Subd Geog)
$x Ecophysiology  (May Subd Geog)
$x Effect of acid precipitation on  (May Subd Geog)
$x Effect of aircraft on  (May Subd Geog)
$x Effect of altitude on5  (May Subd Geog)
$x Effect of chemicals on6  (May Subd Geog)
$x Effect of cold on  (May Subd Geog)
$x Effect of contaminated sediments on  (May Subd Geog)
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$x Effect of dams on  (May Subd Geog)
$x Effect of dredging on  (May Subd Geog)
$x Effect of drought on  (May Subd Geog)
$x Effect of drugs on6  (May Subd Geog)
$x Effect of exotic animals on  (May Subd Geog)
$x Effect of fires on  (May Subd Geog)
$x Effect of fishing on5  (May Subd Geog)
$x Effect of floods on  (May Subd Geog)
$x Effect of forest management on  (May Subd Geog)
$x Effect of habitat modification on   (May Subd Geog)
$x Effect of heavy metals on  (May Subd Geog)
$x Effect of human beings on  (May Subd Geog)
$x Effect of hunting on  (May Subd Geog)
$x Effect of insecticides on6  (May Subd Geog)
$x Effect of light on  (May Subd Geog)
$x Effect of logging on  (May Subd Geog)
$x Effect of metals on  (May Subd Geog)
$x Effect of music on  (May Subd Geog)
$x Effect of noise on  (May Subd Geog)
$x Effect of odors on  (May Subd Geog)
$x Effect of oil spills on  (May Subd Geog)
$x Effect of pesticides on6  (May Subd Geog)
$x Effect of pollution on  (May Subd Geog)
$x Effect of predation on  (May Subd Geog)
$x Effect of radiation on  (May Subd Geog)
$x Effect of radioactive pollution on  (May Subd Geog)
$x Effect of salt on  (May Subd Geog)
$x Effect of sediments on  (May Subd Geog)
$x Effect of sound on  (May Subd Geog)
$x Effect of storms on  (May Subd Geog)
$x Effect of stray currents on   (May Subd Geog)
$x Effect of stress on  (May Subd Geog)
$x Effect of surface active agents on  (May Subd Geog)
$x Effect of temperature on  (May Subd Geog)
$x Effect of turbidity on  (May Subd Geog)
$x Effect of ultraviolet radiation on  (May Subd Geog)
$x Effect of volcanic eruptions on  (May Subd Geog)
$x Effect of water acidification on  (May Subd Geog)
$x Effect of water currents on  (May Subd Geog)
$x Effect of water levels on  (May Subd Geog)
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$x Effect of water pollution on  (May Subd Geog)
$x Effect of water quality on  (May Subd Geog)
$x Eggs  (May Subd Geog)
$x Eggs $x Counting  (May Subd Geog)
$x Eggs $x Dispersal  (May Subd Geog)
$x Eggs $x Geographical distribution
$x Eggs $x Incubation  (May Subd Geog)
$x Embryology
$x Embryos  (May Subd Geog) 
$x Embryos $x Anatomy
$x Embryos $x Effect of ultraviolet radiation on  (May Subd Geog)
$x Embryos $x Physiology
$x Embryos $x Transplantation  (May Subd Geog)
$x Endocrinology
$x Environmental enrichment  (May Subd Geog)
$x Equipment and supplies
$x Evolution  (May Subd Geog)
$x Exercise  (May Subd Geog)
$x Exercise $x Physiological aspects
$x Feed utilization efficiency  (May Subd Geog)
$x Feeding and feeds7  (May Subd Geog)
$x Feeding and feeds $x Climatic factors  (May Subd Geog)
$x Feeding and feeds $x Contamination  (May Subd Geog)
$x Feeding and feeds $v Recipes
$x Fertility  (May Subd Geog)
$x Fetuses
$x Fetuses $x Anatomy
$x Fetuses $x Physiology
$x Flight5  (May Subd Geog)
$x Fluorescence5  (May Subd Geog)
$x Food8  (May Subd Geog)
$x Fractures1  (May Subd Geog)
$x Generative organs
$x Genetic engineering  (May Subd Geog)
$x Genetics
$x Genome mapping  (May Subd Geog)
$x Geographical distribution
$x Geographical distribution $x Climatic factors  (May Subd Geog)
$x Germplasm resources  (May Subd Geog)
$x Germplasm resources $x Cryopreservation (May Subd Geog)
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$x Germplasm resources $x Microbiology (May Subd Geog)
$x Grading  (May Subd Geog)
$x Grooming9  (May Subd Geog)
$x Growth
$x Habitat  (May Subd Geog)
$x Habitat $x Conservation  (May Subd Geog)
$x Habitat suitability index models  (May Subd Geog)
$x Habitations10  (May Subd Geog)
$x Handling11  (May Subd Geog)
$x Health  (May Subd Geog)
$x Hibernation  (May Subd Geog)
$x Histology
$x Histopathology 
$x Home range  (May Subd Geog) 
$x Homing  (May Subd Geog)
$x Host plants  (May Subd Geog)
$x Housing12  (May Subd Geog)
$x Housing $x Air conditioning12  (May Subd Geog)
$x Housing $x Decoration12  (May Subd Geog)
$x Housing $x Design and construction12

$x Housing $x Disinfection12  (May Subd Geog)
$x Housing $x Environmental engineering12 (May Subd Geog)
$x Housing $x Heating and ventilation12  (May Subd Geog)
$x Housing $x Insulation12  (May Subd Geog)
$x Housing $x Lighting12  (May Subd Geog)
$x Housing $x Odor control12  (May Subd Geog)
$x Housing $x Safety measures12

$x Housing $x Sanitation12  (May Subd Geog)
$x Housing $v Specifications12  (May Subd Geog)
$x Housing $x Waste disposal12  (May Subd Geog)
$x Hybridization  (May Subd Geog)
$v Identification
$x Immunology
$x Immunology $x Genetic aspects
$x Induced spawning  (May Subd Geog)
$x Infancy  (May Subd Geog)
$x Infections1  (May Subd Geog)
$x Infertility  (May Subd Geog)
$x Inspection  (May Subd Geog)
$x Integrated control  (May Subd Geog)
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$x Judging  (May Subd Geog)
$x Larvae  (May Subd Geog)
$x Larvae $x Dispersal  (May Subd Geog)
$x Larvae $x Ecology  (May Subd Geog)
$x Larvae $x Effect of ultraviolet radiation on  (May Subd Geog)
$x Larvae $x Endocrinology
$x Larvae $x Geographical distribution
$x Law and legislation3  (May Subd Geog)
$x Life cycles  (May Subd Geog)
$x Locomotion  (May Subd Geog)
$x Longevity  (May Subd Geog)
$x Losses  (May Subd Geog)
$x Manure  (May Subd Geog)
$x Manure $x Environmental aspects  (May Subd Geog)
$x Manure $x Handling  (May Subd Geog)
$x Marketing
$x Marketing $x Law and legislation3  (May Subd Geog)
$x Marking  (May Subd Geog)
$x Metabolism
$x Metabolism $x Climatic factors  (May Subd Geog)
$x Metamorphosis5  (May Subd Geog)
$x Metamorphosis $x Endocrine aspects5

$x Metamorphosis $x Genetic aspects5

$x Metamorphosis $x Molecular aspects5

$x Microbiology  (May Subd Geog)
$x Migration  (May Subd Geog)
$x Migration $x Climatic factors  (May Subd Geog)
$x Migration $x Endocrine aspects
$x Molecular aspects
$x Molecular genetics
$x Monitoring  (May Subd Geog)
$x Morphogenesis  (May Subd Geog)
$x Morphology
$x Mortality  (May Subd Geog)
$x Names13

$x Nervous system
$x Nests  (May Subd Geog)
$x Nests $x Abandonment  (May Subd Geog)
$x Nests $x Counting  (May Subd Geog)
$v Nomenclature14
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$v Nomenclature (Popular)15

$v Nomenclature (Popular) $x French, [Italian, etc.]15

$x Nutrition  (May Subd Geog)
$x Nutrition $x Requirements  (May Subd Geog)
$x Odor  (May Subd Geog)
$x Orientation  (May Subd Geog)
$x Origin
$x Parasites  (May Subd Geog)
$x Parasites $x Biological control  (May Subd Geog)
$x Parasites $x Control  (May Subd Geog)
$x Parasites $x Control $x Environmental aspects  (May Subd Geog)
$x Parasites $v Identification
$x Parasites $x Life cycles  (May Subd Geog)
$x Parasites $x Molecular aspects
$x Parturition  (May Subd Geog)
$x Pathogens  (May Subd Geog)
$v Pedigrees
$v Performance records
$x Photographic identification  (May Subd Geog) 
$x Phylogeny
$x Phylogeny $x Molecular aspects
$x Physiological genomics
$x Physiology
$x Population viability analysis  (May Subd Geog)
$x Predators of  (May Subd Geog)
$x Predators of $x Control  (May Subd Geog)
$x Predators of $x Ecology  (May Subd Geog)
$x Pregnancy  (May Subd Geog)
$x Processing  (May Subd Geog)
$x Productivity  (May Subd Geog)
$x Psychic aspects  (May Subd Geog)
$x Psychological aspects16

$x Psychological testing  (May Subd Geog)
$x Psychology17

$x Purchasing  (May Subd Geog)
$x Quality  (May Subd Geog)
$x Racial analysis  (May Subd Geog)
$x Recolonization  (May Subd Geog)
$x Reintroduction  (May Subd Geog)
$x Religious aspects
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$x Religious aspects $x Buddhism, [Christianity, etc.]
$x Reproduction18

$x Reproduction $x Climatic factors  (May Subd Geog)
$x Reproduction $x Effect of altitude on  (May Subd Geog)
$x Reproduction $x Effect of light on  (May Subd Geog)
$x Reproduction $x Effect of temperature on  (May Subd Geog)
$x Reproduction $x Endocrine aspects
$x Reproduction $x Regulation
$x Respiration  (May Subd Geog)
$x Respiratory organs
$x Schooling  (May Subd Geog)
$x Seasonal distribution  (May Subd Geog)
$x Seasonal variations  (May Subd Geog)
$x Selection  (May Subd Geog)
$x Sense organs
$x Services for  (May Subd Geog)
$x Sexing  (May Subd Geog)
$x Sexual behavior  (May Subd Geog)
$x Showing  (May Subd Geog)
$x Size  (May Subd Geog)
$x Spawning  (May Subd Geog)
$x Speciation  (May Subd Geog)
$x Speed
$x Spermatozoa
$x Spermatozoa $x Abnormalities  (May Subd Geog)
$x Spermatozoa $x Morphology
$x Stranding  (May Subd Geog)
$x Summering  (May Subd Geog)
$x Surgery  (May Subd Geog)
$x Surgery $x Complications  (May Subd Geog)
$x Surgery $x Nursing  (May Subd Geog)
$x Symbolic aspects  (May Subd Geog)
$x Technological innovations  (May Subd Geog)
$x Territoriality  (May Subd Geog)
$x Testing
$x Therapeutic use  (May Subd Geog)
$x Toxicology19  (May Subd Geog)
$x Training  (May Subd Geog)
$x Transportation  (May Subd Geog)
$x Trypanotolerance  (May Subd Geog)
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1Subdivisions on this list that represent specific pathological conditions, for example, –Abnormalities, –Fractures;
–Infections; –Virus diseases; –Wounds and injuries, may be further subdivided by subdivisions listed under the
subdivision –Diseases, for example, –Diseases–Diagnosis; Diseases–Treatment.

2Use –Breeding for the controlled mating and selection of animals by humans, usually for the purpose of improving the
species or breed.  Use –Reproduction for the physiological process by which animals generate offspring of the same
kind.

3See H 1154.5 for further subdivisions used under legal topics.

4Subdivisions listed under –Diseases may also be used under subdivisions on this list that represent specific pathological
conditions, for example, –Infections–Diagnosis; –Fractures–Treatment.

5Not established under Fishes.  Use under individual animals and groups of animals as appropriate.

6Assign additional headings of the type [individual chemical]–Physiological effect for individual chemicals, drugs,
insecticides, pesticides, etc.

7Use –Feeding and feeds for the nutritional preparations provided for animals by humans as well as for the process of
providing nourishment to them.  Use –Food for the nutritional substances that animals find on their own or provide for
themselves as well as for their food habits.  

8Use –Food for the nutritional substances animals find on their own or provide for themselves as well as for their food
habits.  Use –Feeding and feeds for the nutritional preparations provided for animals by humans as well as for the
process of providing nourishment to them.  

9Use –Grooming for the human tending, cleaning, brushing, etc., of animals.

$x Type specimens  (May Subd Geog)
$x Vaccination  (May Subd Geog)
$x Variation  (May Subd Geog)
$x Venom19  (May Subd Geog)
$x Venom resistance  (May Subd Geog)
$x Vertical distribution  (May Subd Geog)
$x Virus diseases1  (May Subd Geog)
$x Viruses  (May Subd Geog)
$x Vocalization5  (May Subd Geog)
$x Vocalization $x Regulation5

$x Water requirements  (May Subd Geog)
$x Weight
$x Wintering  (May Subd Geog)
$x Wounds and injuries1  (May Subd Geog)

NOTES
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10Use –Habitations for the natural shelters and homes that animals build for themselves, such as burrows, dens, lairs,
lodges, etc.  Use –Nests under nesting animals.  Use –Housing for the shelters and structures that humans construct and
provide for wild or domestic animals.

11Not established under Fishes; use Fish handling instead.  Use –Handling under other individual animals and groups
of animals as appropriate.

12Use –Housing for the shelters and structures that humans construct and provide for wild or domestic animals.  Use
–Habitations for the natural shelters and homes that animals build for themselves.

13Use –Names for the history, origin, customs, etc., of selecting personal names for individual animals.  

14Use –Nomenclature for systematically derived lists of names or designations that have been formally adopted or
sanctioned, or for discussions of the principles involved in the creation or application of those names to taxonomic
groupings of animals.

15Use –Nomenclature (Popular) for lists or discussions of common names for animal groupings.

16Use –Psychological aspects for the influence of animals on the human mental condition or personality.

17Use –Psychology for the mental processes or characteristics of animals.

18Use –Reproduction for the physiological process by which animals generate offspring of the same kind.  Use
–Breeding for the controlled mating and selection of animals by humans, usually for the purpose of improving the
species or breed.

19Not established under Fishes.  Established instead under Poisonous fishes.   Use under individual animals and groups
of animals as appropriate.
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$x Mechanism of action
$x Metabolic detoxification  (May Subd Geog)
$x Metabolism
$x Metabolism $x Age factors  (May Subd Geog)
$x Metabolism $x Disorders9  (May Subd  Geog)
$x Metabolism $x Genetic aspects
$x Metabolism $x Regulation
$x Methylation
$x Molecular rotation
$x Optical properties
$x Overdose6  (May Subd Geog)
$x Oxidation  (May Subd Geog)
$x Pathophysiology
$x Peroxidation
$x Permeability
$x Pharmacokinetics
$x Physiological effect  (May Subd Geog)
$x Physiological transport
$x Prices  (May Subd Geog)
$x Psychotropic effects  (May Subd Geog)
$x Purification  (May Subd Geog)
$x Quenching  (May Subd Geog)
$x Radioiodination  (May Subd Geog)
$x Reactivity  (May Subd Geog)
$x Receptors
$x Receptors $x Effect of drugs on  (May Subd Geog)
$x Recycling  (May Subd Geog) 
$x Religious aspects
$x Religious aspects $x Buddhism, [Christianity, etc.]
$x Research  (May Subd Geog)
$x Research $x Law and legislation8  (May Subd Geog)
$x Sampling  (May Subd Geog)
$x Secretion
$x Secretion $x Regulation
$x Separation  (May Subd Geog)
$x Side effects1  (May Subd Geog)
$x Solubility  (May Subd Geog)
$x Speciation  (May Subd Geog)
$x Spectra
$x Standards  (May Subd Geog)
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1Not established under Copper or Insulin.  Use only under individual drugs and groups of drugs, for example, Anesthet-
ics–Administration; Antibiotics–Controlled release; Analgesics–Effectiveness; Thalidomide–Side effects; Oral
contraceptives–Side effects.  For individual and groups of non-drug chemicals, use –Therapeutic use–Administration;
–Therapeutic use–Controlled release; –Therapeutic use–Effectiveness; and –Therapeutic use–Side effects. 

2The subdivisions –Agonists, –Antagonists, –Derivatives, –Inhibitors, and –Isotopes represent chemicals and may
be further subdivided by other subdivisions from this list as appropriate.

3Not valid under individual enzymes and groups of enzymes.  Use –Inhibitors under individual enzymes and groups
of enzymes.

$x Structure
$x Structure-activity relationships
$x Surfaces
$x Synthesis
$x Synthesis $x Inhibitors
$x Synthesis $x Regulation
$x Testing10

$x Therapeutic use11  (May Subd Geog)
$x Therapeutic use $x Administration12

$x Therapeutic use $x Controlled release12 (May Subd Geog)
$x Therapeutic use $x Effectiveness12  (May Subd Geog)
$x Therapeutic use $x Side effects12  (May Subd Geog)
$x Therapeutic use $x Testing12

$x Thermal conductivity  (May Subd Geog)
$x Thermal properties  (May Subd Geog)
$x Threshold limit values  (May Subd Geog)
$x Toxicity testing  (May Subd Geog)
$x Toxicology  (May Subd Geog)
$x Toxicology $x Age factors  (May Subd Geog)
$x Toxicology $v Biography
$x Toxicology $x Reporting  (May Subd Geog)
$x Transport properties  (May Subd Geog)
$x Vapor pressure  (May Subd Geog)
$x Viscosity13  (May Subd Geog)
$x Welding  (May Subd Geog)

NOTES
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PATTERNS: Cancer; Tuberculosis

TYPES OF HEADINGS COVERED BY THE PATTERN:  Headings for individual or types of
diseases and other medical conditions, including abnormalities, functional disorders, mental
disorders, manifestations of disease, and wounds and injuries.  The category includes animal as well
as human diseases but does not cover plant diseases.  Examples:  Bronchitis; Burns and scalds;
Cleft palate; Down syndrome; Equine herpesvirus diseases; Fever in children; Gastrointestinal
system-Motility-Disorders; Pain; Rabies; Sleep disorders; Schizophrenia; Sports injuries;
Tuberculosis in poultry; Virus diseases.  Also included are headings for parts of the body divided
by subdivisions for diseases, injuries, or other pathological conditions from the pattern list for organs
and regions of the body (H 1164), for example,  Brain–Abscess;  Breast–Cancer;  Duode-
num–Ulcers;  Face–Abnormalities; Liver–Diseases; Skin–Infections; Spine–Wounds and
injuries; and headings for chemical substances subdivided by –Metabolism–Disorders, for
example, Calcium–Metabolism–Disorders; Proteins–Metabolism–Disorders.  Not covered are
headings for medical or surgical procedures and the general heading Diseases.

CONFLICTS:  Any subdivision listed here can be used as a free-floating subdivision under any
heading belonging to the category if it is appropriate and no conflict exists in the subject authority
file.  Subject authority records may exist for headings employing variant phrases or subdivisions
equivalent to subdivisions on this list.

LC practice:
If an exceptional variant form is to be retained, make a UF reference from the equivalent free-floating
subdivision form following the procedures in H 195 if the reference does not yet exist.  Otherwise,
submit a proposal to change the variant form along with all bibliographic records requiring
correction following the procedures in H 193.

Note:  Most form subdivisions coded $v in this list may also be used as topical subdivisions
coded $x when assigned to works about the form (see H 1075, sec. 1.d.).

$x Adjuvant treatment  (May Subd Geog)
$x Age factors  (May Subd Geog)
$x Alternative treatment  (May Subd Geog)
$x Animal models  (May Subd Geog)
$x Chemoprevention  (May Subd Geog)
$x Chemotherapy  (May Subd Geog)
$x Chemotherapy $x Complications (May Subd Geog)
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$x Chiropractic treatment1  (May Subd Geog)
$x Complications2 (May Subd Geog)
$x Cryosurgery3  (May Subd Geog)
$x Cryotherapy  (May Subd Geog)
$x Cytodiagnosis  (May Subd Geog)
$x Cytopathology3

$x Diagnosis  (May Subd Geog)
$x Diet therapy  (May Subd Geog)
$x Diet therapy $v Recipes
$x Differentiation therapy  (May Subd Geog)
$x Dosimetric treatment
$x Eclectic treatment  (May Subd Geog)
$x Endocrine aspects
$x Endoscopic surgery3  (May Subd Geog)
$x Environmental aspects  (May Subd Geog)
$x Epidemiology
$x Etiology
$x Exercise therapy1  (May Subd Geog)
$x Gene therapy  (May Subd Geog)
$x Genetic aspects
$x Histopathology
$x Homeopathic treatment  (May Subd Geog)
$x Hormone therapy  (May Subd Geog)
$x Hormone therapy $x Complications  (May Subd Geog)
$x Hospitals  (May Subd Geog)
$x Imaging3  (May Subd Geog)
$x Immunodiagnosis  (May Subd Geog)
$x Immunological aspects
$x Immunotherapy  (May Subd Geog)
$x Interventional radiology3  (May Subd Geog)
$x Intraoperative radiotherapy  (May Subd Geog)
$x Laser surgery3  (May Subd Geog)
$x Law and legislation4  (May Subd Geog)
$x Magnetic resonance imaging3  (May Subd Geog)
$x Microbiology  (May Subd Geog)
$x Molecular aspects
$x Molecular diagnosis  (May Subd Geog)
$x Mortality5  (May Subd Geog)
$x Nursing  (May Subd Geog)
$x Nutritional aspects  (May Subd Geog)
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$x Phonology, Comparative $x French, [German, etc.]
$x Phonology, Historical
$x Phraseology
$x Polysemy
$x Possessives
$x Postpositions
$x Prepositional phrases
$x Prepositions
$x Pronominals
$x Pronoun
$x Pronunciation
$x Pronunciation by foreign speakers
$x Prosodic analysis
$x Provincialisms  (May Subd Geog)
$x Punctuation
$x Quantifiers
$x Quantity
$v Readers1

$v Readers $v [form]1

$v Readers $x [topic]1

$v Readers for new literates1

$x Reduplication
$x Reference
$x Reflexives
$x Reform
$x Relational grammar
$x Relative clauses
$x Religious aspects
$x Religious aspects $x Baptists, [Catholic Church, etc.]
$x Religious aspects $x Buddhism, [Christianity, etc.]
$x Remedial teaching  (May Subd Geog)
$x Resultative constructions
$v Reverse indexes5

$x Revival
$x Rhetoric
$x Rhyme
$x Rhythm8

$x Roots
$v Self-instruction
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$x Semantics
$x Semantics, Historical
$x Sentences
$x Sex differences  (May Subd Geog)
$x Slang
$x Social aspects9  (May Subd Geog)
$x Sonorants
$v Sound recordings for foreign speakers
$v Sound recordings for French, [Spanish, etc.] speakers
$x Spectral analysis
$x Spoken English  (May Subd Geog)
$x Spoken French, [Japanese, etc.]1  (May Subd Geog) 
$x Standardization
$x Study and teaching  (May Subd Geog)
$x Study and teaching $x African American students
$x Study and teaching $x Bilingual method
$x Study and teaching $x Foreign speakers
$x Study and teaching $x Foreign speakers $x Audio-visual aids
$x Study and teaching $x French, [Spanish, etc.] speakers
$x Study and teaching $x Immersion method
$x Study and teaching (Continuing education)  (May Subd Geog)
$x Study and teaching (Continuing education) $x Foreign speakers
$x Study and teaching (Continuing education) $x French, [Spanish, etc.] speakers
$x Study and teaching (Early childhood)  (May Subd Geog)
$x Study and teaching (Early childhood) $x Foreign speakers
$x Study and teaching (Early childhood) $x French, [Spanish, etc.] speakers
$x Study and teaching (Elementary)  (May Subd Geog)
$x Study and teaching (Elementary) $x Foreign speakers
$x Study and teaching (Elementary) $x French, [Spanish, etc.] speakers
$x Study and teaching (Higher)  (May Subd Geog)
$x Study and teaching (Higher) $x Foreign speakers
$x Study and teaching (Higher) $x French, [Spanish, etc.] speakers
$x Study and teaching (Preschool)  (May Subd Geog)
$x Study and teaching (Preschool) $x Foreign speakers
$x Study and teaching (Preschool) $x French, [Spanish, etc.] speakers
$x Study and teaching (Primary)  (May Subd Geog)
$x Study and teaching (Primary) $x Foreign speakers
$x Study and teaching (Primary) $x French, [Spanish, etc.] speakers
$x Study and teaching (Secondary)  (May Subd Geog)
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PATTERN:  United States.  Congress

TYPES OF HEADINGS COVERED BY THE PATTERN:  Names of individual legislative bodies,
including their individual chambers, established as corporate bodies in the name authority file.
Examples:  Great Britain.  Parliament; California.  Legislature.  Assembly; Germany (West).
Bundestag; Germany.  Reichstag.  The category does not include the heading Legislative bodies.

RELATION TO H 1105:  Subdivisions on the list of free-floating subdivisions used under names
of individual corporate bodies, H 1105, are also free-floating under individual legislative bodies
where there is no conflict.  This list contains additional subdivisions appropriate for legislative
bodies.

CONFLICTS:  Any subdivision listed here can be used as a free-floating subdivision under any
heading belonging to the category if it is appropriate and no conflict exists in the subject authority
file.  Subject authority records may exist for headings employing variant phrases or subdivisions
equivalent to subdivisions on this list.

LC practice:
If an exceptional variant form is to be retained, make a UF reference from the equivalent free-floating
subdivision form following the procedures in H 195 if the reference does not yet exist.  Otherwise,
submit a proposal to change the variant form along with all bibliographic records requiring
correction following the procedures in H 193.

Note:  Most form subdivisions coded $v in this list may also be used as topical subdivisions
coded $x when assigned to works about the form (see H 1075, sec. 1.d.).

$x Alabama [Illinois, Texas, etc.] delegation
$x Appropriations and expenditures
$x Caucuses
$x Censures
$x Cloture1

$x Committees
$x Committees $v Indexes
$x Committees $v Rules and practice
$x Committees $x Seniority system
$x Conference committees
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$x Constituent communication
$x Contested elections
$x Deputy speakers2, 4

$x Dissolution2

$x Election districts
$x Elections
$x Elections, [date]3

$x Ethics
$x Expulsion
$x Facilities
$x Food service
$x Freedom of debate
$x Leadership
$x Majority leaders1, 4

$x Majority whips1, 4

$x Minority leaders1, 4

$x Minority whips1, 4

$x Officials and employees4

$x Officials and employees $x Pensions
$x Officials and employees $x Salaries, etc.
$x Pensions
$x Powers and duties
$x Presiding officers1, 4

$v Private bills
$x Privileges and immunities
$x Publication of proceedings
$x Qualifications
$x Radio broadcasting of proceedings
$x Reform
$x Reporters and reporting
$v Resolutions
$x Salaries, etc.
$x Speakers4, 5

$x Television broadcasting of proceedings
$x Term of office
$x Voting
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PATTERN:  Beowulf

TYPES OF HEADINGS COVERED BY THE PATTERN:  Headings for literary works entered
directly under uniform title, including anonymous and multi-authored works.  Examples:  Arabian
nights; Chanson de Roland; Gawain and the Grene Knight; Pearl (Middle English poem).  The
subject cataloging of anonymous sacred classics, for example, Bible; Koran; Vedas, differs
substantially and should not be confused with the treatment of the literary works discussed here.
For free-floating subdivisions used under the uniform titles of sacred works, see H 1188.  For
subdivisions used under literary works entered under author, see H 1155.6.

CONFLICTS:  Any subdivision listed here can be used as a free-floating subdivision under any
heading belonging to the category if it is appropriate and no conflict exists in the subject authority
file.  Subject authority records may exist for headings employing variant phrases or subdivisions
equivalent to subdivisions on this list.

LC practice:
If an exceptional variant form is to be retained, make a UF reference from the equivalent free-floating
subdivision form following the procedures in H 195 if the reference does not yet exist.  Otherwise,
submit a proposal to change the variant form along with all bibliographic records requiring
correction following the procecures in H 193.

SPECIAL PROVISIONS:  The subdivisions listed in H 1095 as authorized for use under subjects
in general, for example, –Bibliography or –Exhibitions, or under individual works (author-title or
title entries), for example, –Concordances or –Sources, are also free-floating under literary works.
The additional subdivisions listed below follow the usage given in the individual literary authors list
(H 1110).  Do not use the subdivision –Criticism and interpretation under entries for literary
works.  For a work of general criticism and interpretation or a discussion combining the approaches
of several subdivisions, assign as a subject heading the uniform title of the literary work without
subdivision.
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Note:  Most form subdivisions coded $v in this list may also be used as topical subdivisions coded
$x when assigned to works about the form (see H 1075, sec. 1.d.).

$v Adaptations
$x Appreciation (May Subd Geog)
$x Authorship
$x Characters
$x Criticism, Textual
$x Dramatic production
$v Illustrations
$x Language
$x Language $v Glossaries, etc.
$x Manuscripts
$x Manuscripts $v Facsimiles
$v Parodies, imitations, etc.
$x Style
$v Translations
$x Translations $x History and criticism
$v Translations into French, [German, etc.]
$x Translations into French, [German, etc.] $x History and criticism
$x Versification
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II.  AUTHOR GROUP SUBDIVISIONS:  (Continued)

$x Welsh authors
$x White authors
$x Women authors
$x Yoruba authors

III.  TOPICAL AND FORM SUBDIVISIONS:

The following free-floating subdivisions may also be used under period subdivisions from sec. I,
or author group subdivisions from sec. II with the noted exceptions.  They may also be used after
headings for literary genres with geographic subdivisions.

Note:  Most form subdivisions coded $v in this list may also be used as topical subdivisions
coded $x when assigned to works about the form (see H 1075, sec. 1.d.).

$v Adaptations
$x African influences2

$x American influences2

$x Appreciation  (May Subd Geog)
$x Arab influences2

$x Asian influences2

$v Audio adaptations
$x Australian influences2

$v Bibliography
$x Brazilian influences2

$x Buddhist influences2

$x Celtic influences2

$x Censorship  (May Subd Geog)
$x Chinese influences2

$x Christian influences2

$v Chronology
$x Classical influences2

$v Concordances
$x Confucian influences2

$x Criticism, Textual
$x Czech influences2

$x Egyptian influences2

$x English influences3
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III.  TOPICAL AND FORM SUBDIVISIONS:  (Continued)

$x European influences2

$x Explication
$v Film and video adaptations
$x Finnish influences2

$x First editions
$x First editions $v Bibliography
$z Foreign countries4

$z Foreign countries $x History and criticism4

$x Foreign influences2

$x French influences2

$x Galician influences2

$x German influences2

$x Greek influences2

$x History and criticism
$x History and criticism $x Theory, etc.
$x Hungarian influences2

$v Illustrations
$x Indian influences2

$x Indic influences2

$x Iranian influences2

$x Irish influences2

$x Islamic influences2

$x Italian influences2

$x Japanese influences2

$x Latin American influences2

$x Manuscripts
$x Medieval influences
$x Mediterranean influences2

$x Memorizing
$x Mexican influences2 
$x Minangkabau influences2

$v Musical settings
$x Musical settings $x History and criticism
$x Mycenaean influences2

$x Old Norse influences2

$x Periodization
$x Persian influences2
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1Not valid under headings for American literature or its genres.

2Not valid under period subdivisions or under headings for literatures identified in the subdivision.

3Not established under English literature.  Use under other literatures as appropriate.  Not valid under period subdivi-
sions. 

III.  TOPICAL AND FORM SUBDIVISIONS:  (Continued)

$x Polish influences2

$x Portuguese influences2

$x Provençal influences2

$x Publishing  (May Subd Geog)
$x Roman influences2

$x Romanian influences2

$x Russian influences2

$x Sanskrit influences2

$x Scandinavian influences2

$x Scottish influences2

$x Shamanistic influences
$x Slavic influences2

$x Slovak influences2

$x Sources
$x Soviet influences2

$x Spanish influences2

$v Stories, plots, etc.
$x Taoist influences2

$x Themes, motives
$v Translations
$x Translations $x History and criticism
$v Translations into French, [German, etc.]
$x Translations into French, [German, etc.] $x History and criticism
$x Turkic influences2

$x Ukrainian influences2

$x Urdu influences2

$x West Indian influences2

$x Western influences2

$x Yiddish influences2

NOTES
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4Not valid under subdivisions for periods, groups of authors, or places.
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PATTERNS:  Concrete; Metals

TYPES OF HEADINGS COVERED BY THE PATTERN:  Headings for individual materials and
types of materials.  Examples:  Dental materials; Foam rubber; Glass; Laminated metals;
Plastics; Plywood; Porous materials.  Included are headings formed using the free-floating
subdivision –Materials under scientific and technical disciplines and under types of equipment and
construction, for example, Telecommunication–Materials; Space vehicles–Materials; Nuclear
reactors–Materials.  The category does not include the heading Materials.  Some overlap exists
with the category for chemicals (H 1149).  Headings for individual substances and types of
substances such as Polyethylene and Nonferrous metals should follow the pattern for materials
when they are discussed as basic substances from which something can be made, including their
engineering properties, processing, suitability for intended use, etc.  They should follow the pattern
for chemicals when discussed from the standpoint of their chemical structure, effects, reactions, etc.

CONFLICTS:  Any subdivision listed here can be used as a free-floating subdivision under any
heading belonging to the category if it is appropriate and no conflict exists in the subject authority
file.  Subject authority records may exist for headings employing variant phrases or subdivisions
equivalent to subdivisions on this list.

LC practice:
If an exceptional variant form is to be retained, make a UF reference from the equivalent free-floating
subdivision form following the procedures in H 195 if the reference does not yet exist.  Otherwise,
submit a proposal to change the variant form along with all bibliographic records requiring
correction following the procedures in H 193.

Note:  Most form subdivisions coded $v in this list may also be used as topical subdivisions
coded $x when assigned to works about the form (see H 1075, sec. 1.d.).

$x Acoustic properties  (May Subd Geog)
$x Additives  (May Subd Geog)
$x Air content  (May Subd Geog)
$x Air content $x Measurement
$x Air content $x Measurement $x Instruments
$x Analysis
$x Anodic oxidation  (May Subd Geog)
$x Biocompatibility  (May Subd Geog)
$x Biodegradation  (May Subd Geog)
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$x Brittleness  (May Subd Geog)
$x Carbon content  (May Subd Geog)
$x Cavitation erosion  (May Subd Geog)
$x Chemical resistance
$x Cobalt content  (May Subd Geog)
$x Cold working  (May Subd Geog)
$x Coloring
$x Combustion  (May Subd Geog)
$x Compression testing  (May Subd Geog)
$x Conservation  (May Subd Geog)
$x Cooling  (May Subd Geog)
$x Corrosion1  (May Subd Geog)
$x Corrosion fatigue  (May Subd Geog)
$x Cracking  (May Subd Geog)
$x Creep  (May Subd Geog)
$x Curing  (May Subd Geog)
$x Defects  (May Subd Geog)
$x Defects $x Reporting  (May Subd Geog)
$x Density
$x Deoxidizing  (May Subd Geog)
$x Desulphurization  (May Subd Geog)
$x Deterioration  (May Subd Geog)
$x Dewatering  (May Subd Geog)
$x Dissolution
$x Drying  (May Subd Geog)
$x Ductility
$x Effect of high temperatures on  (May Subd Geog)
$x Effect of lasers on  (May Subd Geog)
$x Effect of low temperatures on  (May Subd Geog)
$x Effect of radiation on  (May Subd Geog)
$x Effect of salt on  (May Subd Geog)
$x Effect of temperature on  (May Subd Geog)
$x Elastic properties  (May Subd Geog)
$x Electric properties  (May Subd Geog)
$x Embrittlement
$x Environmental aspects  (May Subd Geog)
$x Environmental testing  (May Subd Geog)
$x Erosion  (May Subd Geog)
$x Etching  (May Subd Geog)
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$x Flight surgeons1

$z Foreign countries
$x Foreign service  (May Subd Geog)
$x Fuel
$x Gays1, 6

$x General staff officers1

$x German Americans1

$x Ground support11

$x Guard duty
$x Guided missile personnel1

$x Guided missile personnel $x Training of  (May Subd Geog)
$x Guided missile personnel $x Training of $x Aids and devices
$x Gunners1

$x Headquarters
$x Hispanic Americans1

$x History
$x History $y 16th century
$x History $y 17th century
$x History $y 18th century
$x History $y Revolution, 1775-1783, [War of 1812, etc.]12

$x History $y 19th century
$x History $y 20th century
$x History $y 21st century
$x History $v Chronology
$x Honorific unit titles
$x Hospital ships
$x Ice breaking operations
$x Indian troops
$x Indians1

$x Infantry3

$x Infantry $x Drill and tactics
$x Insignia
$x Inspection
$x Intelligence specialists1

$x Inventory control
$x Irish Americans1

$x Italian Americans1

$x Japanese Americans1

$v Job descriptions
$x Journalists1
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$x Lawyers1

$x Leaves and furloughs
$v Lists of vessels
$x Machine gun drill and tactics
$x Management
$x Maneuvers
$x Mascots
$x Masters-at-arms1

$x Medals, badges, decorations, etc.13

$x Medical care  (May Subd Geog)
$x Medical care $x Law and legislation9

$x Medical examinations  (May Subd Geog)
$x Medical personnel1

$x Medical personnel $x Malpractice
$x Medical supplies
$x Medical technologists1

$x Messes
$x Military capital14

$x Military construction operations
$x Military construction operations $x Law and legislation10

$x Military life
$x Military police15

$x Military police $x Foreign auxiliaries
$x Minorities1

$x Mobilization
$x Motorcycle troops
$x Non-commissioned officers1

$v Non-commissioned officers' handbooks
$x Nurses1

$x Occupational specialties
$x Officer efficiency reports
$x Officers1

$x Officers' clubs
$v Officers' handbooks
$x Officers on detached service
$x Officials and employees1,16

$x Operational readiness
$x Operations other than war
$x Optical instrument repairers1

$v Order-books
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$x Ordnance and ordnance stores
$x Ordnance and ordnance stores $x Effect of environment on  (May Subd Geog)
$x Ordnance and ordnance stores $x Quality control
$x Ordnance facilities
$x Organization
$x Painting of vessels
$x Parachute troops
$x Pay, allowances, etc.
$x Pay, allowances, etc. $x Law and legislation10

$x Personnel management
$x Personnel management $x Law and legislation10

$x Personnel records
$x Petty officers1

$v Petty officers' handbooks
$x Photographers1

$x Physical training  (May Subd Geog) 
$x Political activity
$x Political-military affairs officers1

$x Postal clerks1

$x Postal service
$x Prisons
$x Procurement
$x Promotions
$x Provisioning17

$x Public relations  (May Subd Geog)
$x Radio installations
$x Radiomen1

$v Records and correspondence
$x Recruiting, enlistment, etc.
$x Recruiting, enlistment, etc. $y Revolution, 1775-1783, [Spanish-American War, 1898,
    etc.]18

$x Recruiting, enlistment, etc. $x Law and legislation10

$v Registers
$v Registers of dead
$v Regulations
$x Religious life
$x Remount service
$x Reorganization
$x Reserve fleets
$x Reserves
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$x Reserves $x Pay, allowances, etc.
$x Reserves $x Personnel records
$x Reserves $x Promotions
$x Rum ration
$x Safety measures
$v Sailors' handbooks
$x Sanitary affairs
$x Sea life
$x Search and rescue operations  (May Subd Geog)
$x Security measures
$x Service clubs
$x Service craft
$x Shore patrol19

$x Ski troops
$x Small-boat service
$x Social services20

$v Songs and music
$x Songs and music $x History and criticism
$v Songs and music $v Texts
$x Sports
$x Stability operations
$x Staff corps
$x Staffs1

$x Stewards1

$x Storekeepers1

$x Submarine forces
$x Supplies and stores
$x Supplies and stores $x Law and legislation10

$x Supplies and stores $x Quality control
$x Surgeons1

$x Surgeons $x Malpractice
$x Swiss Americans1

$x Tactical aviation  (May Subd Geog)
$x Target practice
$x Test shooting
$x Training administrators1

$x Transport of sick and wounded
$x Transport service
$x Transportation
$x Trials of vessels
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1See H 1100 for further subdivisions used under classes of persons. 

2Use only under air forces; use –Shore patrol under navies; use –Military police under other military services.

3For countries in which the artillery, cavalry, or infantry is an organized unit, assign the corporate body name heading
as an additional heading for discussions of the corporate or organizational aspects of the body.  See explanation on p.
2.

4Do not use under air forces; use –Ground support under air forces.

5Use for collective biographies that include various categories of individuals associated with the military service, for
example, a collective biography of the officers and enlisted personnel of a service.  For biographies limited to a
specific category of individuals associated with a military service, use –Biography under the specific subdivision, for
example, –African Americans; –Nurses; –Officers; etc.

6Do not use under [place]–Armed Forces; use Military chaplains–[place] or Gays in the military–[place].

7Not established under any branch of the United States armed forces.  Use only under the military services of countries
having colonial forces, for example, Great Britain.  Army–Colonial forces; Spain.  Ejército–Colonial forces.

8Do not use under navies; use –Provisioning under navies.

9See H 1078 for instructions on dates in subdivisions for specific events.

10See H 1154.5 for further subdivisions used under legal topics.

11Use only under air forces; use –Aviation–Ground support under other military services.

12The subdivision –History–Revolution, 1775-1783 is not valid under United States.  Army.  Use  United States.
Continental Army–History instead.

13Do not use under [place]–Armed Forces; use Military decorations–[place].

$x Uniforms
$x Unit cohesion
$x Vocational guidance  (May Subd Geog)
$x Wage fixing
$x Warrant officers1

$x Watch duty
$x Weapons systems
$x Women1

$x Women's reserves
$x Yeomen1 

NOTES
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14Do not use under [place]–Armed Forces; use Military capital–[place].

15Do not use under air forces or navies; use –Air police under air forces; use –Shore patrol under navies.

16Do not use under armies, navies, and other branches of the armed forces.  Use only under [place]–Armed Forces and
under names of government agencies responsible for the operation of individual military services, for example, United
States.  Dept. of the Army–Officials and employees.

17Use only under navies; use –Commissariat under other military services.

18The subdivision –Recruiting, enlistment, etc.–Revolution, 1775-1783 is not valid under United States.  Army.  Use
United States.  Continental Army–Recruiting, enlistment, etc. instead.

19Use only under navies; use –Air police under air forces; use –Military police under other military services.

20Do not use under [place]–Armed Forces; use Military social work–[place].  
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6.  Form subdivisions for musical presentation and medium of performance.  Use the free-floating
subdivisions on Lists 1-3 below under headings assigned to collections of musical works and to
individual musical works.  Use the subdivisions under specific form/genre headings, subject to the
prohibitions indicated below, and under the following collective headings:

150 ## $a Chamber music
150 ## $a Dramatic music
150 ## $a Instrumental music
150 ## $a Sacred vocal music
150 ## $a Vocal music

Do not use the subdivisions in List 1 under the following headings and types of headings:

! Headings for music of particular seasons, occasions, or styles, etc. that neither state nor
imply medium of performance.  Examples:

150 ## $a Christmas music
150 ## $a Conjunto music
150 ## $a Country music

! Headings for smaller vocal forms and for specific texts.  Examples:

150 ## $a Anthems
150 ## $a Buddhist [Hindu, etc.] hymns
150 ## $a Hymns
150 ## $a Hymns, English [French, etc.]
150 ## $a Madrigals
150 ## $a Madrigals, English [French, etc.]
150 ## $a Motets
150 ## $a Part songs
150 ## $a Part songs, English [French, etc.]
150 ## $a Part songs, Sacred
150 ## $a Polyphonic chansons
150 ## $a Synagogue music $v Sabbath services
150 ## $a Te Deum laudamus (Music)
150 ## $a Villancicos (Music)
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6.  Form subdivisions for musical presentation and medium of performance.  (Continued)

Do not use the subdivisions in List 1 under the following headings and types of headings:

! The form subdivisions –Hymns; –Music; –Musical settings; or –Songs and music

! The following vocal music forms and types when the works are unaccompanied,
accompanied by one instrument, accompanied by continuo, or accompanied by two
keyboard instruments:

150 ## $a Choruses
150 ## $a Choruses, Sacred
150 ## $a Choruses, Secular
150 ## $a Masses
150 ## $a Requiems
150 ## $a Sacred vocal duets [trios, etc.]
150 ## $a Sacred songs
150 ## $a Sacred vocal ensembles
150 ## $a Songs
150 ## $a Vocal duets [trios, etc.]
150 ## $a Vocal ensembles
150 ## $a Vocalises

7. Order of subdivisions.  The basic order of subdivisions for musical compositions is: geographic,
chronological, topical, form.  For further guidance on geographic and chronological subdivisions,
see H 870, sec. 3.a.  Examples:

650 #0 $a Gregorian chants $x Accompaniments $x Instruction and
          study.
650 #0 $a Gregorian chants $z Italy $z Piacenza $y 500-1400
          $x Manuscripts $v Congresses.
650 #0 $a Instrumental music $v Bibliography $v Graded lists.
650 #0 $a Instrumental music $y 18th century $x History and criticism
          $v Periodicals.
650 #0 $a Instrumental music $y 18th century $x Interpretation
          (Phrasing, dynamics, etc.)
650 #0 $a Keyboard instrument music $z France $y 17th century
          $x History and criticism.
650 #0 $a Piano music $z Brazil $y 20th century $v Bibliography.
650 #0 $a Sacred vocal music $z Austria $z Lambach (Upper Austria)
          $y 18th century $x Manuscripts $v Thematic catalogs.
650 #0 $a Sacred vocal music $z Brazil $z Minas Gerais $y 19th
          century $v Bibliography.
650 #0 $a Symphonies $z Italy, Northern $y 19th century $v Scores.
650 #0 $a Symphonies $v Excerpts, Arranged $v Scores and parts.
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$x Growth $x Molecular aspects
$x Growth $x Regulation
$x Hemorrhage1  (May Subd Geog)
$x Histochemistry
$x Histology
$x Histopathology
$x Hydatids1

$x Hypertrophy1  (May Subd Geog)
$x Imaging  (May Subd Geog)
$x Immunology
$x Infections1  (May Subd Geog)
$x Innervation
$x Interventional radiology  (May Subd Geog)
$x Laser surgery  (May Subd Geog)
$x Laser surgery $x Instruments
$x Lymphatics
$x Magnetic fields
$x Magnetic resonance imaging  (May Subd Geog)
$x Massage  (May Subd Geog)
$x Mechanical properties
$x Metabolism
$x Metabolism $x Disorders1  (May Subd Geog)
$x Metabolism $x Endocrine aspects
$x Metabolism $x Regulation
$x Microbiology  (May Subd Geog)
$x Microscopy  (May Subd Geog)
$x Models  (May Subd Geog)
$x Molecular aspects
$x Movements
$x Muscles2

$x Necrosis1  (May Subd Geog)
$x Needle biopsy  (May Subd Geog)
$x Paralysis1  (May Subd Geog) 
$x Parasites  (May Subd Geog)
$x Pathophysiology
$x Pathophysiology $x Animal models
$x Permeability3

$x Phylogeny
$x Physiology
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$x Precancerous conditions1  (May Subd Geog)
$x Preservation  (May Subd Geog)
$x Protection  (May Subd Geog)
$x Psychophysiology
$x Radiation injuries1  (May Subd Geog)
$x Radiography  (May Subd Geog)
$x Radiography $x Law and legislation4  (May Subd Geog)
$x Radiography $x Positioning  (May Subd Geog)
$x Radionuclide imaging  (May Subd Geog)
$x Regeneration  (May Subd Geog)
$x Reimplantation   (May Subd Geog)
$x Religious aspects
$x Religious aspects $x Buddhism, [Christianity, etc.]
$x Reoperation  (May Subd Geog)
$x Rupture1  (May Subd Geog)
$x Secretions
$x Sex differences  (May Subd Geog)
$x Size  (May Subd Geog)
$x Sounds
$x Spectroscopic imaging  (May Subd Geog)
$x Surgery  (May Subd Geog)
$x Surgery $x Complications1  (May Subd Geog)
$x Surgery $x Instruments
$x Surgery $x Instruments $x Sterilization
$x Surgery $x Nursing  (May Subd Geog)
$x Surgery $x Nutritional aspects  (May Subd Geog)
$x Surgery $x Patients5  (May Subd Geog)
$x Surgery $x Risk factors  (May Subd Geog)
$x Symbolic aspects  (May Subd Geog)
$x Syphilis1  (May Subd Geog)
$x Thermography  (May Subd Geog)
$x Tomography   (May Subd Geog)
$x Traction  (May Subd Geog)
$x Transplantation  (May Subd Geog)
$x Transplantation $x Complications1  (May Subd Geog)
$x Transplantation $x Immunological aspects
$x Transplantation $x Law and legislation4  (May Subd Geog)
$x Transplantation $x Nursing  (May Subd Geog)
$x Transplantation $x Patients5  (May Subd Geog)
$x Tuberculosis1  (May Subd Geog)
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1See H 1150 for further subdivisions used under diseases.

2Not established under Heart.  Use Myocardium for the muscular substance of the heart.

3Not established under Heart or Foot.  Use under other organs and regions of the body as appropriate.

4See H 1154.5 for further subdivisions used under legal topics.

5See H 1100 for further subdivisions used under classes of persons.

6Not established under Heart.  Use under parts of the body other than Brain and Heart.  For ultrasonic imaging of the
brain, use Ultrasonic encephalography; for ultrasonic imaging of the heart, use Echocariography. 

$x Tumors1  (May Subd Geog)
$x Ulcers1  (May Subd Geog)
$x Ultrasonic imaging6  (May Subd Geog)
$x Ultrastructure
$x Variation  (May Subd Geog)
$x Weight
$x Wounds and injuries1  (May Subd Geog)

NOTES
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$x Diseases and pests $x Monitoring (May Subd Geog)
$x Diseases and pests $x Nutritional aspects  (May Subd Geog)
$x Dispersal  (May Subd Geog)
$x Dormancy  (May Subd Geog)
$x Drought tolerance  (May Subd Geog)
$x Drying  (May Subd Geog)
$x Ecology  (May Subd Geog)
$x Ecophysiology  (May Subd Geog)
$x Effect of acid deposition on  (May Subd Geog)
$x Effect of acid precipitation on  (May Subd Geog)
$x Effect of air pollution on  (May Subd Geog)
$x Effect of air pollution on $x Genetic aspects
$x Effect of arsenic on  (May Subd Geog)
$x Effect of atmospheric carbon dioxide on  (May Subd Geog)
$x Effect of atmospheric deposition on  (May Subd Geog)
$x Effect of atmospheric nitrogen dioxide on  (May Subd Geog)
$x Effect of atmospheric ozone on  (May Subd Geog)
$x Effect of browsing on2  (May Subd Geog)
$x Effect of cadmium on  (May Subd Geog)
$x Effect of cold on  (May Subd Geog)
$x Effect of dichlorophenoxyacetic acid on  (May Subd Geog)
$x Effect of drought on  (May Subd Geog)
$x Effect of ethephon on  (May Subd Geog)
$x Effect of factory and trade waste on (May Subd Geog)
$x Effect of ferrous sulphate on  (May Subd Geog)
$x Effect of fires on  (May Subd Geog)
$x Effect of fires on $x Genetic aspects
$x Effect of floods on  (May Subd Geog)
$x Effect of fluorides on  (May Subd Geog)
$x Effect of fluorine on  (May Subd Geog)
$x Effect of freezes on  (May Subd Geog)
$x Effect of gamma rays on  (May Subd Geog)
$x Effect of gases on  (May Subd Geog)
$x Effect of global warming on  (May Subd Geog)
$x Effect of glyphosate on  (May Subd Geog)
$x Effect of grazing on  (May Subd Geog)
$x Effect of greenhouse gases on  (May Subd Geog)
$x Effect of heavy metals on  (May Subd Geog)
$x Effect of ice on  (May Subd Geog)
$x Effect of iron on  (May Subd Geog)
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$x Effect of light on  (May Subd Geog)
$x Effect of magnesium on  (May Subd Geog)
$x Effect of manganese on  (May Subd Geog)
$x Effect of minerals on  (May Subd Geog)
$x Effect of off-road vehicles on  (May Subd Geog)
$x Effect of oxygen on  (May Subd Geog)
$x Effect of ozone on  (May Subd Geog)
$x Effect of pesticides on  (May Subd Geog)
$x Effect of pollution on  (May Subd Geog)
$x Effect of potassium on  (May Subd Geog)
$x Effect of radiation on  (May Subd Geog)
$x Effect of radioactive pollution on  (May Subd Geog)
$x Effect of salt on  (May Subd Geog)
$x Effect of soil acidity on  (May Subd Geog)
$x Effect of stress on  (May Subd Geog)
$x Effect of sulphur on  (May Subd Geog)
$x Effect of temperature on  (May Subd Geog)
$x Effect of thermal pollution on  (May Subd Geog)
$x Effect of trampling on  (May Subd Geog)
$x Effect of trichloroethylene on  (May Subd Geog)
$x Effect of turbidity on  (May Subd Geog)
$x Effect of ultraviolet radiation on  (May Subd Geog)
$x Effect of volcanic eruptions on  (May Subd Geog)
$x Effect of water levels on2  (May Subd Geog)
$x Effect of water pollution on  (May Subd Geog)
$x Effect of water waves on2  (May Subd Geog)
$x Effect of wind on  (May Subd Geog)
$x Electric properties  (May Subd Geog)
$x Embryology
$x Embryos  (May Subd Geog) 
$x Embryos $x Nutrition  (May Subd Geog)
$x Equipment and supplies
$x Evolution  (May Subd Geog)
$x Fertilizers  (May Subd Geog)
$x Field experiments
$x Flowering
$x Flowering time
$x Frost damage  (May Subd Geog)
$x Frost protection  (May Subd Geog)
$x Frost resistance  (May Subd Geog)
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$x Fumigation  (May Subd Geog)
$x Genetic engineering  (May Subd Geog)
$x Genetics
$x Genome mapping   (May Subd Geog)
$x Geographical distribution
$x Geographical distribution $x Climatic factors  (May Subd Geog)
$x Germplasm resources  (May Subd Geog)
$x Germplasm resources $v Catalogs and collections  (May Subd Geog)
$x Germplasm resources $x Cryopreservation (May Subd Geog)
$v Gift books
$x Grading  (May Subd Geog)
$x Grafting  (May Subd Geog)
$x Growth
$x Habitat  (May Subd Geog)
$x Handling  (May Subd Geog)
$x Hardiness  (May Subd Geog)
$x Harvesting  (May Subd Geog)
$x Harvesting $x Machinery  (May Subd Geog)
$x Harvesting time  (May Subd Geog)
$x Health  (May Subd Geog)
$x Heirloom varieties  (May Subd Geog)
$x Herbicide injuries  (May Subd Geog)
$x Histochemistry
$x Husking  (May Subd Geog)
$v Identification
$x Industrial applications  (May Subd Geog)
$x Inoculation  (May Subd Geog)
$x Insect resistance  (May Subd Geog)
$x Insect resistance $x Genetic aspects
$x Inspection  (May Subd Geog)
$x Integrated control  (May Subd Geog)
$x Irrigation  (May Subd Geog)
$x Judging  (May Subd Geog)
$x Law and legislation3  (May Subd Geog)
$x Life cycles  (May Subd Geog)
$x Location  (May Subd Geog)
$x Longevity  (May Subd Geog)
$x Losses  (May Subd Geog)
$x Losses $x Prevention
$x Machinery  (May Subd Geog)
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$x Marketing
$x Mechanical properties
$x Metabolism
$x Microbiology  (May Subd Geog)
$x Micropropagation  (May Subd Geog)
$x Microscopy  (May Subd Geog)
$x Milling  (May Subd Geog)
$x Moisture  (May Subd Geog)
$x Molecular aspects
$x Molecular genetics
$x Monitoring  (May Subd Geog)
$x Morphogenesis  (May Subd Geog)
$x Morphology
$x Mulching  (May Subd Geog)
$x Mutation breeding  (May Subd Geog)
$v Nomenclature
$v Nomenclature (Popular)
$x Nutrition  (May Subd Geog)
$x Origin
$x Osmotic potential  (May Subd Geog)
$x Packaging  (May Subd Geog)
$x Packing  (May Subd Geog)
$x Palynotaxonomy  (May Subd Geog)
$x Phenology
$x Photomorphogenesis
$x Phylogeny
$x Phylogeny $x Molecular aspects
$x Physiological effect  (May Subd Geog)
$x Physiology
$x Planting  (May Subd Geog)
$x Planting time  (May Subd Geog)
$x Pollen  (May Subd Geog)
$x Pollen $x Morphology
$x Pollen management  (May Subd Geog)
$x Population viability analysis2  (May Subd Geog)
$x Postharvest diseases and injuries  (May Subd Geog)
$x Postharvest diseases and injuries $x Biological control  (May Subd Geog)
$x Postharvest diseases and injuries $x Integrated control  (May Subd Geog)
$x Postharvest losses  (May Subd Geog)
$x Postharvest losses $x Prevention
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$x Postharvest physiology  (May Subd Geog)
$x Postharvest technology  (May Subd Geog)
$x Precooling  (May Subd Geog)
$x Preharvest sprouting  (May Subd Geog)
$x Preservation  (May Subd Geog)
$x Prices  (May Subd Geog)
$x Processing  (May Subd Geog)
$x Processing $x Machinery  (May Subd Geog)
$x Propagation  (May Subd Geog)
$x Protection  (May Subd Geog)
$x Protection $x Law and legislation3  (May Subd Geog)
$x Provenance trials  (May Subd Geog)
$x Provenances  (May Subd Geog)
$x Pruning  (May Subd Geog)
$x Psychic aspects  (May Subd Geog)
$x Quality  (May Subd Geog)
$x Radiation preservation   (May Subd Geog)
$x Radioactive contamination  (May Subd Geog)
$x Radiography  (May Subd Geog)
$x Reintroduction2  (May Subd Geog)
$x Religious aspects
$x Religious aspects $x Baptists, [Catholic Church, etc.]
$x Religious aspects $x Buddhism, [Christianity, etc.]
$x Reproduction4

$x Research  (May Subd Geog)
$x Research $x Law and legislation1  (May Subd Geog)
$x Residues  (May Subd Geog)
$x Ripening  (May Subd Geog)
$x Roots
$x Roots $x Anatomy
$x Roots $x Physiology
$x Rootstocks  (May Subd Geog)
$x Sampling  (May Subd Geog)
$x Seasonal variations  (May Subd Geog)
$x Seedlings
$x Seedlings $x Ecophysiology  (May Subd Geog)
$x Seedlings $x Effect of browsing on2  (May Subd Geog)
$x Seedlings $x Evaluation
$x Seedlings $x Protection  (May Subd Geog)
$x Seedlings $x Quality  (May Subd Geog)
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$x Seedlings $x Roots
$x Seedlings, Bareroot
$x Seedlings, Container
$x Seeds  (May Subd Geog)
$x Seeds $x Anatomy
$x Seeds $x Certification  (May Subd Geog)
$x Seeds $x Dispersal  (May Subd Geog)
$x Seeds $x Dormancy  (May Subd Geog)
$x Seeds $x Handling  (May Subd Geog)
$x Seeds $x Harvesting  (May Subd Geog)
$x Seeds $v Identification
$x Seeds $x Marketing
$x Seeds $x Morphology
$x Seeds $x Packaging  (May Subd Geog)
$x Seeds $x Physiology
$x Seeds $x Postharvest technology  (May Subd Geog)
$x Seeds $x Predators of  (May Subd Geog)
$x Seeds $x Processing  (May Subd Geog)
$x Seeds $x Quality  (May Subd Geog)
$x Seeds $x Storage  (May Subd Geog)
$x Seeds $x Testing
$x Seeds $x Viability  (May Subd Geog)
$x Selection  (May Subd Geog)
$x Sensory evaluation  (May Subd Geog)
$x Shelling  (May Subd Geog)
$x Shelling $x Machinery  (May Subd Geog)
$x Showing  (May Subd Geog)
$x Silage  (May Subd Geog)
$x Soils  (May Subd Geog)
$x Somatic embryogenesis  (May Subd Geog)
$x Sowing  (May Subd Geog)
$x Spacing  (May Subd Geog)
$x Speciation  (May Subd Geog)
$x Storage  (May Subd Geog)
$x Storage $x Climatic factors  (May Subd Geog)
$x Storage $x Diseases and injuries  (May Subd Geog)
$x Technological innovations  (May Subd Geog)
$x Temperature
$x Therapeutic use  (May Subd Geog)
$x Therapeutic use $x Side effects  (May Subd Geog)
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1Use –Breeding for the controlled mating and selection of plants by humans, usually for the purpose of improving the species
or variety.  Use –Reproduction for the physiological processes by which plants generate offspring of the same kind.

2Not established under Corn.  Use under other plants as appropriate, for example, Grasses–Conservation; Forest
plants–Effect of browsing on; Helophytes–Effect of water levels on; Grasses–Population viability analysis;
Grasses–Reintroduction; Trees–Seedlings–Effect of browsing on; Grasses–Variation.

3See H 1154.5 for further subdivisions used under legal topics.

4Use –Reproduction for the physiological processes by which plants generate offspring of the same kind.  Use –Breeding
for the controlled mating and selection of plants by humans, usually for the purpose of improving the species or variety.

$x Thermal properties  (May Subd Geog)
$x Thinning  (May Subd Geog)
$x Threshing  (May Subd Geog)
$x Threshing $x Machinery  (May Subd Geog)
$x Toxicology  (May Subd Geog)
$x Training  (May Subd Geog)
$x Transplanting  (May Subd Geog)
$x Transplanting $x Machinery  (May Subd Geog)
$x Transportation  (May Subd Geog)
$x Transportation $x Diseases and injuries  (May Subd Geog)
$x Type specimens  (May Subd Geog)
$x Ultrastructure
$x Utilization  (May Subd Geog)
$x Varieties  (May Subd Geog)
$x Variation2  (May Subd Geog)
$x Vegetative propagation  (May Subd Geog)
$x Vitality  (May Subd Geog)
$x Water requirements  (May Subd Geog)
$x Weed control  (May Subd Geog)
$x Wounds and injuries  (May Subd Geog)
$x Wounds and injuries $x Diagnosis  (May Subd Geog)
$x Yields  (May Subd Geog)

NOTES
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$v Hymns
$x Hymns $x History and criticism
$v Hymns $v Texts
$v In art
$x In literature
$x In motion pictures
$x Infallibility
$x Influence
$x Liturgical objects  (May Subd Geog)
$x Liturgy
$x Liturgy $v Calendar
$x Liturgy $v Texts
$x Liturgy $x Texts $v Concordances
$x Liturgy $x Texts $x History and criticism
$x Liturgy $x Texts $v Illustrations
$x Liturgy $v Texts $v Manuscripts
$x Liturgy $x Texts $v Rubrics
$x Liturgy $x Theology
$x Liturgy, Experimental
$x Membership
$x Missions  (May Subd Geog)
$x Museums  (May Subd Geog)
$x Name
$x On postage stamps
$v Pastoral letters and charges
$x Political activity
$v Prayer-books and devotions
$v Prayer-books and devotions $x English, [French, German, etc.]
$x Prayer-books and devotions $x History and criticism
$x Publishing  (May Subd Geog)
$x Relations
$x Relations $x Anglican Communion, [Lutheran Church, etc.]
$x Relations $x Buddhism, [Judaism, etc.]
$x Relations $x Evangelicalism
$x Relations $x Protestant churches
$v Sermons
$x Sermons $x History and criticism
$x Teaching office
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1See H 1100 for further subdivisions used under classes of persons.

NOTE
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PATTERNS:  United States–History–Civil War, 1861-1865; World War, 1939-1945

TYPES OF HEADINGS DESIGNATED BY THE CATEGORY:  Headings for individual wars
entered directly under their names or as subdivisions under place names.  The category includes
armed conflicts called by other names, such as coups, revolutions, insurrections, uprisings,
invasions, or civil wars.  Examples:  Crimean War, 1853-1856; Turkey–History–Revolution,
1909; Transylvania (Romania)–History–Peasant Uprising, 1437-1438; Spain–History–Coup
d'état, 1981.  The category does not include individual battles of wars, for example, El Alamein,
Battle of, Egypt, 1942.  For instructions on individual battles, see H 1285.  Also not included are
riots, demonstrations, protests, strikes, or other unarmed disturbances, as well as terrorist attacks.

CONFLICTS:  Any subdivision listed here can be used as a free-floating subdivision under any
heading belonging to the category if it is appropriate and no conflict exists in the subject authority
file.  Subject authority records may exist for headings employing variant phrases or subdivisions
equivalent to subdivisions on this list.

LC practice:
If an exceptional variant form is to be retained, make a UF reference from the equivalent free-floating
subdivision form following the procedures in H 195 if the reference doesnot yet exist.  Otherwise,
submit a proposal to change the variant form along with all bibliographic records requiring
correction following the procedures in H 193.

SPECIAL PROVISIONS:

1.  Geographic subdivision.  Subdivisions on this list with the notation (May Subd Geog) should
be further subdivided by place only when used after a war established directly under its name, for
example,  World War, 1939-1945.  For a war that is established under its own name and that was
fought in a single jurisdiction that is either incorporated or implied in the name, further subdivide
by place in accordance with H 830 only to bring out a place other than the one named or implied in
the heading, for example, Falkland Islands War –Military intelligence–Great Britain, or to bring
out a locality within that place, for example, South African War, 1899-1902–Campaigns–South
Africa–Calvinia Region.  
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1.  Geographic subdivision.  (Continued)

For a war established as a subdivision under the name of a place, generally a civil war or internal
armed conflict, for example, United States–History–Civil War, 1861-1865, the subdivisions on
this list should not be further subdivided by place.  

To bring out place in connection with topical subdivisions on this list which do not further subdivide
by place, do not construct a single heading by interposing the place between the heading for the war
and the topical subdivision.  Instead, assign two headings: one for the war divided by topic and
another for the war divided by place, for example, World War, 1914-1918–Radar and World War,
1914-1918–Denmark.

2.  The subdivision –Participation, [...].  Use subdivisions of the type –Participation, [...], for
example, –Participation, Juvenile, for discussions of the participation of a particular group in the
military actions of a war.  Discussions of other aspects of a war in relation to a particular group, such
as the war's effect on them, should be entered under a heading of the type [name of war]–[name of
group], for example, World War, 1939-1945–Children.  The subdivision –Participation,
[nationality] should be used for works about direct participation of the nationals of the country in
the military actions of the war, for example, Vietnam War, 1961-1975–Participation, Australian,
as well as for works about foreign economic and technical assistance to the combatants, for example,
Poland–History–Revolution, 1863-1864–Participation, Swedish.  Do not use –Participation,
[name of group] for the major combatants in any particular war.  Do not use –Participation,
Foreign or –Participation, [nationality] under the headings World War, 1914-1918 or World
War, 1939-1945.  For the participation of a particular country in one of the world wars, use [name
of war]–[country]. 

3.  Additional headings for special topics.

a.  –Participation, [...].  When assigning –Participation, [group of people or nationality],
assign in addition, either a heading for the group of people involved, subdivided by place if
appropriate, or a heading for the country divided by an appropriate subdivision.
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3.  Additional headings for special topics.  (Continued)

b.  Topic and subordinate jurisdictions.  For works discussing a subordinate jurisdiction in
relation to a war established as a subdivision under a place, assign an additional heading for
the subordinate jurisdiction, for example, Spain–History–Civil War, 1935-1939 and
Aragon (Spain)–History.  However, for wars established as subdivisions under the heading
United States–History, bring out a locality in connection with the war by establishing the
war as an event under the locality, for example, Washington (D.C.)–History–Civil War,
1861-1865.  For general works about the war in this locality, assign only the heading for the
locality subdivided by the name of the war.  For works about a special topic of a United
States war in connection with a specific locality, however, assign both the general heading
for the war with appropriate topical subdivision from the list below, as well as the heading
for the locality subdivided by the name of the war and the same topical subdivision.
Example:

651 #0 $a United States $x History $y Revolution, 
          1775-1783 $x Confiscations and contributions.
651 #0 $a New York (State) $x History $y Revolution, 
          1775-1783 $x Confiscations and contributions.

Do not apply this exceptional practice for any place other than the United States (cf. H 1592,
sec. 5.e.). 

c.  Other special topics.  In cases where a work discusses a specific aspect of a topic covered
by a broader subdivision used under wars, assign an additional heading to bring out the
specific aspect, if possible.  For example, for a work on railroads of the South during the
Civil War, assign both the headings United States–History–Civil War, 1861-
1865–Transportation and Railroads–Southern States–History–19th century.

4.  New subdivisions.  Establish new subdivisions proposed for this list under World War, 1939-
1945 whenever possible.  If a subdivision is not appropriate under that heading, establish it under
United States–History–Civil War, 1861-1865, if possible.  If a subdivision cannot logically be
established under either pattern heading, establish it under the specific heading required for the work
being cataloged.
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Note:  Most form subdivisions coded $v in this list may also be used as topical subdivisions
coded $x when assigned to works about the form (see H 1075, sec. 1.d.).

$x Aerial operations
$x Aerial operations, American, [British, etc.]
$x African Americans1

$v Almanacs
$x Amphibious operations
$x Anniversaries, etc.
$x Antiaircraft artillery operations
$x Antiquities
$x Armistices
$v Art and the war, [revolution, etc.]2

$x Artillery operations
$x Artillery operations, American, [British, French, etc.]    
$x Asian Americans1

$x Atrocities  (May Subd Geog)
$v Autographs
$x Balloons3  (May Subd Geog)
$x Basques1,3  (May Subd Geog)
$x Battlefields3  (May Subd Geog)
$v Biography
$x Biological warfare3 (May Subd Geog)
$x Blacks1,3  (May Subd Geog)
$x Blockades3  (May Subd Geog)
$x Bomb reconnaissance
$x Camouflage
$x Campaigns3  (May Subd Geog)
$x Cartography
$x Casualties3  (May Subd Geog)
$x Casualties $v Statistics
$x Causes
$x Cavalry operations
$x Censorship3  (May Subd Geog)
$x Centennial celebrations, etc.
$x Chaplains1,3  (May Subd Geog)
$x Chemical warfare3 (May Subd Geog)
$x Children1,3  (May Subd Geog)
$v Chronology
$x Civilian relief3  (May Subd Geog)
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$x Claims
$x Collaborationists1,3  (May Subd Geog)
$x Collectibles3  (May Subd Geog)
$x Commando operations3  (May Subd Geog)
$x Communications
$x Concentration camps3  (May Subd Geog)
$x Confiscations and contributions3  (May Subd Geog)
$x Conscientious objectors1, 3  (May Subd Geog)
$x Conscript labor3  (May Subd Geog)
$x Cossacks1,3  (May Subd Geog)
$x Counterfeit money3  (May Subd Geog)
$x Cryptography
$x Deception3  (May Subd Geog)
$x Desertions3  (May Subd Geog)
$x Destruction and pillage3  (May Subd Geog)
$x Diplomatic history4

$x Draft resisters1,3  (May Subd Geog)
$x Economic aspects3  (May Subd Geog)
$x Education and the war, [revolution, etc.]2

$x Electronic intelligence3  (May Subd Geog)
$x Engineering and construction
$x Environmental aspects3 (May Subd Geog)
$x Equipment and supplies
$x Evacuation of civilians3  (May Subd Geog)
$x Finance3  (May Subd Geog)
$x Fire fighters1,3  (May Subd Geog)
$x Flags
$x Food supply3  (May Subd Geog)
$x Forced repatriation
$x Foreign public opinion5

$x Foreign public opinion, Austrian, [British, etc.]5

$x Fuel supplies
$x Gays1,3  (May Subd Geog) 
$x German Americans1

$v Gift books
$x Governments in exile
$x Graffiti
$x Health aspects3  (May Subd Geog)
$x Historiography
$x Hospitals3  (May Subd Geog)
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$x Hostages1, 3  (May Subd Geog) 
$x In bookplates
$x Indians1

$x Influence
$x Italian Americans1

$x Japanese Americans1

$x Jews1,3  (May Subd Geog)
$x Journalism, Military3  (May Subd Geog)
$x Journalists1

$x Jungle warfare
$x Language
$x Law and legislation3,6  (May Subd Geog)
$x Libraries
$x Literature and the war, [revolution, etc.]2

$x Logistics3  (May Subd Geog)
$x Manpower3  (May Subd Geog)
$x Mass media and the war, [revolution, etc.]2

$x Medals3  (May Subd Geog)
$x Medical care3  (May Subd Geog)
$x Military currency3  (May Subd Geog)
$x Military intelligence3  (May Subd Geog)
$x Missing in action1,3  (May Subd Geog)
$x Monuments3  (May Subd Geog)
$x Moral and ethical aspects3  (May Subd Geog)
$x Motion pictures and the war, [revolution, etc.]2

$x Museums3  (May Subd Geog)
$x Music and the war, [revolution, etc.]2

$x Name
$x Naval operations
$x Naval operations $x Submarine
$x Naval operations, American, [British, etc.]
$x Occupied territories
$v Pamphlets
$x Participation, African American, [Indian, etc.]7

$x Participation, Buddhist, [Muslim, etc.]7

$x Participation, Communist7

$x Participation, Female7

$x Participation, Foreign5,7

$x Participation, Gay7

$x Participation, German, [Irish, Swiss, etc.]5,7
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$x Participation, Immigrant7

$x Participation, Jewish7

$x Participation, Juvenile7

$x Peace
$v Personal narratives8

$x Personal narratives $x History and criticism
$v Personal narratives, American, [French, etc.]8

$x Personal narratives, American, [French, etc.] $x History and criticism
$v Personal narratives, Confederate8

$x Personal narratives, Confederate $x History and criticism
$v Personal narratives, Jewish8

$x Personal narratives, Jewish $x History and criticism
$x Photography
$v Portraits
$x Postal service
$x Press coverage3  (May Subd Geog)
$x Prisoners and prisons
$x Prisoners and prisons, British, [German, etc.]9

$x Prizes, etc.
$x Propaganda
$x Prophecies
$x Protest movements3  (May Subd Geog)
$x Psychological aspects
$x Public opinion
$x Radar
$x Radio broadcasting and the war, [revolution, etc.]2

$x Reconnaissance operations
$x Reconnaissance operations, American, [German, etc.]
$x Refugees1  (May Subd Geog)
$x Regimental histories3,10  (May Subd Geog)
$v Registers
$v Registers of dead3  (May Subd Geog)
$x Religious aspects
$x Religious aspects $x Baptists, [Catholic Church, etc.]
$x Religious aspects $x Buddhism, [Christianity, etc.]
$x Religious aspects $x Protestant churches
$x Reparations
$x Repatriation of war dead  (May Subd Geog) 
$x Riverine operations3  (May Subd Geog)
$x Riverine operations, American, [British, etc.]3  (May Subd Geog)
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$x Science3  (May Subd Geog)
$x Scouts and scouting
$x Search and rescue operations3  (May Subd Geog)
$x Secret service3  (May Subd Geog)
$v Sermons
$x Social aspects3  (May Subd Geog)
$v Songs and music11

$v Songs and music $v Texts
$x Sounds
$v Sources
$x Tank warfare
$x Technology
$x Television and the war, [revolution, etc.]2

$x Territorial questions3  (May Subd  Geog)
$x Theater and the war, [revolution, etc.]2

$x Transportation3  (May Subd Geog)
$v Treaties
$x Trench warfare
$x Trophies
$x Tunnel warfare3  (May Subd Geog)
$x Underground literature3  (May Subd Geog)
$x Underground movements3  (May Subd Geog)
$x Underground movements $x Museums3 (May Subd Geog)
$x Underground printing plants3  (May Subd Geog)
$x Unknown military personnel1

$x Unknown military personnel, American, [British, etc.]1

$x Veterans1,3  (May Subd Geog)
$x Veterinary service3  (May Subd Geog)
$x War work3  (May Subd Geog)
$x War work $x American Legion
$x War work $x Boy Scouts
$x War work $x Catholic Church, [Methodist Church, etc.]
$x War work $x Churches
$x War work $x Elks
$x War work $x Girl Scouts
$x War work $x Red Cross
$x War work $x Salvation Army
$x War work $x Schools
$x War work $x Young Men's Christian associations
$x War work $x Young Women's Christian associations
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1See H 1100 for further subdivisions used under classes of persons.

2Complete the subdivision by repeating the generic term for the type of engagement contained in the heading, for
example, Spain–History–Civil War, 1936-1939–Art and the war; United States–History–Revolution, 1775-
1783–Literature and the revolution; Romania–History–Peasants' Uprising, 1907–Theater and the uprising;
Vietnam War, 1961-1975–Motion pictures and the conflict; Yugoslav War, 1991-1995–Radio broadcasting and
the war; France–History–Revolution, 1789-1799–Television and the revolution.

3For instructions on geographic subdivision, see sec. 1.

4Use only under wars established directly under the name of the war.  For other wars, use [country]–Foreign rela-
tions–[period].

5Do not use under the headings:  World War, 1914-1918; World War, 1939-1945.

6See H 1154.5 for further subdivisions used under legal topics.

7For instructions on the use of the subdivision –Participation, [...], see sec. 2 and sec. 3.a.

8The subdivisions –Personal narratives and –Personal narratives with national or ethnic qualifiers may also be used
under headings for battles that are parts of wars.  For instructions on the use of –Personal narratives, see H 1928.

9When this subdivision is qualified by nationality, the qualifier refers to the country controlling the prisons and holding
the prisoners of war.

10For instructions on the use of the subdivision –Regimental histories, see H 1995. 

11Do not further subdivide –Songs and music by –History and criticism.  Use –Music and the war, [revolution, etc.]
instead.

$x Women1,3  (May Subd Geog)

NOTES
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6.  Letters as a literary genre.  Headings of the type English letters; French letters, etc., are
literary genre headings.  Assign such headings only to collections of personal letters by more than
one writer that are classed as literary works.  Assign no personal name headings.

If the collection is not limited to an individual body of literature, assign the heading Letters.

7.  Examples.

Note:  The subject headings provided in the following hypothetical examples are listed in the
order described above, and are not necessarily significant for purposes of classification.

Title:  Letters from John Smith, metallurgist, to his student, John Doe, concerning
his research into zinc alloys.  

600 10 $a Smith, John $v Correspondence.
600 10 $a Doe, John $v Correspondence.
650 #0 $a Metallurgists $z Maryland $v Correspondence.  
650 #0 $a Zinc alloys.

Title:  A treasury of great Latin letters.
650 #0 $a Latin letters.

Title:  A collection of letters received from District of Columbia Blacks
participating in the Vietnamese War.  

650 #0 $a African Americans $z Washington (D.C.) 
          $v Correspondence.  
650 #0 $a African Americans $z Vietnam $v Correspondence.  
650 #0 $a Vietnam War, 1961-1975 $x African Americans.

  650 #0 $a Vietnam War, 1961-1975 $v Personal narratives,
          American.  
651 #0 $a Washington (D.C.) $v Biography.
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7.  Examples.  (Continued)

Title:  The exchange of correspondence between Irish American author, Mary
O'Brien and her publisher, Sam Brown, during her stay in France
in 1925-30.

600 10 $a O'Brien, Mary $v Correspondence.
600 10 $a Brown, Sam $v Correspondence.
650 #0 $a Authors, American $y 20th century 
          $v Correspondence.  
650 #0 $a Publishers and publishing $z New York (State)
          $v Correspondence.

 651 #0 $a France $x Description and travel.
651 #0 $a France $x Civilization $y 1901-1945.

Title:  A glimpse of Colonial village life as described in the letters of Mary
Jones of Jonesville, Mass., to her friend Cathy.  

[Note:  It is assumed that Mary Jones is identified with no occupation or
activity and her correspondent has not been identified]

600 10 $a Jones, Mary $v Correspondence.  
651 #0 $a Jonesville (Mass.) $v Biography.  
651 #0 $a Massachusetts $x Social life and customs $y To
          1775.
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BACKGROUND:  Most of the provisions for formulating and qualifying geographic names,
presented in H 690 and H 810, apply also to names of parks.  There are certain aspects of parks,
however, that require special provisions not applicable to other types of geographic features.  This
instruction sheet presents these special provisions for formulating, qualifying, and providing
references for names of parks.  It also discusses various special provisions for assigning names of
parks, and entities within parks, as subject headings.  For instructions on constructing and
assigning headings for regions based on geographic features, including parks, see H 760.

The term park is used in this instruction sheet in the generic sense to include the following types of
entities:

Public and private parks of any type 
Nature conservation areas, natural areas, natural history

reservations, nature reserves
Wild areas, wilderness areas, roadless areas 
Forests, forest reserves and preserves 
Seashores, marine parks and reserves, wild and scenic rivers 
Wildlife refuges, bird reservations and sanctuaries, game ranges and preserves,

wildlife management areas 
Historic sites, national monuments, etc.
Amusement parks
Gardens
Trails, etc.

Until 2005, headings for entities of the above types were established as subject headings tagged 151
unless they were needed as descriptive access points.  In the latter case, they were established as
name headings but followed subject cataloging conventions as to the tagging and form of the
headings.  Beginning in 2005, a new practice was adopted.  A heading for a park as a physical entity
is now established only as a subject heading, never as a name heading.  It is tagged 151 and
qualified according to the provisions in this instruction sheet.  A heading that is needed as a
descriptive access point for a park as a corporate entity is established as a separate name heading,
tagged 110 and qualified by the term (Agency) and further geographic qualifier if needed.  For*

example, the following pairs of headings could potentially exist:

Subject heading:  151 ## Yellowstone National Park
Name heading: 110 2# Yellowstone National Park (Agency : U.S.)

Subject heading: 151 ## Yosemite National Park (Calif.)
Name heading: 110 2# Yosemite National Park (Agency : U.S.)
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BACKGROUND:  (Continued)

The subject heading is never valid for use as a name heading, but the name heading is valid  for use
either as a name heading or as a subject heading that may be assigned to a work that is about the
agency that administers the park.

1.  Establishing headings for parks.

a.  Formulating the heading.  Establish a heading for a park directly under its own name
in the vernacular of the country in which it is located, unless the park is so well known that
it appears in a conventional English form in most English-language reference sources.  Use
the form of name found to be in predominant usage after doing authority research.  If the
vernacular form cannot be found in the work cataloged or in readily available reference
sources, establish the heading "provisionally," as described in H 1334, sec. 2.d.(3).  Qualify
the heading in accordance with the general rules for qualifying geographic features (see H
810).  Tag the heading 151.

National parks.  If, according to the above guidelines, a heading for a nationally
owned and administered park or reserve is to be established in the vernacular,
establish it in the vernacular of the country as a whole, even if it is located in a
republic or province where another language prevails.  If the country recognizes
more than one official language, and one of them is English, establish the park in
English.  For example, establish Canadian national parks located in Québec in
English rather than French.

Wilderness areas.  Establish headings for wilderness areas in the form
[...] Wilderness ([geographic qualifier]).
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1.  Establishing headings for parks.  (Continued)

b.  Used for references (451 fields).  Add 451 fields for any variant forms found.  If an
English form is found in any source, but the heading is still being established in the
vernacular, add a 451 field for the English form.  If the park name has a generic term in the
initial position, also add a 451 field from the inverted form with the proper name in the
initial position.  Omit this field, however, if any of the 451 fields in straight order begin with
the same word.  Examples:

 151 ## $a Parque Nacional El Avila (Venezuela)
451 ## $a Avila, Parque Nacional El (Venezuela)
451 ## $a El Avila, Parque Nacional (Venezuela)

151 ## $a Parque Nacional Iguazú (Argentina)
Omit this 451 since    ' 451 ## $a Iguazú, Parque Nacional (Argentina)
the next 451 begins 451 ## $a Iguazú National Park (Argentina) 
with the same word.

Generally, do not add 451 fields in which the only variation is the abbreviation of the generic
words in the heading.  For example, do not add the 451 field Red Rock Lakes N.W.R.
(Mont.) to the heading Red Rock Lakes National Wildlife Refuge (Mont.).

c.  Broader terms (550 fields).  Add a 550 (broader term) field for the most specific generic
heading for the type of park being established, subdivided by the name of the country in
which the park is located.  In the case of Canada, Great Britain, and the United States,
subdivide this heading by the name of the first order political division in which the park is
located.  Examples:

151 ## $a Timbavati Game Reserve (South Africa)
550 ## $w g $a Game reserves $z South Africa

151 ## $a Duck Mountain Provincial Park (Man.)
550 ## $w g $a Parks $z Manitoba

151 ## $a Muddy Run Recreation Park (Pa.)
550 ## $w g $a Recreation areas $z Pennsylvania

151 ## $a Central Park (New York, N.Y.)
550 ## $w g $a Parks $z New York (State)
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1.  Establishing headings for parks.

c.  Broader terms (550 fields).  (Continued)

National parks.  If the park is nationally owned and administered, also add a 550
(broader term) field for the heading National parks and reserves subdivided by the
name of the country in which the park is located, or, in the case of Canada, Great
Britain, and the United States, by the first order political division.  Examples:

151 ## $a Tiger Haven Reserve (India)
550 ## $w g $a National parks and reserves $z India
550 ## $w g $a Wildlife refuges $z India

151 ## $a Apalachicola National Forest (Fla.)
550 ## $w g $a Forest reserves $z Florida
550 ## $w g $a National parks and reserves
          $z Florida

Exception:  If the most specific generic heading for the type of national
park being established is Parks—[place], omit that 550 and add only the
550 National parks and reserves—[place].  Examples:

151 ## $a Mount Cook National Park (N.Z.)
550 ## $w g $a National parks and reserves 
          $z New Zealand

 [not 151 ## $a Mount Cook National Park (N.Z.)
550 ## $w g $a National parks and reserves 
          $z New Zealand
550 ## $w g $a Parks $z New Zealand]

151 ## $a Badlands National Park (S.D.)
550 ## $w g $a National parks and reserves 
          $z South Dakota

 [not 151 ## $a Badlands National Park (S.D.)
550 ## $w g $a National parks and reserves 
          $z South Dakota
550 ## $w g $a Parks $z South Dakota]
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1.  Establishing headings for parks.

c.  Broader terms (550 fields).  (Continued)

Trails.  For trails located in more than three first order political divisions of Canada,
Great Britain, or the United States, add the 550 Trails—[country] rather than
subdividing the reference by a region within the country.  Examples:

151 ## $a Appalachian Trail
550 ## $w g $a Trails $z United States

 [not 151 ## $a Appalachian Trail
550 ## $w g $a Trails $z Atlantic States]

d.  Parks that are coextensive with geographic features.  Some parks are exactly
coterminous with other geographic entities, most commonly with islands.  In such cases,
establish a separate heading for the park and for the feature.  When establishing either
heading, link it as a related term to the other heading if it has already been established.
Example:

151 ## $a Isle Royale (Mich.)
550 ## $w g $a Islands $z Michigan
551 ## $a Isle Royale National Park (Mich.)

151 ## $a Isle Royale National Park (Mich.)
550 ## $w g $a Game reserves $z Michigan
550 ## $w g $a National parks and reserves $z Michigan
551 ## $a Isle Royale (Mich.)

Assignment of headings.  For parks that are coextensive with geographic features,
assign the park heading only to works that discuss the entity as a park, that is, works
about such aspects as the history of the establishment of the park, the facilities
available for public use, etc.  For all other works, and for purposes of geographic
subdivision of topics, use the heading for the feature.  In the case of the example
above, the heading Isle Royale National Park (Mich.) would be used for a work
such as a guidebook describing the park's hours of opening, dining and lodging
facilities, etc., while the heading Isle Royale (Mich.) would be used for a work such
as a discussion of the wildflowers in the park.
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2.  Parks as geographic subdivisions.  Subdivide topical headings by names of parks that are outside
of cities in accordance with the normal rules for geographic subdivision (see H 830).  When using
the name of a park as a geographic subdivision, assign the heading for the park, with topical
subdivision if appropriate, as an additional heading to the work being cataloged.  Examples:

Title:  Winter wind studies in Rocky Mountain National Park.
650 #0 $a Winds $z Colorado $z Rocky Mountain National Park.
650 #0 $a Winter $z Colorado $z Rocky Mountain National
          Park.  
651 #0 $a Rocky Mountain National Park (Colo.)

Title:  2000 miles on the Appalachian trail.
650 #0 $a Hiking $z Appalachian Trail.  
651 #0 $a Appalachian Trail $x Description and travel.

Note:  For geographic subdivision practice for parks that are located in cities, see sec. 3.a.,
below.

3.  Special provisions for assignment of headings.

a.  Parks in cities.  When assigning as a heading the name of a park located in a city, also
assign the heading for the city with an appropriate topical subdivision, if the work falls
within the scope of the provisions of H 1845, Local History and Genealogical Source
Materials.  Example:

Title:  Creating Central Park, 1857-1861.
651 #0 $a Central Park (New York, N.Y.) $x History.  
651 #0 $a New York (N.Y.) $x History $y 1775-1865.

Note:  Do not use names of parks in cities as geographic subdivisions.  Instead,
assign separate headings as required to bring out the topic, the park, and the city.
Example:

Title:  The falconer of Central Park.
650 #0 $a Bird watching $z New York (State) 
          $z New York.
650 #0 $a Birds $z New York (State) $z New York.
651 #0 $a Central Park (New York, N.Y.)
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3.  Special provisions for assignment of headings.  (Continued)

b.  Topical themes.  To works about parks that have a special topical theme or focus, assign
additional headings as required to bring out this theme.  Example:

Title: 'Round and about the dunes.
651 #0 $a Indiana Dunes National Lakeshore (Ind.) 
          $v Guidebooks.  
651 #0 $a Indiana Dunes State Park (Ind.) 
          $v Guidebooks.  
650 #0 $a Sand dunes $z Indiana $z Indiana Dunes
          National Lakeshore $v Guidebooks.
650 #0 $a Sand dunes $z Indiana $z Indiana Dunes State
          Park $v Guidebooks.

c.  Parks as administrative agencies.  To works that focus on, or include a substantial
amount of material on, a park as an administrative agency rather than as a geographic entity,
assign as a subject heading the appropriate name heading for the park instead of, or in
addition to, the established subject heading.  For example, a work about the administration
of Mount Rainier National Park would be assigned 

610 20 $a Mount Rainier National Park (Agency : U.S.)

A work that is both a physical description of the park and that includes a substantial amount
of material about its administration would be assigned

651 #0 $a Mount Rainier National Park (Wash.)
610 20 $a Mount Rainier National Park (Agency : U.S.)
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4.  Structures, monuments, and geographic features within parks.  Treat structures, monuments,
or geographic features in parks, including both those that are the principal focus of the park and
those that are only incidentally present in the park, as named entities in their own right. Establish
separate headings for them in accordance with H 1334 or H 690.  The former practice of linking the
two headings as RTs has been discontinued.  Examples:

150 ## $a Statue of Liberty (New York, N.Y.)
400 10 $a Bartholdi, Frédéric Auguste, $d 1834-1904. 
          $t  Liberty enlightening the world
450 ## $a Liberty enlightening the world (Statue) 
550 ## $w g $a Statues $z New York (State)

151 ## $a Statue of Liberty National Monument (N.Y. and N.J.)
550 ## $w g $a National monuments $z New Jersey 
550 ## $w g $a National monuments $z New York (State) 

151 ## $a Great Smoky Mountains (N.C. and Tenn.)
451 ## $a Great Smokies (N.C. and Tenn.)
451 ## $a Smokies (N.C. and Tenn.)
451 ## $a Smoky Mountains (N.C. and Tenn.)
550 ## $w g $a Mountains $z North Carolina
550 ## $w g $a Mountains $z Tennessee

151 ## $a Great Smoky Mountains National Park (N.C. and Tenn.)
550 ## $w g $a National parks and reserves $z North Carolina
550 ## $w g $a National parks and reserves $z Tennessee

Assignment of headings.  Assign the heading for the park to works that discuss the park as
a whole including such aspects as the history of its establishment, the facilities available for
public use, its organization, administration, financial affairs, etc.  Assign the heading for the
feature, structure, or monument to works that discuss only the entity itself without regard
to its presence in the park, including such aspects as its physical description, history of
construction, restoration, etc.  To works that discuss both the park and the specific entity,
assign both headings.
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BACKGROUND:  In subject cataloging practice the term periodical is defined as a publication
other than a newspaper that is actually or purportedly issued according to a regular schedule
(monthly, quarterly, biennially, etc.) in successive parts, each of which bears a numerical or
chronological designation, and that is intended to be continued indefinitely.  This definition is
broader than the traditional definition, which states that a periodical is generally published more
frequently than annually and normally contains separate articles.  The term serial is frequently used
in a broader sense to refer to any title cataloged as a serial, including periodicals, newspapers,
monographic series, etc.  The subdivision –Periodicals is used under headings assigned to serials
that conform to the subject cataloging definition of periodicals.  Furthermore, by long-standing
practice, –Periodicals is not used as a further form subdivision under those form subdivisions listed
in sec. 2 of this instruction sheet.

For provisions relating to catalogs of periodicals, see H 1361.  For provisions relating to electronic
serials, see H 1580.5.  For provisions relating to indexes to periodicals, see H 1670.  For provisions
relating to newspapers on special topics and newspapers of ethnic groups in the United States, see
H 1920.  For classification of periodicals, see F 210 and F 220.

1.  General rule.  Use –Periodicals as a form subdivision under all headings assigned to works that
conform to the definition of periodicals given above, including annual reports.  Use this subdivision
under topical headings, personal name headings, corporate body headings, geographic headings, etc.,
without restriction.

Regularity of publication.  In the event that the serials cataloger has not been able to
determine with certainty the frequency of publication, use judgment to decide whether or not
to use the subdivision –Periodicals.  Base this judgment on whether or not the periodical
appears to be issued regularly.  In case of doubt, assume that it is issued regularly and assign
the subdivision –Periodicals.  If a publication is known to be issued irregularly but contains
articles, etc., and in all other ways appears to be a periodical as defined above, use the
subdivision –Periodicals.

Juvenile periodicals.  When using this subdivision in conjunction with –Juvenile literature,
construct the heading as follows: [topic]–Periodicals–Juvenile literature.
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1.  General rule.  (Continued)

Serials that are not periodicals.  Do not use the subdivision under headings assigned to
publications that are revised and reissued in full on a regular basis, and are therefore
cataloged as serials for convenience, but are not periodicals as defined above.  For example,
Library of Congress subject headings is published annually and is cataloged as a serial, but
the subdivision –Periodicals is inappropriate for this work.

Monographic series.  Do not use the subdivision under headings assigned to monographic
series.

2.  –Periodicals under form headings and other form subdivisions.  Use –Periodicals as a further
subdivision under most form headings and form subdivisions, for example, American po-
etry–Periodicals; Tuberculosis–Statistics–Periodicals.

Exception:  Do not use –Periodicals as a further subdivision under the following form
subdivisions:

–Amateurs' manuals
–Atlases
–Calendars
–Cases
–Congresses
–Databases
–Dictionaries
–Digests
–Directories
–Encyclopedias
–Gazetteers
–Guidebooks
–Handbooks, manuals, etc.
–Juvenile films
–Juvenile literature
–Juvenile sound recordings
–Laboratory manuals
–Maps

–Maps, Comparative
–Maps, Manuscript
–Maps, Mental
–Maps, Outline and base
–Maps, Physical
–Maps, Pictorial
–Maps, Topographic
–Maps, Tourist
–Maps for children
–Maps for people with visual disabilities
–Maps for the blind
–Newspapers
–Observers' manuals
–Outlines, syllabi, etc.
–Photo maps
–Registers
–Telephone directories
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BACKGROUND:  The subdivision –Personal narratives is a free-floating form subdivision used
under names of events and wars for collective or individual eyewitness reports and/or autobiograph-
ical accounts of these events and wars.  Prior to 1977, the subdivision was used more widely under
classes of persons, types of activities, and diseases.  Those uses were replaced by the subdivision
–Biography under classes of persons.  For instructions on assigning headings to diaries and
journals, see H 1538.  For instructions on assigning headings to personal correspondence, see
H 1480.

1.  General rule.  Use the subdivision –Personal narratives under names of individual events or
wars.

If the work being cataloged covers a particular event such as a battle which is part of a larger
conflict, assign the heading for the specific event subdivided by –Personal narratives.

2.  National or ethnic qualifier.  When used under names of wars, battles, etc., qualify the
subdivision –Personal narratives by a national or ethnic qualifier to bring out the nationality or
ethnic background of the narrator(s) of the account(s), for example, World War, 1939-1945–
Personal narratives, American.

Under names of events not associated with a war or military conflict, omit the national or ethnic
qualifier.

3.  Assignment of subject headings.

a.  Name heading for the person.  For individual personal narratives, assign the name of the
author of the work as a subject heading.

b.  [Class of persons]–Biography.  If an individual personal narrative contains at least 50%
autobiographical information, treat it as a biography following the provisions of H 1330.  If
the work is an eyewitness report containing less than 50% autobiographical details, do not
treat it as a biography.

c.  Other subject headings.  Assign other subject headings as appropriate to the work being
cataloged.
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4.  Order of headings.

a.  Narratives that include personal information about the author.  If an individual
personal narrative contains a significant amount of personal information regarding the
author, assign the name of the author as the first subject heading.

b.  Narratives with little personal information about the author.  If the narrative is
essentially an eyewitness account of what happened with little personal information about
the author, assign the name of the war or event as the first subject heading; assign the name
of the author as an additional subject heading.

5.  MARC 21 biography coding.  Assign code a, c, or d, as appropriate in field 008/34 (the box labeled
Biography on the 008 input screen in the LC ILS).

6.  Examples.

Title:  Few eggs and no oranges.  
[diary about Londoners during World War II]

600 10 $a [name of author] $v Diaries.
650 #0 $a World War, 1939-1945 $v Personal narratives,
          British.
651 #0 $a London (England) $v Biography.

Title:  A rumor of war.
600 10 $a [name of author]
650 #0 $a Vietnam War, 1961-1975 $v Personal narratives,
          American.
650 #0 $a Soldiers $z United States $v Biography.  
610 10 $a United States. $b Marine Corps $v Biography.

Title:  Adventure in diplomacy : our French dilemma.
650 #0 $a World War, 1939-1945 $x Africa, North.  
650 #0 $a World War, 1939-1945 $x Diplomatic history.  
600 10 $a [name of author]
650 #0 $a World War, 1939-1945 $v Personal narratives,
          American.

Title:  The year of the buzz bomb; a journal of London, 1944.
651 #0 $a London (England) $x History $y Bombardment, 1944
          $v Personal narratives, American.
600 10 $a [name of author] $v Diaries.  
650 #0 $a World War, 1939-1945 $z England $z London.  
650 #0 $a Guided missiles $x History.
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BACKGROUND:  In 1981 the subdivisions –Relations (general) with [...], –Relations (general)
with foreign countries, –Relations (military) with [...], and –Relations (military) with foreign
countries were discontinued.  

1.  General rule.  Use the following free-floating subdivisions further subdivided by a specific place
when appropriate, or by the subdivision –Foreign countries:

–Relations (May Subd Geog)
Use under names of regions, countries, cities, etc. for general

relations between one region or jurisdiction and another.

–Military relations  (May Subd Geog)
Use under names of regions, countries, cities, etc. for non-hostile*

military relations and/or cooperation between one region or jurisdiction *

and another.

Note:  For works on diplomatic relations among regions and countries, use the subdivision
–Foreign relations under names of countries and regions larger than countries.  See H 1629
for instructions on its use.

2.  Relations with specific regions or countries.  Further subdivide these subdivisions by region or
country to designate relations with a specific region or country, following normal rules for
geographic subdivision (cf. H 830).  If the subdivisions –Relations and –Military relations are so
subdivided, make an additional subject entry with the two geographic names in reversed positions.
Examples:

651 #0 $a United States $x Relations $z China.  
651 #0 $a China $x Relations $z United States.

651 #0 $a Murcia (Spain : Region) $x Relations $z Latin America.
651 #0 $a Latin America $x Relations $z Spain $z Murcia (Region)
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3.  Relations within a single country.  As a general rule, do not use these subdivisions to
bring out relations between regions or jurisdictions within the same country, except
when it is necessary to designate historical relationships, such as the relations
between a country and a locality of the country at the time when it was an
independent jurisdiction.  Example:

Title:  Relations between pre-1965 Tibet and China.
651 #0 $a Tibet (China) $x Relations $z China.  
651 #0 $a China $x Relations $z China $z Tibet.

4.  –Foreign countries.  Use the free-floating subdivisions –Relations–Foreign countries
and –Military relations–Foreign countries for the general relations or military relations
of a region or jurisdiction with three or more regions or jurisdictions.

Title:  Mission to civilize: the French way.
651 #0 $a France $x Relations $z Foreign countries.
650 #0 $a Civilization, Modern $x French influences.
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5.  When to use and when to cancel existing headings.

a.  Headings with religions or denominations as parenthetical qualifiers.  Do not establish
new headings of the following type:

150 ## $a Amulets (Hinduism)
150 ## $a Faith (Judaism)
150 ## $a Prophecy (Christianity)
150 ## $a Children (Christian theology)

Continue to use existing headings of this type if they are appropriate for the work being
cataloged with respect to both the topic and the religion or denomination.  If, however, it
becomes necessary to establish a new heading in order to provide for a religion or
denomination for which there is not an established heading, establish the new heading in the
form [topic]–Religious aspects–[religion or denomination] and cancel all of the parentheti-
cally qualified headings that have been established for the same topic.

Note:  The headings God (Christianity), God (Hinduism), and other similar*

headings for God with parenthetical qualifiers are authorized exceptions.  New*

headings for God with parenthetical qualifiers may be established.*

b.  Multiples under non-religious topics.  Change any existing provisions for subdividing
a non-religious topic directly by particular religions or denominations when they are
encountered.  For example, the following headings were changed:

150 ## $a Marriage $x Catholic Church
150 ## $a Marriage $x Lutheran Church, [New Jerusalem
          Church, etc.]

Change such headings to incoporate the subdivision –Religious aspects, as described in this
instruction sheet and in H 2015.
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5.  When to use and when to cancel existing headings.

c.  "And" headings.  In general, retain and assign only those "and" headings that refer to
broad disciplines discussed from the standpoint of religion in general or of specific religions.
Examples:

150 ## $a Communism and religion
150 ## $a Buddhism and politics

Do not retain any "and" heading that incorporates the name of an individual denomina-
tion, for example, Theater and the Russian Orthodox Church.  Change such headings
to the preferred form [topic]–Religious aspects–[name of religion or denomination]. 
When changing an "and" heading, make a UF reference from the former heading to the
new heading.

"And" headings of this type are now established less frequently than in the past since the
preferred method of indicating the religious aspect of an inherently non-religious topic is
now [topic]–Religious aspects–[religion or denomination].
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Chronological subdivisions:  H 620, H 1075 (2)
Art:  H 1148 (2-3)
–Foreign relations:  H 870 (3)
–History:  H 1647 (2-3)
Jazz and popular music: H 1916.5 (2-4)
Musical compositions: H 1160 (2-3)

Chronology:  H 1367
Chronology as a subdivision:  H 1367
Churches

Established as name headings:  H 405 (5)
Circuses

Established as name headings: H 405 (5)
Cities

SEE ALSO City parks
City sections
Extinct cities (pre-1500)
Natural features in cities
names of specific cities

–Buildings, structures, etc.:  H 832 (1), H 1334.5
Airports:  H 1211
Not used as broader term for structures in cities:  H 375, H 1334 (1)

Cities assigned directly as geographic subdivisions:  H 830 (7)
"City flip" discontinued:  H 832 (1)
–Description and travel:   H 1530
Disasters, riots, demonstrations, etc.:  H 832 (1), H 1560
Event headings as subdivisions under cities:  H 1592 (9)
Free-floating subdivisions under:  H 1140
Geographic qualifiers for entities in cities:  H 810 (5)

Buildings:  H 1334 (4)
Geographic subdivision to the city level:  H 832
[ . . . ] Metropolitan Area:  H 362 (1), H 790 (1-3)

Geographic subdivision:  H 830 (4)
[ . . . ] Region:  H 362 (2), H 790 (1, 4)

Geographic subdivision:  H 830 (4)
[ . . . ] Suburban Area:  H 362 (2), H 790 (1, 3)
Subdivisions formerly used under cities:  H 832 (2-3)

Citing sources in subject authority records:  H 200 (7-8, 17), H 203
Authority research guidelines:  H 202 (3-8)

Citizen participation as a subdivision:  H 1942 (3)
City districts

SEE  City sections
"City flip"

Discontinued:  H 832, H 1560 (1)
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City halls:  H 1334 (1)
Established as subject headings:  H 405 (10)

City parks
SEE ALSO   Parks
Assignment of subject headings:  H 1925 (6)
Geographic qualifiers:  H 810 (5)

City sections:  H 720
Established as name headings:  H 405 (5), H 720 (1)
Free-floating subdivisions under:  H 1140
Geographic subdivision:  H 720 (2), H 830 (4)

City streets
Established as subject headings:  H 405 (13), H 690 (1)
Subject heading proposals:  H 2098

Geographic qualifiers:  H 2098 (1-2)
Use of vernacular:  H 2098 (1)

Civic centers
Established as subject headings:  H 405 (10)

Civil trials:  H 2228 (2-3)
Civil wars

Pattern heading:  H 1200
Civilization:  H 1370

SEE ALSO   Ethnic groups
Religious sects
Ancient peoples

Influence of one civilization on another:  H 1370 (4)
Special civilizations of particular places:  H 1370 (3)
[topic] and civilization:  H 1370 (5)
Types of civilization:  H 1370 (2)

Civilization as a subdivision:  H 1370 (2-3)
Period subdivisions:  H 1370 (3)

CJK subject headings in RLIN:  H 182
Clans

Established as subject headings:  H 405 (10)
Clarinet

Free-floating subdivisions under:  H 1161
Classes of persons

SEE ALSO   Ancient peoples
Ethnic groups
Indians
Literary authors, Groups of
Nationalities

[ . . . ] as [ . . . ] headings:  H 360
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Houses, Royal
SEE  Royal houses

Hurricanes
Establishing individual hurricanes:  H 1560 (4)

Husbands of famous women
Biography:  H 1330 (4)

- I -

Illumination artists
SEE  Manuscript illuminators

Illumination of manuscripts:  H 1855 (2-9, 15-18)
Illustrations as a subdivision:  H 1659, H 1935 (2)

Contrasted with –Pictorial works:  H 1659 (2)
Manuscripts:  H 1855 (3-4, 6-7, 15-18)

Illustrators
Artists as illustrators:  H 1250 (10)

Imaginary persons
SEE  Fictitious characters

Immigrants:  H 1581 (2-3, 5)
Biography:  H 1581 (3)
Free-floating subdivisions under:  H 1100
Geographic subdivision:  H 1581 (2)
Particular ethnic groups:  H 1581 (3,5)

Immigrants' descendants
Particular ethnic groups:  H 1581 (3)

Immigration
SEE  Emigration and immigration

Immigration policy
SEE  Emigration and immigration–Government policy as a subdivision

Immigration stations
Established as subject headings:  H 405 (12)

Imprints as a subdivision:  H 1660
In art as a subdivision:  H 362 (1); H 910 (1); H 1935 (2)
[ . . . ] in art:  H 362 (1), H 910 (1), H 1935 (2)
[ . . . ] in [ . . . ] headings

[class of persons] in [discipline]:  H 360
[nationality] in [place]

Replaced by [nationality] (May Subd Geog):  H 1919.5 (1)
[place] in [ . . . ]:  H 910
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[ . . . ] in [ . . . ] headings  (Continued)
[topic] in [topic]

Broader terms:  H 370 (9)
Contrasted with parenthetical qualifiers:  H 357 (2)

In literature as a subdivision:  H 362 (1); H 910 (2); H 1780 (3); H 1790 (4); H 1800 (3)
[ . . . ] in literature:  H 362 (1), H 910 (2)
In motion pictures as a subdivision:  H 910 (2)
[ . . . ] in motion pictures:  H 910 (2)
[ . . . ] (in religion, folklore, etc.)

Discontinued:  H 1998 (1)
In-service training as a subdivision:  H 2217 (2)
[ . . . ] in textbooks:  H 2187 (2)
[ . . . ] in the Bible:  H 1295
Incunabula

SEE  Early works
Indexes

Treated as supplementary works:  H 2145
Indexes as a subdivision:  H 1670
Indian reservations

Established as subject headings:  H 405 (12)
Indians

SEE ALSO   Tribes (Ethnic groups)
Folklore:  H 1627 (3, 6)
–History–Chronology:  H 1367 (2)
Indigenous tribes of the United States

As geographic subdivions:  H 830 (7)
–Music: H 1917 (2)
–Philosophy:  H 1929
Qualifiers for subject headings:  H 320, H 351
Systems of law:  H 1718 (1)
–Wars

As broader term for battles:  H 1285 (3)
Indians of the United States, Newspapers of:  H 1920 (2)
Indigenous peoples:  H 1103 (1)
Indigenous tribes of the United States

As geographic subdivisions:  H 830 (7)
Indirect subdivision

SEE  Geographic subdivisions
Individual persons

SEE  Names of persons
Individual works of art:  H 1250 (12)

Established as name headings: H 405 (7)
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Industries
Based on products:  H 1673
–Directories:  H 1558 (3)
Pattern headings:  H 1153

Influence as a subdivision:  H 1580 (1), H 1675 (1)
[ . . . ], Influence of:  H 1580 (1)
Influence of as a subdivision

Discontinued:  H 1580 (1), H 1675 (1)
[ . . . ], Influence of [ . . . ] on:  H 1580 (1)
Influence on [ . . . ] as a subdivision

Discontinued:  H 1580 (1), H 1675 (1)
[ . . . ] influences as a subdivision:  H 1580 (1), H 1675 (2-3)

Broader terms:  H 1675 (3)
Folklore materials:  H 1627 (3)

Information services:  H 1675.5
Information services as a subdivision:  H 1675.5
Ingredients for cooking:  H 1475 (2)

Establishing headings:  H 1475 (4)
Initial articles in subject headings

SEE  Articles in the initial position in subject headings
Initialisms: Appendix A (2)
Inquisition:  H 1676
Inspection as a subdivision:  H 1676.5
Institutions, Educational

SEE  Educational institutions, Individual
Educational institutions, Types of

Instruction and study as a subdivision:  H 2110 (3)
Musical compositions:  H 1160 (8)
Musical instruments: H 1161

Instructional materials, Music: H 1916.3 (3, 7)
Instrumental ensembles in music form/genre headings:  H 250 (1, 7), H 1917.5 (8, 18-25)
Instruments, Musical

SEE  Musical instruments
Insulin

Free-floating subdivisions under:  H 1149
Insurrections

Pattern heading:  H 1200
Intelligence testing as a subdivision:  H 2186 (1)
Interchanges, Express highway:  H 2098 (3)
Internal migration

SEE  Migration, Internal
International agency publications:  H 1643 (1)
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International bodies of water
Free-floating subdivisions under:  H 1145.5
Geographic qualifiers:  H 810 (7)
Geographic subdivision:  H 830 (6)

International conventions (Treaties):  H 2227 (4)
International organizations

Regions based on:  H 760 (4)
International relations:  H 1942 (1)
Internet resources

Citing in subject authority records:  H 203 (4)
Interviews as a subdivision:  H 1678
Invasions

Formulating headings:  H 1592
Inverted word order

Topical subject headings:  H 306
Islam:  H 1680
[ . . . ], Islamic:  H 1680
Islamic law

Dividing headings geographically:  H 1718
Islands:  H 807

Buildings and structures on:  H 1334 (4)
Entities on:  H 810 (5-6), H 807 (9)
Established as name headings if jurisdictional:  H 807 (1)
Established as subject headings if non-jurisdictional:  H 405 (11), H 807 (1)
Free-floating subdivisions under:  H 1140
Geographic qualifiers:  H 807 (1-3)
Geographic subdivision:  H 807 (6-9)

Subject usage information
In name authority records:  H 835 (1-3)
In subject authority records:  H 836

Parks coextensive with islands:  H 1925 (5)
[ . . . ] Region

Headings not constructed for regions based on islands:  H 760 (1)
Subject heading proposals:  H 807 (1-5)

Islands of the Caribbean
Geographic subdivision:  H 807 (8)

- J -

Japanese RLIN records
SEE RLIN CJK subject headings
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Jazz: H 1916.5, H 1917.5 (12)
Jerusalem:  H 980

Geographic subdivision:  H 830 (7)
Metropolitan Area:  H 790 (1, 3)

Jesuits
Free-floating subdivisions under:  H 1186

Jesus Christ
Established subdivisions vs. free-floating subdivisions:  H 1110 (2)
–Trial:  H 2228 (2)

Jewish as a qualifier:  H 306 (1); H 320 (1)
Jewish way of life:  H 2015.5 (1)
Jurisdictional mergers and splits:  H 710
Jurisdictions

SEE  Geographic name headings
Jurisdictions, Ancient (other than cities)

Established as name headings:  H 405 (7)
Juvenile dictionaries

SEE  Dictionaries, Juvenile as a subdivision
Juvenile drama:  H 1690 (2), H 1780 (2)
Juvenile fiction:  H 1690 (2), H 1790 (2)
Juvenile films:  H 1690 (2-3)
Juvenile literature as a subdivision:  H 1690

–Juvenile literature–Bibliography:  H 1690 (4)
–Periodicals–Juvenile literature:  H 1927 (1)

Juvenile materials:  H 180 (2), H 1690
Juvenile poetry:  H 1690 (2), H 1800 (2)
Juvenile software:  H 1690 (3)
Juvenile sound recordings:  H 1690 (2-3)
Juvenile textbooks:  H 1690 (1), H 2187 (3)

- K -

Kazakstan:  H 1023 (2-4)
Kingdoms

SEE  Historic kingdoms
Kings and rulers as a subdivision:  H 1574 (2-3, 5)

SEE ALSO   Rulers and statesmen
Koran:  H 1300

Free-floating subdivisions under:  H 1188
Korean RLIN records

SEE  RLIN CJK subject headings
Kyrgyzstan:  H 1023 (4)
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- L -

Labor laws and legislation
Free-floating subdivisions under:  H 1154.5

Laboratories
Established as name headings:  H 405 (7)

Lakes
Established as subject headings:  H 690 (1)
Free-floating subdivisions under:  H 1145.5
Geographic qualifiers:  H 810

Lakes in cities:  H 810 (5)
Land grants

Established as subject headings:  H 405 (11)
Land vehicles

Pattern heading:  H 1195
Landslides

Geographic subdivision to the city level:  H 1560 (1)
Language dictionaries:  H 1540
Language of vocal texts:  H 250 (4-5), H 1916.3 (2, 5), H 1917 (1, 4-5)
Language qualifiers for subject headings:  H 306 (2)
Language teachers

–Training of:  H 2217 (1)
Languages

SEE  English language
Foreign languages, Subject headings for
French language
Romance languages

Languages, Computer
SEE ALSO   Machine translating as a subdivision
Established as subject headings:  H 405 (10)

Latest name of political jurisdictions:  H 708 (1), H 830 (4)
Latin America:  H 985
Latvia:  H 1023 (2-4)
Law and legislation as a subdivision:  H 1705
Law, Constitutional:  H 1465 (2-3)
Law headings

SEE  Legal headings
Law, Systems of:  H 1718
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LC data base
Citing in subject authority records:  H 203 (4)

LC patterns for subject heading proposals
Citing in subject authority records:  H 200 (9, 18), H 202 (1-2)

LCSH
SEE  Subject authority records

Legal headings
SEE ALSO   Cases as a subdivision

Digests as a subdivision
Law and legislation as a subdivision
Legal research as a subdivision
Legal status, laws, etc. as a subdivision
Research as a subdivision
Safety regulations as a subdivision
Treaties
Trials

Broader terms
Headings qualified by legal systems:  H 370 (10)

Great Britain as geographic subdivision:  H 955 (2-3)
–History–Sources:  H 2080 (4)
–Legal research:  H 1710
–Legal status, laws, etc.:  H 1705
Pattern heading:  H 1154.5
–Sources:  H 2080 (4)
Systems of law:  H 1718
–Terminology:  H 2184 (2)

Legal materials:  H 1705-H1715
Legal research as a subdivision:  H 1710
Legal status, laws, etc. as a subdivision:  H 1705
Legendary characters:  H 1627 (6), H 1795

SEE ALSO   Fictitious characters
Established as subject headings:  H 1795 (1)
Subject headings proposals:  H 1795 (1)
Tagging in subject authority records:  H 200 (4)

Legendary objects:  H 1627 (6), H 1795 (1)
Legends:  H 1627 (6), H 1795 (2)

SEE ALSO   Romances
History and criticism:  H 1795 (3)
Legends involving religious objects:  H 1627 (6), H 1795 (1)
Qualifying by names of religions:  H 1627 (6)
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Legends, Medieval
SEE  Legends

Legends as a subdivision
Legends and stories as a subdivision

Discontinued:  H 1720 (1)
Legends as a subdivision:  H 1627 (3-4, 6), H 1795 (2-3)

SEE ALSO   Romances as a subdivision
Legislation:  H 1715
Legislative enactments:  H 1715
Legislative bodies

Pattern heading:  H 1155
Legislative history as a subdivision:  H 1715 (3)
Legislative histories:  H 1715 (3)
Letters, Foreign: Appendix C
Letters as a literary genre:  H 1480 (3)
Letters of individual persons

SEE  Correspondence of individual persons
Libraries

Established as name headings:  H 405 (7)
Library as a subdivision:  H 1361 (1), H 1427 (1), H 1855 (8)
Library catalogs:  H 1361

SEE ALSO   Audiovisual materials–Catalogs
Manuscript collections–Catalogs
Microform catalogs
Union catalogs
[specific form of library material] as a subdivision

Periodicals:  H 1361 (1)
Library districts

Established as name headings: H 405 (7)
Library of Congress Subject Headings

SEE  Subject authority records
Librettos as a subdivision:  H 1160 (7), H 2190 (2)
Lighthouses

Established as subject headings:  H 405 (11)
Literary authors, Groups of

Pattern heading:  H 1155.2
Qualifying by ethnic group:  H 351 (2)
Qualifying by nationality:  H 350 (2)

Literary authors, Individual
"Base heading" for authors who write under various names:  H 430 (3)
Biography:  H 1330 (2)
Facsimiles of manuscripts:  H 1595 (1)
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Literary authors, Individual  (Continued)
Free-floating subdivisions under:  H 1110
–History–Chronology:  H 1367 (2)
–Sources:  H 2080 (3)
Translations:  H 2220

Literary collections as a subdivision
Fictitious characters:  H 1610 (2)
Place names:  H 910 (2)

Literary prizes:  H 1265
Literary works, Individual

SEE ALSO   Literatures
specific literary genres

Entered under author
Pattern heading:  H 1155.6

Entered under title:
Pattern heading:  H 1155.8

Manuscripts:  H 1855 (5-6)
Literature

Classification numbers in subject authority records for literature headings:  H 365 (2)
Collections from one place in two or more languages:  H 1828
General overview of subject heading assignment:  H 1775

Literature, English
SEE  English literature

Literature, Folk
SEE  Folk literature

Literature, Juvenile
SEE  Juvenile literature as a subdivision

Literature teachers
–Training of:  H 2217 (1)

Literatures
SEE ALSO   Literary works, Individual

specific literatures and genres
Pattern heading:  H 1156
Period subdivisions:  H 1156 (2)
–Sources:  H 2080 (3)
Translations:  H 2220

Literatures as a subdivision:  H 1828
Lithuania:  H 1023 (2-4)
Liturgical texts set to music:  H 250 (2), H 1916.3 (5)
Liturgical works

SEE  Religious works
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Liturgy as a subdivision:  H 1855 (4, 13-18)
–Texts:  H 2190 (3)

Local history:  H 1845
Headings requiring [place]-[topic] as an additional heading:  H 1845 (3)
Subdivisions under place names for local history materials:  H 1845 (1)

Local subdivision of subject headings
SEE  Geographic subdivisions

London, England:
Buildings and structures in:  H 1334 (5)

Longitudinal studies as a subdivision:  H 1848

- M -

Macedonia (Republic):  H 1055
Machine translating as a subdivision:  H 2219 (2)
Malay as an adjective:  H 987 (1-2)
Malaya:  H 987
Malayan as an adjective:  H 987 (2)
Malaysia:  H 987

Qualification of geographic headings:  H 810 (1)
Abbreviations of states:  H 810 (9)

Malaysian as an adjective:  H 987 (2)
Manners and customs:  H 2057
Manors

Established as subject headings:  H 405 (12)
Mansions

Established as subject headings:  H 405 (12)
Manuals, Amateurs'

SEE  Amateurs' manuals as a subdivision
Manuscript collections:  H 1855 (8, 19-21)

Catalogs:  H 1361 (4-6)
Manuscript illuminators:  H 1855 (9)
Manuscripts, Facsimile editions of

SEE  Facsimiles of manuscripts
Manuscripts, Illumination of

SEE  Illumination of manuscripts
Manuscripts, Individual:  H 1855

Text with important illustrations:  H 1855 (15-18)
Manuscripts, Music: H 1595 (2)
Map collections as a subdivision:  H 1427 (1)
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Maps:  H 1865
–Early works to 1800:  H 1576 (1)
Facsimiles:  H 1595 (2)

MARC tagging
Subject authority records:  H 200

Market buildings
Established as subject headings:  H 405 (12)

Marketing as a subdivision:  H 1870
Markets

Established as name headings:  H 405 (7)
Mary, Blessed Virgin, Saint

Established subdivisions vs. free-floating subdivisions:  H 1110 (2)
Mass media

–Reviews:  H 2021 (2)
Massacres

Formulating headings:  H 1592
Geographic subdivision to the city level:  H 1560 (1)

Materials
Pattern heading:  H 1158

(May Subd Geog)
SEE  Geographic subdivisions

Medals:  H 1265
Medical statistics:  H 2095 (1-2)
Medicine, Popular:  H 1943.5 (1)
Medieval cities

SEE  Extinct cities (pre-1500)
Medieval legends

SEE  Legends
Legends as a subdivision

Medium of performance of musical works: H 250 (1-3, 5-9), H 1916.3 (3-4), H 1917.5, H 1918 (6-9)
Headings governed by patterns: H 250 (7-11)

Meetings
SEE  Congresses

Mental health as a subdivision:  H 1890 (1)
Mental health services as a subdivision:  H 1890 (2)
Mergers of two or more jurisdictions into one:  H 710
Metals

Free-floating subdivisions under:  H 1158
Methodology as a subdivision

Forecasting:  H 1628 (1-2)
Genealogy:  H 1631 (2)

Methods as a subdivision: H 1161 (2)
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[ . . . ] Metropolitan Area:  H 362 (1), H 790 (1-3), H 1140 (6)
Geographic subdivision:  H 830 (4)

Microform catalogs:  H 1361 (3-4)
Publishers' catalogs:  H 1965

Microforms:  H 1893
Migration, Internal:  H 1581 (4)
Migration, Return:  H 1581 (4)
Military engagements

Formulating headings:  H 1592
Military expeditions

Established as name headings:  H 405 (6)
Military installations, Active

Established as name headings:  H 405 (7)
Military installations, Inactive

Established as subject headings:  H 405 (12)
Military invasions

SEE  Invasions
Military occupations

Formulating headings:  H 1592
Military raids

SEE  Raids
Military relations as a subdivision:  H 1996
Military services

Pattern headings:  H 1159
Regimental histories:  H 1995

Military units
Regimental histories:  H 1995

Mine buildings
Established as subject headings:  H 405 (12)

Mines
Established as subject headings:  H 405 (12)

Miniature books:  H 1895
–Specimens:  H 1895

Miniature paintings of manuscripts
SEE  Illumination of manuscripts

Mining districts
Established as name headings:  H 405 (7)

Mints
Established as subject headings:  H 405 (12)

Miscellanea as a subdivision:  H 1910
Model headings

SEE  Pattern headings
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Moldova:  H 1023 (2-4)
Monasteries

Established as name headings:  H 405 (7)
Monastic orders

Adjectival qualifiers for subject headings:  H 306 (1)
–Controversial literature:  H 1472 (1)
Monastic and religious life:  H 2015.5 (1)
Pattern heading:  H 1186

Montenegro:  H 1055
Months, Special:  H 1592
Monuments:  H 1334 (1)

Established as subject headings:  H 405 (12)
Geographic subdivision to the city level:  H 1334.5 (1)
Subject heading proposals for national monuments:  H 1925

Monuments as a subdivision
Individual persons:  H 1334 (10)

Moon
SEE  Celestial bodies

Moral and ethical aspects as a subdivision:  H 1949, H 1998 (4)
Morgues

Established as name headings:  H 405 (7)
Mosques

Established as name headings:  H 405 (7)
Motels

Established as name headings:  H 405 (7)
Motion pictures:  H 2230

Established as name headings:  H 405 (7)
Mountain ranges

Geographic subdivision:  H 830 (6)
Mountains

Established as subject headings:  H 690 (1)
Mu .hammad, Prophet, d. 632

Established subdivisions vs. free-floating subdivisions:  H 1110 (2)
Multifaceted careers, Persons with

Biography:  H 1330 (3)
Free-floating subdivisions under:  H 1110 (2-3)

Multilingual dictionaries:  H 1540
Multiple subdivisions:  H 1090

Religion headings:  H 1998, H 2015
Subject heading proposals:  H 1090 (2)

Religion headings:  H 1998 (2), H 2015 (2)
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Museums:  H 1916
Established as name headings:  H 405 (8), H 1916

Museums as a subdivision:  H 1916 (1)
Music

SEE ALSO   Folk music
Jazz
Popular music

Accompaniment in form/genre headings: H 250 (8-9), H 1917.5 (10, 13, 15, 21-22, 24-25,
27, 31, 34-38)

Authority records:  H 250, H 1917.5 (5-8, 10-12, 14-16, 18, 21-23, 28-30, 33, 37)
By individual composers:  H 1438
Common concepts in subject headings: H 1916.3 (2-9)
Dance music headings:  H 250 (5)
Ethnic, national, and religious groups: H 1917
For occasions (religious seasons, holidays, festivals, etc.):  H 1160 (5), H 1916.3 (2, 4)
Form/genre headings: H 250, H 1160, H 1916.3 (3), H 1917.5
General: H 1916.3
Headings governed by patterns: H 250 (7-11)
–Instruction and study:  H 1160 (8), H 2110 (3)
Instructional materials: H 1916.3 (3, 7), H 1918 (9-10)
Inverted headings:  H 306 (4)
Literature and other materials about: H 1160 (3-4), H 1161, H 1916.3 (6-8), H 1917, 

H 1918 (9-10)
Medium of performance in headings: H 250 (1-3, 5-9), H 1916.3 (3-4), H 1917.5, 

H 1918 (6-9)
Pattern headings

For free floating subdivisions
Musical compositions: H 1160, H 2075, H 2190 (2)
Musical instruments: H 250 (9, 11), H 1161

For musical compositions:  H 250 (7-11)
Qualifiers for music headings:  H 250 (3-5, 10-11), H 306 (4), H 1917.5 (11-17, 24-25, 29-35,

37-38)
Subject heading assignment: H 250 (5), H 1160, H 1161, H 1438 (2), H 1916.3 (3-9), H 1917

(1-5), H 1917.5 (9, 11, 21-22, 24-25, 27-38), H 1918 (6-10), H 2075, H 2190 (2)
Subject heading proposals: H 250 (1-6), H 1917.5 (5-8, 10-12, 14-16, 22-24, 28, 37), H 1918

Music, Folk
SEE  Folk music

Music, Popular: H 1916.5
Music, Vocal

SEE  Vocal music headings
Music and songs

SEE Songs and music as a subdivision: H 2075
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Music and the war [revolution, etc.] as a subdivision: H 2075 (4)
(Music) as a qualifier: H 250 (5), H 1916.3 (5), H 1918 (3, 6) 
Music as a subdivision:  H 1917 (1-2)
Music halls

Established as subject headings:  H 405 (12)
Music heading authority records: H 250

SEE ALSO "Subject heading proposals" under Music
Music manuscripts:  H 1595 (2)
Music of ethnic groups: H 1916.3 (2, 6), H 1917
Music of national groups: H 1916.3 (6), H 1917
Music of religious groups: H 1916.3 (6), H 1917
Musical compositions

SEE ALSO Folk music
Jazz
Music
Popular music

Pattern heading: H 1160
Musical format subdivisions: H 250 (9), H 1160 (6-8), H 1916.3 (3, 6)
(Musical instrument) as a qualifier:  H 1918 (3, 7)
Musical instrument collections as a subdivision:  H 1427 (1)
Musical instruments:  H 1918

Brands and models:  H 1918 (8-10)
–Catalogs and collections:  H 1360 (3), H 1427 (2)
Classification numbers in subject authority records:  H 365 (2), H 1918 (5)
Ethnic and national: H 1917 (1, 5)
Free-floating subdivisions under:  H 1161
In music form/genre headings: H 1917.5 (5-17, 20, 24)
Keyboard: H 1917.5 (9-10, 12-15, 21, 34, 36)
Non-musical objects used as:  H 1918 (6)
Number of the same solo instrument in music form/genre headings: H 1917.5 (10-17)
Order, in music form/genre headings: H 1917.5 (9-10, 27, 31, 35)
Parts of instruments and accessories:  H 1918 (6)
Pattern heading:  H 1161
Percussion:  H 1917.5 (9, 16-17, 22)
Qualifiers:  H 1917.5 (3-6, 15-16), H 1918 (3, 6-8)
Subject heading assignment: H 1917 (1-5), H 1918 (6-10)
Subject heading proposals: H 250 (9-10), H 1917.5 (5-7, 10-12, 14-16, 22-24, 28, 30, 33, 37),

H 1918
Unspecified:  H 1917.5 (9-10, 15)

Musical presentation subdivisions: H 250 (9), H 1160 (5-7), H 1916.3 (3, 6)
Musical settings as a subdivision: H 1160 (3, 6), H 2075 (1)
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Musical style: H 250 (1-3), H 1160 (5), H 1161 (2), H 1916.3 (5), H 1916.5 (1-2), H 1917 (1, 3)
Qualifiers for subject headings: H 306 (3)

Musicians
Composers: H 1438
Free-floating subdivisions under:  H 1110

Muslim as an adjective:  H 1680
Mutinies

Formulating headings:  H 1592
Mythological characters:  H 1795 (2)
Mythology as a subdivision:  H 1998 (4)

- N -

Name as a subdivision:  H 1919 (1)
Name authority record proposals made by subject catalogers

SEE  Proposals for name authority records made by subject catalogers
Name authority records

SEE ALSO   Name headings
AACR2 coding:  H 405 (3-4), H 430 (1-2)
Categories of headings established as name or subject headings:  H 405
Citing name authority records in subject authority records:  H 203 (4)
Corporate bodies

Dividing by place:  H 364 (5), H 475
Name changes:  H 460

Provisional, Name headings coded:  H 436
Requests by subject catalogers for name authority records:  H 405 (3)
"Subj Cat Manual/AACR2" notation:  H 405 (4)
Subject usage information:  H 432, H 708

Geographic subdivision information:  H 835
Validity of headings for subject use:  H 430

Name changes
Corporate bodies:  H 460
Political jurisdictions:  H 708 (1), H 830 (4)

Name headings
SEE ALSO   Geographic name headings

Name authority records
Abbreviations:  Appendix A
Capitalization:  Appendix B (1)
Diacritics and special characters:  Appendix C (1)
Categories of headings established as name or subject headings:  H 405
"General see also" references to types of name headings:  H 371 (2, 4)
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Saint
Abbreviations:  Appendix A (7-8)
Family names:  H 1631 (3)

Sanatoriums
Established as name headings:  H 405 (8)

Sanitary landfills
Established as subject headings:  H 405 (12)

Sanitation districts
Established as name headings:  H 405 (8)

Satellites (Moons)
Established as subject headings: H  405 (13)

Satellites, Artificial
Established as name headings:  H 405 (8)

Scandals
Formulating headings:  H 1592

Scenic rivers
SEE  Wild and scenic rivers

School districts
Established as name headings:  H 450 (8)

Schools (Educational institutions)
Established as name headings:  H 405 (8)

Schools (Groups of people)
Capitalization: Appendix B (8)

Schools of artists
Capitalization: Appendix B (8)
Established as subject headings:  H 405 (13)

Scientific and technical atlases:  H 1935 (3)
Scientific apparatus collections as a subdivision:  H 1427 (1)
Scientific expeditions:

Established as name headings:  H 405 (6)
Scope notes:  H 400

Adding to an existing heading:  H 400 (4)
Changing an existing note:  H 400 (4)
Proposing with a new heading:  H 200 (8, 17), H 400 (4)
Scope notes that allow for free-floating subdivision of headings:  H 1090 (1)

Scores
Not forwarded to the Subject Headings Editorial team when proposing new headings: 

H 250 (11)
Scotland

Geographic subdivision:  H 955 (1)
Law cataloging:  H 955 (2-3)

Sculpture:  H 1250 (2)
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Seas
Established as subject headings:  H 690 (1)
Free-floating subdivisions under:  H 1145.5

Sections, columns, etc.–Reviews as a subdivision:  H 2021 (2)
Sects, Christian

SEE  Christian denominations
Sects, Religious

SEE  Religious sects
"See also" references

SEE  Broader terms
Narrower terms
Related terms

"See also" references, General
SEE  General see also references

"See" references
SEE  "Used for" references

"See" references, General
SEE General see references

Selections
Not used in name-title subject headings for musical works: H 1438 (2)

Serbia:  H 1055
Serbia and Montenegro:  H 1055

Qualification of geographic headings:  H 810 (1)
Serials, Electronic:  H 1580.5
Sermons:  H 2032
Service stations

Established as name headings:  H 405 (9)
Shakespeare, William, 1564-1616

Free-floating subdivisions under:  H 1110
Shakespeare, William, 1564-1616.  Hamlet

Free-floating subdivisions under:  H 1155.6
Ships

Established as name headings:  H 405 (9)
Shipyards

Established as name headings:  H 405 (9)
Shopping centers

Established as subject headings:  H 405 (13)
Short films:  H 2230 (2)
Shows (Exhibitions)

Established as name headings:  H 405 (9)
Shrines

Established as subject headings:  H 405 (13)
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Texts as a subdivision:  H 2190
Music:  H 1160 (8), H 1917 (1)

"The" in the initial position in subject headings:  H 290, H 690 (6)
Theater buildings

Established as subject headings:  H 405 (13)
Theater companies

Established as name headings:  H 405 (9)
Theater disaster, [date] as a subdivision

Discontinued:  H 1560 (2)
Theme parks

Established as subject headings: H  405 (13)
Themes, motives as a subdivision:  H 1627 (2)
Theology as a subdivision

Usage under Bible:  H 1295 (2)
Theses:  H 1570
Time period qualifiers for subject headings:  H 306 (3)
Time periods:  H 620
Title added entries, Partial

SEE  Partial title added entries
Titles of publications as subject headings:  H 290, H 1435 (2-3)
Tombs

Established as subject headings:  H 405 (13)
Topical subdivisions:  H 1075 (1)

Literature about music:  H 1160 (4)
Musical instruments:  H 1161

Topical subject headings
Music:  H 1160 (3), H 1916.3 (7-8)
Tagging in subject authority records:  H 200 (4)

Tornadoes
Geographic subdivision to the city level:  H 1560 (1)

Tournaments
Established as name headings:  H 405 (9)

Tours as a subdivision:  H 1645 (3)
Towers

Established as subject headings:  H 405 (13)
Townships in the United States

Not used as geographic qualifiers:  H 810 (5)
Trails

Established as subject headings:  H 405 (13)
Subject heading proposals:  H 1925 (4)

Use of vernacular:  H 690 (4), H 1925 (2)
Training of as a subdivision:  H 2110 (2), H 2217
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Translating and interpreting:  H 2219 (1)
Translating as a subdivision:  H 2219 (1)

Sacred works:  H 1300 (1)
Translating into [name of language] as a subdivision:  H 2219 (1)
Translating services:  H 2219 (2)
Translations:  H 2220

Classical and ancient works:  H 1412
Folk literature:  H 1627 (5)
Sacred works:  H 1300

Translations as a subdivision:  H 2220
Translations into [name of language] as a subdivision:  H 2220

Folk literature:  H 1627 (5)
Not used under headings for music of ethnic and national groups: H 1917 (4)
Sacred works:  H 1300 (2)

Transliteration
Geographic subject headings:  H 690 (6)

Transportation:  H 2225
Transportation as a subdivision:  H 2225 (2)
Travel posters:  H 1945.5 (3)
Treaties:  H 2227

Established as name headings:  H 2227 (1)
Treaties as a subdivision:  H 2227 (1)
Trials:  H 2228

Formulating headings:  H 2228 (4-5)
Trials, litigation, etc. as a subdivision:  H 2228 (2-4)
Tribes (Ethnic groups)

Established as subject headings:  H 405 (13)
Tribes (Legal entities)

Established as name headings:  H 405 (9)
Tribes, Indigenous (U.S.)

As geographic subdivisions:  H 830 (7)
Tripitaka:  H 1300
Truck stops

Established as name headings:  H 405 (9)
Tsunamis

Geographic subdivision to the city level:  H 1560 (1)
Tuberculosis

Free-floating subdivisions under:  H 1150
Turkmenistan:  H 1023 (2-4)
Tunnels:  H 1334 (1)

Established as subject headings:  H 405 (14)
Typhoons

Geographic subdivision to the city level:  H 1560 (1)
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